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The main goal of this project is to construct finite homomorphic image of mono­
mial infinite semi-direct products which are called progenitors. The progenitor can be 
written as m* n :m N, where N is the control group and m* m is a free product of n copies 
of the cyclic group Cm of order m. In this thesis, we will restrict our attention to the 
cases that m = 2 and m = 3. We will use the technique of double coset enumeration to 
construct the finite groups S4 x 2, S5 x 2, A7, A7 x S3, 3'A.7 and Mi2 : 2 as the homo­
morphic images of the progenitors 2* 3 :m S3, 2* 4 :m S4, 3* 5 :m S5, 3* 5 :m S5, 3* 3 :m S4 
and 3* 5 :m S$ respectively.
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Matrices and permutations, the two common methods for working with groups 
tend to be problematic or even uncontrollable for large finite groups, in particular larger 
sporadic groups. Matrix multiplication for large matrices is very time consuming. The 
basic element information is not easily recovered using matrices and matrix operation 
are time consuming. While basic operation on permutations are straight forward, their 
length is inconvenient.
In this thesis, we provide an alternative convenient and efficient method. This 
method can be applied to many groups, including all finite non-abelian simple groups, 
see [2]. Several sporadic simple groups can be constructed using this approach, see for 
example [7]. In this thesis, we will use this approach to construct several finite groups in­
cluding 54 x 2, 5S x 2, A7, A7 x S3, 3'A7 and Mi 2 : 2 as homomorphic images of 2* 3 :m S3, 
2* 4 :m S4, 3* 5 :m S5, 3* 5 :TO S5, 3* 3 :m S4 and 3* 5 :m S5 respectively. The technique of 
double coset enumeration not only enables us to express elements of a group in a much 
more concise manner, but this technique also allows the multiplication and inversion of 
elements represented in short form, in a straight forward manner.
Symmetric generation of a group
We now give the basic definitions that we will use throughout this paper.
Let G be a group and T = {ii,i2>• • •, in} be a subset of G, and let
2
T = {< ti > |1 < i < n}.
If
(i) G = (T), and
(ii) The set normalizer N of T in G acts on T transitively, 
then G is a homomorphic image of the progenitor m* n : N where m* n is a free product 
of n cyclic groups of order m. In this thesis, we will restrict our attention to the cases 
that m = 2 and m = 3, where = m, and N is a group of automorphisms of m* n which 
acts on the n cyclic subgroups by conjugation. If tt is an element of N, then if = irtT. 
Every element of m* n : Ar can be written, not uniquely, as itw, where tt G N and w is a 
word in tiS. We factor the progenitors by relations of the form nw, where n G N and w 
is a word in the tiS. We write this as
nw
Double coset enumeration
We factor 2*"  : AT by appropriate relators and construct finite homomorphic images. In 
order to construct
we perform the manual double coset enumeration of G over N.
We let i to represent tf and also represent the double coset Nt/ by i. If Ntitj = 
Nt[tk, then we write it as ij ~ Ik. The double coset
NwN = {Nwn\n G AT}
is written as [w]. The point stabilizer of the point i is denoted by Nr and the coset 
stabilizer of the double coset Nw is given by
jVW = {n e 2V|Nw" = Nw}.




We need to find all the double cosets and the numbers of single cosets in each 
double coset. The two chapters (Chapter-2 and Chapter-3), are written in detail manner 
to facilitate a better reading of the rest of the thesis.
4
Chapter 2
Construction of S4 x 2
Factoring the progenitor 2* 3 : S3 by the relation toti = xt^t^, we obtain the finite image
(C — 2* 3;m53
totl = (0,l,2)tot2
The symmetric presentation of the progenitor 2* 3 : S3 can be given by:
2* 3 : S3 =< x,y, t]x3 = y2 = (xy)2, (t,y),tQti = (0,1,2)t0*2  >•
The control group is N = S3 =< s,$/|:r3 = y2 = (xy)2 >• The action on the symmetric 
generators is given by x ~ (0,1,2), y ~ (1,2), and our relation is tgii = (0, l,2)tot2 ~ 
[(0,1,2)t0]4.
Double coset enumeration of G over S3.
We note that,
NeN ={Wen|n G lV}={2Vn]n 6 jV}={N}.
Let [*]  represents for the double coset NeN. [*]  has only one distinct single coset, namely 
IV. Since, IV = S3 acts transitively on {0,1,2}. Therefore, N has one orbit namely 
{0,1,2}. In {0,1,2}, we take one representative 0 from the orbit and find which double 
coset IVto belongs.
Clearly, Nto G NIqN = {Nig |n 6 TV} = {IVto, Nt}, Nfa}, and denote NtoN by [0]. Now, 
consider the coset stabilizer N®. The coset stabilizer N^ is equal to the point stabilizer 
5
N° and is given by:
= N° =< e, (1,2) >.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in [0] are
l^l _ 3! _ 6 _ o
pVW|— 2 ” 2 “
The orbits of N® on {0,1,2} are {0} and {1,2}. Now, take one representative from 
each orbit, namely 0 and 1, and find the double coset to which AVoio and belong.
However,
= AT 6 [*]
Ntoti = Ntoil € NtotiN (New double coset denoted by [01])
Therefore, one symmetric generator goes back to the double coset {*}  and two extend.
Next, we consider the double coset [01].
iy(°i) > N01 ~< e >. By our relation toil = (0,1,2)toi2> => A^ot/1,2) = Ntot2 
=£> (1,2) e and our relation gives 01 — 02.
=> M01’ =< e, (1,2) >= {e, (1,2)}.
So, the number of single cosets in the double coset [01] are at most
= y = f = 3. Each single coset has two different names.
We can identify the three single cosets in [01] by conjugating (01 — 02) by the transversal 
of Art01) in N.
(01-02)(°’1.2) = (12-10)
(01 - 02)<°-2’1) = (20 - 21)
Hence, the three distinct right single cosets are: 
01 -02,10- 12,20-21.
Since the orbits of Art01) on {0,1,2} are {0} and {1,2}. We take representatives 0 and 
1 from the two orbits, and determine which double coset Aftoiiii and Ntot Jo belong? 
However,
Ntgiiti = ATYq € [0]
Aftotito € ATtotitoA'. (denote this new double coset by [010] ).
6
Therefore, two symmetry generators go back and one advances.
Now, let us consider the double coset [010].
jy(oio) > jyOio =<- e and frOm Our relation 01 ~ 02, we have 010 ~ 020.
Ntotito^ = Nt0t2t0 = Ntotito => (1,2) 6 JV<010’.
Woti(o,2) = Wtit2ti = JVtitoti =*■  (0,2) e Ar(010\
=> j\r(010) =< (0,2), (1,2) >= {e, (0,1), (0,2), (1,2), (0,1,2), (0,2,1)} = S3.
Hence, the number of single coset in [010] is at most
|AT| _ 3! _ 6 _ i
|jV(oio)j — 3l ~ 6 ~ h
The single coset in this double coset lias six different names. We now find the six names 
of the single coset WMito
By our relation toti = (0,1,2)toi2 and (01 ~ 02, 10 ~ 12, 20 ~ 21) above, we have the 
following:
• Mito = (0,1,2)t0t2t0 => 010 = (0,1,2)020
. tot^0’2’1’ = (O,l,2)tot2(0'2,1)
t2*0  = (2,o, l)t2ti
Now, Mito = (0, 1> 2)M2to = (0,1,2)to(2,0, l)t2ti = (0,2, l)tiMi
=>010 = (0,2,1)121.
• But 12 ~ 10 and 010 = (0,2,1)121 => 010 = (0,2,1)101
• Mi(0’1)2) = (0,l,2)M2C°’1,2)
tit2 = (0, l,2)tit0
Also totito = (0,1, tytotrto
tot2t0 = (0,2, l)totito = (0,2, l)t0(0,2, l)tit2 = (0,2, l)(0,2, l)t2tit2
= (0,1,2)<2tit2=^ 010 = (0,1,2)212
• But 20 ~ 21
So, Mito = (0,1,2)t2tit2 = (0,1,2)t2M2 010 = (0,1,2)202
So, all the names of the right single coset in double coset [010] are:
010 ~ 020 ~ 121 ~ 101 ~ 212 - 202.
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2V(°10) =< (0,2), (1,2) > acts transitively on {0,1,2}. Thus, ?/(010) has only a single 
orbit {0,1,2} on {0,1,2}. Now take one representative from the orbit namely 0, and 
determine which double coset A’foh^o belongs. However,
ATtohMo = Ntoti £ [01].
Therefore, all symmetric generators go back to the double coset [01] and none of them 
advance. Hence, we must have completed the double coset enumeration. The double 
coset enumeration shows that the index of N = S3 in G is at most
|G?| < (1 + 3 + 3 + 1) |AT| = (8)6 = 48.
All the information is summarized in the Cayley diagram below.
Figure 2.1: The Cayley diagram of S4 x 2 over S4.
8
Permutation Representation.
Table 2.1: Permutation Representation of Si x 2
Cosets ar ~ (0,1,2) y ~ (1,2) to
l.W l.N 1JV 2.Nto
2Wt0 3.Wti 2Wt0 l.W
3.Wti 4Wt2 4JVt2 6. AV 1 to
4.ATt2 2.M0 3Wti 7.Nt2tQ
5Wtoti 6.2Vtito fi.Wtoti S.Ntotito
G.AVito 7.Nt%to 7.Wt2t0 3.Nti
7.JVt2to 5-JVtoti 6. AV 1 to 4.Nt2
S.Ntofto 8.AVotito SWtotito S.Ntoti
The homomorphic image of G.
Define a : G —> Sg, where (8) is a number of single cosets from the Cayley diagram above 
gives the action of G on the 8 cosets. From the labeling given in. Table-2.1, we compute 




We now verity that a is a homomorphism.
1. We want to show that S(to) has exactly 3 conjugates under conjugation by
< 2(x), ahj) >.
2(t0)S(x) = (1.3)(4,7)(2,5)(6,8) =2(*i).
2(ti)sW = (1,4)(2,5)(3,6)(7,8) = 2(t2).
g(t2)a<^ = (1,2)(3,6)(4,7)(5,8) = 2(t0).
2(t0)s<") = (1,2)(3,6)(4,7)(5,8) = 2(t0).
a(ti)3M = (1,4)(2,5)(3,6)(7,8) = 2(t2).
S(t2)sW = (1,3)(4,7)(2,5)(6,8) = 2(tt).
2. a(N) acts as N on (a(to), a(ti), 6f(i2)} by conjugation; we note that
a(a?) : (2(t0), a(ti), ct(i2)), afe) : (a(<i), a(t2)), and < a(x),a(y) >= N = S3.
Then, ct(G) = a(2* 3 : S3) = a < N,to >~< a(x), a(y), a(to) > is a homomorphic 
image of (2* 3 : S3).
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Next, we want the homomorphic image of G = ^-=(0,1 2)t0fa •
Now, < a(s),S(y),ct(io) >< $8 is a homomorphic image of G = toti=(o;L2)t0t2 
the additional relation io^i = (0,1,2)io^2 holds in < oi(x), a?(y), a(to) >• 
Thus, we want to show that 3(toii) = a((0,1,2)fo^2)
Wi) = a(to)a(ti) = (1,2)(3,6)(4,7)(5,8)(1,3)(4,7)(2,5)(6,8) = (1,5,6)(2,3,8). 
a((0,1,2)tot2) = 3((0,1,2))a(t0)a(t2) = (2,3,4)(5,6,7) (1,2) (3,6) (4,7) 
(5,8)(1,4)(2,5)(3,6)(7,8) = (1,5,6)(2,3,8).
Therefore, o : G —> Sg is a homomorphism map.
Now, by First Isomorphism Theorem, we have
C?|A;er(a) = im(a)
=> = IM«)I = I < «(y)> a(i0) > | = 48
|G| = 48 x |fcer(a)|, where (|fcer(ti)| > 1).
=> |G| > 48.
But early we found that |G| < 48. Therefore, we can conclude that |G| = 48. Since 
|G| = 48
=> ]ker(p)] = 1.
=> a is also an isomorphism.
=> G ~ a(G) =< a(x), a(y), a(to) >.
It is clear from the Cayley diagram of G over S3 that every element of G can be written 
as 7fu;, where tf is a permutation of S3 on three letters, and w is a word in the t{3 of the 
length at most three. We call this representation of elements of G the symmetric repre­
sentation. We now give examples of elements of G in both symmetric and permutation 
representation.
Permutation Representation to Symmetric Presentation
Let p = (1,6,7)(3,4,8) be an element in the permutation representation.
We know that Np = Nw.
Since, p 6 Np => p e Nw.
We know that Np = lp
=$. Np = 5(1) = 6 = NtVo.
=> p = nw, where n G N.
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To represent p in the symmetric representation form, we must find n G IV = S3.
We have p(l) = 6 and Table-2.1 gives that TVtito is labeling 6.




= (1,6,7) (3,4,8)(1,2) (3,6)(4,7) (5,8)(1,3)(4,7)(2,5) (6,8)
= (2,3,4)(5,6,7).
From our Table-2.1 again,
n = (0,1,2).
Therefore, p can be written in the symmetric representation as follows
p = (0, l,2)tit0-
Symmetric Presentation to Permutation Representation
Let (0,1,2)tito he an element in the symmetric representation.
=ep = 2(0,1,2)2(ti)2(t0) = (2,3,4)(5,6,7)(1,3)(4,7)(2,5)(6,8)(1,2)(3,6)(4,7)(5,8) 
= (1,6,7)(3,4,8).
Therefore, (0,1,2)tito can be written in the permutation representation as follow 
(0, l,2)trt0 = (1,6,7)(3,4,8).
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Chapter 3
Construction of S5 x 2
Factoring the progenitor 2* 4 : S4 by the relation toti — (0,1,2)tot2» we obtain the finite 
image
/"*  2*4. ‘m.iS4
~ toti=(O,l,2)tot2
The symmetric presentation of the progenitor 2* 4 :m S4 can be given by:
2* 4 :m S4 =< x, y. t|z4, y2, (ajy)3,t2, (t,xy/oti = (0,1,2)i0f2 >
The control group is TV = S4 =< x, y|o;3 = y2 = (xy)3 >. The action on the symmetric 
generators is given by x ~ (0,1, 2,3), y ~ (0,1), and our relation is to^i — (051,2)tot2-
Double coset enumeration of G over S4.
We note that,
JVeTV ={TVen|n G TV}={TVn|n G TV}—{N}.
Let [*]  represents the double coset TVeTV. [*]  has only one distinct single coset, namely 
TV. Since, TV = S4, acts transitively on {0,1,2,3}. Therefore, TV has one orbit namely 
{0,1, 2,3}. In {0,1,2,3} we take one representative 0 from the orbit and find which dou­
ble coset Nto belongs.
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Clearly, Nio € NtoN = {Nt^|n G N} = {Nto,Nii,Nt2,Ni3}, and denote NtoN by [0]. 
Now, consider the coset stabilizer N(°\ The coset stabilizer is equal to the point 
stabilizer N° and is given by:
N<°) = N° =< (1,2,3), (1,2) >= S3.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in [0] are
|1V| -4! .24-4
]AT(O)| — 3! ”6 **
The orbits of,N<°) on {0,1,2,3} are {0} and {1,2,3}. Now, take one representative from 
each orbit, namely 0 and 1, and find the double coset to which Ntoto and Ntoti belong. 
However,
Ntoto = N 6 [*]
Ntoti = Ntoti G NtotiN (New double coset denoted by [01])
Therefore, one symmetric generator goes back and three extend.
Next, we consider the double coset [01].
We know that M01) > N01 =< e, (2,3) >, and by our relation toti = (0, l,2)tot2 we 
have,
Ntoti^1’2’3) = Nt0t2 => (1,2,3) G N<01\ our relation gives 01 — 02.
JV(01) =< (1,2,3), (2,3) >= {e, (1,2), (1,3), (2,3), (1,2,3), (1,3,2)} = S3.
Therefore, the number of single right coset in the double cosets NNtoiiN are at most
= $ = T = Each single coset has three different names.
And now, by conjugating (01) with elements of N^01\ we obtain the following relation: 
(01-02-03).
We can identify all the four single cosets in [01] by conjugating (01 — 02 — 03) with 
elements of the transversal of N^01) in N.
T = {e,(0,1), (0,2), (0,3)}
(01 - 02 - 03)t°’^ = (10 - 12 - 13)
(01 - 02 - 03)<°’2> = (21 - 20 - 23)
(01 - 02 - 03/°’3) = (31 - 32 - 30)
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Hence, the four distinct right single cosets are:
01 - 02 - 03,10 - 12 - 13,20 - 21 - 23,30 - 31 - 32
Since the orbits of A^01) on {0,1,2,3} are {0} and {1,2,3}. We take representatives 0 
and 1 from the orbits, and determine which double coset NtotJo and NtotJi belong. 
However,
NtotJi = A70 € [0]
NtotJo e NtotJoN. Denoted this new double coset by [010].
Therefore, three symmetric generators go back to the double coset [0], and one advances.
Now, let us consider the double coset [010].
Art010) > Noio =< e, (2,3) >} and from our relation 01 — 02 — 03, we have 010 — 020 — 
030.
.Vtoti*o (1'2) = W2*o  = Ntfato => (1,2) e A,(olo).
Wo*3 (O,1’2) = Wl*3  = Wo*3  => (0,1,2) e Ar*010’.
=> JV<010’ >< (0,1,2), (1,2), (2,3) >3 S4-
Hence, the number of right single coset in [010] is at most
|N| _ 4! _ 24 _ i
jat(010)I “ 4! ~ 24 ~
The single cosets in this double coset has twelve different names. We now find the twelve 
names of the single coset NtotJo-
By our relation toil — (0,1,2)toi2 and above relations, then we obtain the following 
relations:
. toil10'1'2’ = (0,1,2)t0*2t°’1’2’ => *2*o  = (0,1,2)t2ti
=> to*ito  = (o, 1,2)to*2*o  = (0,1,2)to(0,1,2)t2ti = (0,2, l)ti* 2*i
=>010 = (0,2,1)121
. But 12 ~ 10 => 010 = (0,2,1)121 = (0,2,1)101
. to*/ 0’3’1’ = (0,1,2)t0*2 (0’3’1) =4- *30  = (3,0,2)t3t2
=> to*io  = (0,1,2)to*3o  = (0,1,2)to(3,0,2)t3t2 = (0,1,3)t2t3t2
=>010 = (0,1,3)232
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• tot/0’2’1'3) = (0,1,2)t0t2(0'2’1’3’ => t2<3 = (1,2,3)t2ti
=> totito = (0,1,3)t2t3t2 =. (0,1,3)(1,2,3)t2tit2 = (0,2,3)t2iit2
=>010 = (0,2,3)212
• Since t2to = (2,0,1)t2ti =4- t2ii = (2,1,0)t2to
=>■ totito = (0,2,3)t2tit2 = (0,2,3)(2,1,0)t2tot2 = (0,1)(2,3)t2t3t2
=> 010 = (0,l)(2,3)202
. tot/0'1’3) = (0,1,2)t0i2(l)’1’3) => tit3 = (1,3,2)tit2
=> totito = (0,2, l)tit2ti = (0,2,1)(1,2,3)tit3ti = (0,3, l)tit3ti
=>010 = (0,3,1)131
• t0t3 = (1,3,2)M2
=> totito = (o, 1)(2,3)t2t0t2 = (o, 1)(2,3)t2(l, 2,3)t0£3 =■ (0,2, l)t3tot3
=>010 = (0,2,1)303
• But 30 ~ 31 ~ 32 and 010 ~ 030
=> 010 - 303 - 313 ~ 323
So, all the names of the single coset in double coset [010] are:
010 - 020 ~ 030 ~ 101 ~ 121 ~ 131 ~ 202 ~ 212 ~ 232 ~ 303 ~ 313 ~ 323
Since TV^010) acts transitively on {0,1,2,3}, A^010) has a single orbit {0,1,2,3}. Now 
take representative 0, and determine which double coset NtotiMo belongs. However, 
Ntotitoto = tVioti € [01]
Therefore, all symmetric generators go back to the double coset [01] and none of them 
advances. Hence, we must have completed the double coset enumeration. All the infor­
mation is summarized in the Cayley diagram below.
O—“O--------------—*-©
[*] [01 [01] [010]
Figure 3.1: The Cayley diagram of Sg x 2 over S4.
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Permutation Representation.
Table 3.1: Permutation Representation of S5 x 2
Cosets x ~ (0,1,2,3) y ~ (0,1) (0,1,2) io
l.N 1.2V 1.2V 1.2V 2.Nt0
2.Nt0 3.2Vti 3.2Vti 3.2Vti l.N .
3.2Vfy 4.2Vt2 2.2Vt0 4.2Vi2 7.2Vtito
4.Nt2 5.2Vt3 4.2Vt2 2.2Vto 8.2Vi2io
5.Nt3 2.2Vt0 5.2Vi3 5.M3 9.2Vt3to
6.7Vtoti 7.2Vtit0 7.2Vtit0 7.2Viii0 10.2Vtoiito
7.2VMo 8.2Vt2io 6.2Vtoii 8.2Vt2to 3.2Vti
8.Nt2tQ 9.2Vt3io 8.7Vt2io 6.2Vtoti 4.2Vi2
9.Nt3tQ 6.2Vtoti 9.2Vt3to 9.2Vt3to 5.2Vt3
lO.TViotiio lO.TVtotiio 10.2Vioiito lO.2Vtotiio 6.2Vio*i
The double coset enumeration shows that the index of N = S4 in G is at most
|G| < (1 + 4 + 4 + 1)|2V| = (10)24 = 240.
The homomorphic image of G.
Define a : G —> S10, where (10) is a number of single cosets from the Cayley diagram 
above gives the action of G on the 10 cosets. From the labeling given in Table-3.1, we 




We now verify that a is a homomorphism.
1. We want to show that 2(io) has exactly 4 conjugates under conjugation by
< 2(a:),3(y) >.
a(to)sw = (1,3)(4,8)(5,9)(2,6).(7,10) = 2(t,).
a(ti)s« = (l,4)(5,9)(2,6)(3,7)(8,10) = 2(t2).
a(t2)sw = (1,5)(2,6)(3,7)(4,8)(9,10) = 2(t3).
2(t3)sW = (1,2)(3,7)(4,8)(5,9)(6,10) = 2(io).
2(to)s^ = (1,3)(4,8)(5,9)(2,6)(7,10) = 2(ti).
2(ti)s« = (1,2)(3,7)(4,8) (5,9)(6,10) = 2(f0).
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S(t2)sto) = (1,4)(5,9)(2,6)(3,7)(8,10) = S(t2).
S(t3)s^ = (1,5)(2,6)(3,7)(4,8)(9,10) = 6(t3).
2. a(N) acts as TV on {a(to), a(ti), £(£3)} by conjugation,we note that, 
a(s) = (a(to),a(ti),a(t2),a(t3)),
a(y) = (a(io),a(ti)) and < a(a;),a(y) >= TV = S4.
Then, a(G) = a(2* 4 : S4) = a < TV, to >=< a(x), a(y), a(io) > is a homomorphic 
image of (2* 4 : S\).
n»4. c
Next, we want the homomorphic image of G = <otl=.^o^|^Qt-.
Now, < a(a;), a(y), a(io) >< 510 is a homomorphic image of G = toti~= (0,1^2)t0t2 
the additional relation toil = (0,1,2)tot2 holds in < a (x), a (y), a (to) >.
Thus, we want to show that a(toti) = a((0,1,2)tot2)
a(toti) = 2(t0)a(ti) = (1,2)(3,7)(4,8)(5,9)(6,10)(l, 3)(4,8)(5,9)(2,6)(7,10) 
= (1,6,7)(2,3,10).
a((0,1,2)tot2) = a((0,1,2))a(t0)a(t2)
= (2,3,4) (6,7,8) (1,2) (3,7) (4,8) (5,9) (6,10) (1,4) (5,9) (2,6) (3,7) (8,10)
= (1,6,7)(2,3,10).
Therefore, a : G -> 5jo is a homomorphism.
Now, by First Isomorphism Theorem, we have
G|fcer(a) = im(a)
=> = lirn(«)l = I < “W, S(y)> «(*o)  > | = 240
=> |G| = 240 x |fcer(a)|, where (|fcer(a)| > 1).
=> |G| > 240.
But early we found that |G| < 240. Therefore, we can conclude that |C?| = 240. Since 
|G| = 240
=> |A;er(a)| = 1.
=> a is also an isomorphism.
=> G = a(G) =< a(x),a(y),a(to) >.
It is clear from the Cayley diagram of G over S4 that every element of G can be written 
as 7rw, where 7T is a permutation of S4 on four letters, and w is a word in the tis of the 
length at most three. We call this representation of elements of G the symmetric repre­
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sentation. We now give examples of elements of G in both symmetric and permutation 
representation.
Permutation Representation to Symmetric Presentation
Let p = (1,6,8)(2,4,10) be an element in permutation representation.
We know that Np = lp.
=> Np = g(l) = 6 = Nt Vo
=> p = nw, where n G N.
To represent p in the symmetric representation form, we must find n 6 N = S4-
We have p(l) = 6 and Table-3.1 gives that is labeled 6.





= (1,6,8) (2,4,10) (1,3)(4,8)(5,9) (2,6)(7,10)(l, 2)(3,7)(4,8)(5,9) (6,10)
= (2,4,3) (6,8,7).
From our Table-3.1 again,
n = (0,2,1).
Therefore, p can be written in the symmetric representation as follows
p = (0,2, l)ioii-
Symmetric Presentation to Permutation Representation
Let (0,1,2)tQt2 be an element in the symmetric representation.
=> P — a(0,1,2)a(t0)a(^2)
= (2,3,4)(6,7,8)(1,2)(3,7) (4,8)(5,9)(6,10) (1,4)(5,9)(2,6)(3,7) (8,10)
= (1,6,7)(2,3,10).





Factoring the progenitor 3* 5 :m Ss by the relation [(0,1) (0,1)(2,3,4,2,3,4)tfo]3. We obtain 
the finite image
G ~ [(o,i)(0,i)(2X4,82,3,4)top
The symmetric presentation of the progenitor 3* 5 :m S5 can be given by:
3* 5 :m S5 =< x,y,t\x5,y2,(xy)4,t3i(yt)2i(ytx')2,(ytx2')2 >
The control group is N = S5 =< x,y|rr5 =y2 = (xy)4 >. The action on the symmetric 
generators is given by x — (0,1,2,3,4), y — (0,0)(1,1)(2,2)(3,4)(4,3), and our relations 
are [(0, l)(0,1)(2,3,4,2,3,4)t0]3 and [(0,1,2)t0]5.
First, we study our relations.
Relation-1
Let 7T = (0,l)(2,3,4,2,3,4), then (7rto)3 = 1
(Trio)3 = 1
irtQ7T2(toyto = 1
i7T7r27T 2to7T2(io)7rto = 1
*r3(*o) ’r2(*o) ’r*o  = 1 
*\toy\tortQ = i
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Since, tt = (0,1) (2,3,4,2,3,4)
7T2 = (0, l)(0,1)(2,3,4,2,3,4)(0,T)(0,1)(2,3,4,2,3,4) = (2,4,3)(2,4,3) 
=*  7T3 = (2,4,3)(2,4,3)(0, l)(0,1)(2,3,4,2,3,4) = (0, l)(0,1)(2,2)(3,3)(4,4).
^t0y\t0ytG = 1
O 7F3totlto = 1
7F3totl = to
O 7T3totltl = to
<=> 7T3totl = toil
Relation-2










Since it = (0,1,2)
=> 7r2 = (0,1,2)(0,1,2) = (0,2,1)
=> 7T3 = (0,2, l)(0,1,2) = 1
=> 7T4 = 7T37T = (0, 1, 2)
=> 7F5 ~ 7T37T2 = 7T2 = (0, 2, 1)
= i
O 7T5tltot2tlto = 1
O T^t\tGt2 = totl
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Double coset enumeration of G over S5.
We note that,
NeN ={Nen\n G N}={Nn\n 6 N}={N}.
Let [♦] represents the double coset NeN. [*]  has only one distinct right coset, namely N. 
Since, N = S5 acts transitively on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4}. Therefore, N has one orbit 
namely {0,1,2,3,4, 0,1,2,3,4}. Now, take one representative 0 from the orbit and find 
which double cosets Nto belongs?
Clearly, Nto 6 NtoN = {Ntgjn G N} = {Nto, Nt^, Nt^, Nt^, Nto, Nty, Nt2. Nt^, 
Nt/}, and denote NtoN by [0]. Now, consider the coset stabilizer N(°). The coset 
stabilizer of N(°) is equal to the point stabilizer N° and is given by:
The orbits of on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {0}, {1,2,3,4}, {0} and {1,2,3,4}. 
Now, take one representative from each orbit, namely 0, 1, 0 and 1, then find the double 
coset to which Ntoto, Ntoti, Ntoto and Ntoti belong. However,
Ntoto = Nto G [0]
Ntoti = Ntoti G NtotiN (New double coset denote by [01])
Ntoto — N(to)3 = Ne G [*]
Ntoti = Nto G [0] (by our Relation-1)
Therefore, one symmetric generator goes back to the identity double coset [*];  five of 
them stay in [0] and four advance.
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Next, we now consider the double coset [01]. By our relation, we have
7T3to^l = totl
(0, l)(0,1)(2,3,4,2,3,4)t0ti = tototiti
to(O, l)(0,1) (2,3,4,2,3,4)Miii =
(0, l)(0,1)(2,3,4,2,3, l)tito = Ml
JV(tl*o) t<1’OX2’3KI,0)<5^)> = JVtotl =*•  {(1,0)(2,3)(1,0)(2,3)} 6 N<01)
Ar(Mi)((1’I)(2’2,(3,3)(‘1'5)(°’B) = Ntoti => {(1,1)(2,2)(3,4)(4,3)(0,0)} 6 M01) 
=>N<01) =< e, (2,3,4)(2,3,4) >
=< (2,3,4)(2,3,4), (1,0)(2,3)(1,0)(2,3), (1,1)(2,2)(3,4)(4,3)(0,0) >
= {e, (1,0)(2,3) (I,0)(2,3), (1,1)(2,2)(3,4)(4,3) (0,0), (l,0)(2,4,3,2,4,3) (0,1 j,
(2.4.3) (2,4,3), (1,0)(2,4)(1,0)(2,4), (1,1)(2,3)(3,2)(4,4)(0,0), (1,0)(2,3,4,2,3,4)(0,1),
(2.3.4) (2,3,4), (l,0)(3,4)(1,0)(3,4), (1,1)(2,4)(3,3)(4,2)(0,0), 
(l,0)(2,2)(3,3)(4,4)(l,I)}.
Now, we take (Ntoti) conjugates with the elements of N®1', we obtain the following 
relation:
01 — 10 ~ 01 — 10.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset A^otiN are at most
|N| _ 5! _ 120 -1 n
~ 12 ~ 12 “ •LU*
Each of single cosets in this double coset has four different names. We now find the four 
names of ten single cosets in double coset [01].
From our relation, we can identify all the single cosets by conjugating (01 ~ 10 ~ 01 ~ 10) 
with the transversal elements of A^01) in N. Hence, the ten single cosets of double coset 
[01] are:
01 - 10 - 01 - 10
12 - 21 - 12 - 21
23 — 32 — 23 — 32
34 43-34 43
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24 ~ 42 24 42
40 04 ~ 40 04
03 ~ 30 ~ 03 ~ 30
14 ~ 41 ~ 14 ~ 41
20 ~ 02 ~ 20 ~ 02
13 31 ~ 13 ~ 31
Since the orbits of {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {1,0,1,0} and {2,3,4,2,3,4}. We take 
representative I and 2 from each orbits, and determine which double coset NtWi and 
A7o^i^2 belong. However,
Ntotiti = TVtg 6 NtoN.
NtotV2 = N(0,1) (0,1) (2,3,4,2,3,4)tjtoi2 = NtVot^ = Ntoti G NtotiN.
Therefore, four symmetric generators go back to double coset [0], six stay in the double 
coset [01] and none of them advance. Hence, we must have completed the manual double 
coset enumeration of G over S5. The information is summarized in the Cayley diagram 
below.
Figure 4.1: The Cayley diagram of Aq over S5.
The double coset enumeration shows that the index of N = S5 in G is at most 
|G| < (1 + 10 + 10)|AT| = (21) x 120 = 2520.
Now, we are going to show that the [C7| is actually equal to 2520.
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Permutation Representation.
Cosets z ~ (0,1,2,3,4)(0,1,2,3,4) y ~ (0,0)(l, 1)(2,2)(3,4)(4,3) io
l.N l.N l.N 2.Nt0
2.Nt0 3.Nh 7.Nf0 7.7Vf0
3.Nti 4.Ni2 8.Ntl 12.Ntoti
4.Nt2 5.Nt3 9.Nt2 13.Nf0f2
5.Nt3 6.Nt4 ll.Nti 14.Ntot3
6.M4 2.NtQ 10.Nt3 15. Ntoti
7.Nt0 8.Nti 2.Nf0 l.N
8.Nt2 9.Nt2 3.Nt! 3.Nti
9.Nf2 10.Nf3 4.Nt2 4.N«2
IO.NT3 n.Nt; 6.Nt4 5.Nt3
U.Nt4 7.Nf0 5.Nt3 6.Nt4
12.Nt0ti 16.Ntit2 12.Nt0ti 8.Nfi
13.Ntot2 17.Niii3 13.Nt0t2 9.Nt2
14.Ntoi3 18.Ntit4 15.Ntoi4 10.Nt3
15.Ntot4 12.Ntoti 14.Ntot3 ll.Nt4
16.Ntit2 19.Nt2t3 16.Ntxt2 16.Niit2
17.Ntxt3 2O.Nt2t4 18.Ntit4 17.Ntit3
18.Ntit4 13.2Vtot2 17.Ntit3 18.Niit4
19.Nt2t3 21.Nt3f4 2O.Nt2t4 19.Ni2t3
2O.Nt2i4 14.Ntoi3 19.Nt2i3 2O.Nt2t4
21.Nt3t4 15.N£ot4 21.Nt3t4 21.Nt3t4
Table 4.1: Permutation Representation of A7
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Permutation Representation.
























The homomorphic image of G.
Define a : G —> S21, where (21) is a number of single cosets from the Cayley diagram 
above gives the action of G on the 21 cosets. From the labeling given in Table-4.1, we 
compute the actions of x, y and to on the 21 cosets.
2(®) = (2,3,4,5,6) (7,8,9,10,11) (12,16,19,21,15) (13,17,20,14,18).
a(y) = ((2,7)(3,8)(4,9)(5,11) (6,10)(14,15)(17,18)(19,20).
a(t0) = (1,2,7) (3,12,8)(4,13,9) (5,14,10) (6,15,11).
We now verify that a is a homomorphism.
1. We want to show that 2(to) has exactly 10 conjugates under conjugation by
< a(x),a(y) >.
a(to)sw = (1,3,8)(4,16,9) (5,17,10)(6,18,11) (2,12,7) = 8(ti).
S(ti)sW = (1,4,9)(5,19,10)(6,20,11)(2,13,7)(3,16,8) = S(t2).
S(t2)s'1’ = (1,5,10)(6,21,11) (2,14,7) (3,17,8)(4,19,9) = S(t3).
a(t3)8W = (1,6,11) (2,15,7)(3,18,8)(4,20,9) (5,21,10) = S(t4).
S(i4)sw = (1,2,7) (3,12,8)(4,13,9) (5,14,10) (6,15,11) = 3(t0).
a®a(l) = (1,8,3)(4,9,16)(5,10,17)(6,11,18)(2,7,12) = 3(fi).
a(ii)s<*)  = (1,9,4)(5,10,19)(6,11,20)(2,7,13) (3,18,16) = S(f2).
S(i2)aW = (1,10,5)(6,11,21)(2,7,14)(3,8,17)(4,9,19) = S(i3).
affyyto = (l,ll,6)(2,7,15)(3,8,18)(4,9,20)(5,10,21) = S(i4).
a(r4)s<’) = (1,7,2)(3,8,12) (4,9,13) (5,10,14)(6,11,15) = 2(f0).
a(t0)3(») = (1,7,2)(3,8,12)(4,9,13)(5,10,14)(6,11,15) = 3(i’o).
a(f0)S(») = (i, 2,7)(3,12,8)(4,13,9)(5,14,10)(6,15,11) = a(t0).
a(fi)sM = (1,8,3)(4,9,16)(5,10,17) (6,11,18)(2,7,12) = a(fi).
2(fi)a*»)  = (1,3,8)(4,16,9) (5,17,10) (6,18,11)(2,12,7) = 3(ti).
a(<2)a(») = (1,9,4)(5,10,19) (6,11,20)(2,7,13)(3,18,16) = S(f2).
a(t2)sM = (1,4,9)(5,19,10)(6,20,11) (2,13,7)(3,16,8) = a(i2).
a(t3)sW = (1,11,6) (2,7,15)(3,8,18)(4,9,20)(5,10,21) = S(t4).
= (1,5,10)(6,21,11)(2,14,7)(3,17,8)(4,19,9) = S(t3).
a(f3)Sb) = (1,6,11) (2,15,7) (3,18,8)(4,20,9) (5,21,10) = S(t4).
a(t4)aW = (1,10,5)(6,11,21)(2,7,14)(3,8,17)(4,9,19) = a(t3).
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2. a(N) acts as TV on [2(to), 3(ti), o(t2), S(t3), S(t4), a(to), 3(ti), a(t2), S(t3), o(t4)} 
by conjugation. We note that
a(x) = {(3(t0), a(ti), cy(t2), S(t3), 3(t4))(a(to), S(tl), «(£), a(t3), 3(t4))}, 
«(Z/) = {(a(to) , a(io))(S(ii), S(fi))(a(t2), a(t2))(a(t3), a(i4))(a(t4), a(f3))}. 
and < ci(x), a(y) >= N — S5.
Then, a(G) = 3(3* 5 : S$) = a < TV, to >=< 3(rc), a(y),a(to) > is a homomorphic 
image of (3* 5 : S5).
Next, we want the homomorphic image of G = ^0-4)<0]a •
Now, < a(x), a(y), a(to) >< S21 is a homomorphic image of
G = [(o,i)(6,iR2Al,2,3,4ji^ if the additional relation
(0, l)(l,0)(2,2)(3,3)(4,4)ioti = toti holds in < a(x'),a(y),a(to) >.
Thus, we want to show that 3((0,1)(1,0)(2,2)(3,3)(4,3)toti) = 3(toti). 
On the left side of our equation
a((0, l)(l,0)(2,2)(3,3)(4,4)t0ti) = 6((0,1) (1,0)(2,2)(3,3)(4,4))2(to)a(ti) 
= (2,8)(3,7)(4,9)(5,10)(6,11)(13,16)(14,17)(15,18)(1,2,7) (3,12,8)(4,13,9)
(5,14,10)6 5 1 (1,3, 8)(4,16,9)(5,17,10)(6,18,11)(2,12,7) 
= (1,12)(2,8)(4,16)(5,17)(6,18)(9,13)(10,14)(11,15).
On the right side of our equation
3(Mi) = 8(^)2(fi) = (1,7,2) (3,8,12)(4,9,13)(5,10,14)(6,11,15)(1,8,3)
(4,9,16)(5,10,17)(6,11,18)(2,7,12)
= (1,12)(2,8)(4,16)(5,17) (G, 18)(9,13) (10,14)(U, 15)
Therefore, a: G —» S21 is a homomorphism map. Now by First Isomorphism Theorem, 
we have
G|fcer(3) — im(a)
=> = IMa)| = | < 3(z),3(y),3(t0)| = 2520
=> |G| = 2520 x |fcer(a)|', where (|fcer(a)| > 1).
=> |G| > 2520.
But early we found that |G| < 2520. Therefore, we can conclude that |G| = 2520. Since 
|G| = 2520,
=> |fcer(a)| = 1.
=> a is also an isomorphism.
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=> G = a(G) =< a(x), a(y), a(tQ) >.
It is clear from the Cayley diagram of G over Sg that every element of G can be written as 
ttw, where % is a permutation of S$ on ten letters, and w is a word in the tfS of the length at 
most two. We call this representation of elements of G the symmetric representation. We 
now give examples of elements of G in both symmetric and permutation representation.
Permutation Representation to Symmetric Presentation
Let p = (1,19,7,16,15,3,21)(2,17,11,4,14,8,20)(5,10,9,13,12,18,6) be an element in 
permutation representation.
We know that Np = Nw.
=> Np = p(l) = 19 — Nt2tz
=>p — nw, where n G N.
In order the represent p in the symmetric representation form, we must find n E N = Sg. 
We have p(l) = 19 and Table-4.1 gives that Nt2t3 labeled 19.





= pa(t3)a(t2) = (1,19,7,16,15,3,21)(2,17,11,4,14,8,20) (5,10,9,13,12,18,6)
(1,5,10) (2.14,7)(3,17,8)(4,19,9)(6,21,11) (1,4,9)(2,13,7) (3.16,8) (5,19,10) (6,20,11)
= (2,3,6,5,4)(7,8,11,10,9) (12,18,21,19,13)(14,16,15,17,20).
From our Table-4.1 again,
n = (0,1,4,3,2)(0,I,4,3,2).
Therefore, p can be written in the symmetric representation as follows
p = (0, l,4,3,2)(0,I,4,3,2)t2t3.
Symmetric Presentation to Permutation Representation
Let {(0, l)(l,0)(2,2)(3,3)(4,4)toti} be an element in the symmetric representation.
=*P  = a(0,l)(l,0)(2,2)(3,3)(4,4)a(to)a(ti)
= (2,8)(3,7)(4,9) (5,10) (6,11) (13,16) (14,17)(15,18)(1,2,7)(3,12,8)(4,13,9)
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(5,14,10) (6,15,11) (1,3,8) (4,16,9)(5,17,10) (6,18,11)(2,12,7)
= (1,12)(2,8)(4,16) (5,17)(6,18)(9,13)(10,14)(11,15).
Therefore, {(0,1)(1,0)(2,2)(3,3)(4,4)toii} can be written in the permutation represen­
tation as
(0,1)(l, 0)(2,2)(3,3)(4,3)toti = (1,12)(2,8)(4,16) (5,17)(6,18) (9,13) (10,14)(11,15).
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Chapter 5
Construction of Ay x S3
5.1 Manual double coset enumeration of G over S5
Factoring the progenitor 3* 5 :m S5 by the relation [(0,1)(0,1)(2,3,4,2,3,4)to]4. We obtain 
the finite image
______ 3*̂ : 1rp.S'5
U “ [(01i)(0,l)(2)3,4,2,3,4)t2p
The symmetric presentation of the progenitor 3* 5 :m S5 can be given by:
3* 5 :m S5 =< x,y)t\x5,y2}(xy)4,t3,(yt)2,(ytx)2,(ytx2)2 >
The control group is N — S5 =< x,y)x5 = y2 = (xy)4 >. The action on the symmetric 
generators is given by x ~ (0,1,2,3,4)(0,1,2,3,4), y ~ (0,0)(l, 1)(2, 2)(3,4)(4,3), and 
our relation is [(0, l)(0,1)(2,3,4,2,3,4)£o]4*
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First, we study our relation.








Since, 7r = (0, l)(0,1) (2,3,4,2,3,4)
=> 7t2 = (0,1)(0,1)(2,3,4,2,3,4)(0,1)(0,1)(2,3,4,2,3,4) = (2,4,3)(2,4,3).
=> 7F3 = (2,4,3)(2,4,3)(0, l)(0,1)(2,3,4,2,3,4) = (0,l)(0,1)(2,2)(3,3)(4,4).
=> 7T4 = (0, T)(0,1)(2,2)(3,3)(4,4)(0,1)(0,1)(2,3,4,2,3,4) = (2,3,4)(2,3,4).
= 1
4=> — 1
<=> 7T4M4 = M3
Double coset enumeration of G over S5.
Unless otherwise specified, all the lemmas using in Chapter-5 can be found from page 
(51-54).
We note that,
NeN ={Nen[n G N}={Nn\n G 2V}={N}.
Let [*]  represents the double coset NeN. [*]  has only one distinct single coset, namely 
N. Since, N = S5, it is transitive on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4}. Therefore, N has one orbit 
namely {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} in {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4}. Now, we take a representative 
2 from the orbit and find which double coset lVt2 belongs.
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Clearly, Nt2 G Nt2N = {7Vt2n|n 6 TV} = {TVt0, Nti, 7Vt2, Nl^ Nt4, Nto, Nty, Nt2, Nt3, 
TVt4}, and denote AV2N by [2], Now, consider the coset stabilizer A^2\ The coset stabi­
lizer is equal to the point stabilizer N'2 and is given by:
2V(5) = TV2 = {TVto.ATtbiVta^ts, AV4)AVo, AV“i, AV2, W Nt4}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in [2] are
[jV(2)|=fi? = TI = 10- Each single coset has only one name.
The orbits of AT* 2’) on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {2}, {1,3,4,5}, {2} and {1,3,4,5}. 
Now, take one representative from each orbit, namely 2, 4, 2 and 4, then find the double 
coset to which AV2t2, Nt2t4, AV2t2 and Nt2t4 belong. However,
Nt2t2 — Me G [*]
Nt2t4 = A72t4 G Nt2t4N (New double coset denote by [24])
AV2t2 = Nt2 G [2]
TVt2t4 = AV2t4 G Nt2t4N (New double coset denote by [24])
Therefore, one symmetric generator goes back to the identity double coset [*];  one stays 
in [2]; four extend to new double coset [24], and the other four extend to new double 
coset [24].
Next, we now consider the double coset [24]. By our relation, we have
N(t214)((1'4'3)(T’4'3)) = Nt2t3 => (1,4,3)(1,4,3) e N<W
Since, JV<24> > IV24 =< e, (1,3,0)(l, 3,6) >
=^NW =< (l,3,0)(l, 3,0), (1,4,3)(1,4,3) >
= {e, (1,3,0) (1,3,0), (1,4,3) (1,4,3), (1,0,3) (1,0,3), (3,0,4) (3,0,4),
(1,3)(4,0)(l,  3)(4,0), (1,4)(3,0)(l,4)(3,0), (1,0,4)(l, 0,4), (3,4,0)(3,4,0),
(1,3,4) (1,3,4), (1,4,0)(l, 4,0), (1,0)(3,4) (1,0) (3, ?)}.
We now take Nt2tt conjugates with the elements of we obtaine the following
relations:
24-23 21 20.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset (Nt2t4N) are at most 
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= qsf = 10- Each single coset has four different names.
We can identify the ten single cosets in 24) by conjugating (24 — 23 — 21 — 20) with the 
elements in the transversal of N<24).
Hence, the ten distinct single single cosets are:
24 23 21 r\j 20
30 — 34 — 32 — 31
23 24 21 20
41 40 43 42
40 — 43 — 42 — 41
34-30 rxj 32 31
01 04 02 03
01 — 04 — 03 — 02
13 — 12 — 10 — 14
12 — 13 — 10 — 14
Since the orbits of N&ty on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {2}, {2}, {1,3,4,0}, and {1,3,4,0}. 
We now take representatives 2, 2, 4, and 4 from the orbits, and determine which double 
coset Ni^t^, Ntztjiz, Nt^t^ and belong. However,
G NtiMzN (New double coset denote by [242]).
Nt^t^ G NttfhfaN (New double coset denote by [242]).
Nt2t4t4 = Ni2t4 G [24].
Nt2t4t4 = Nt2 G [2],
Therefore, four symmetric generators go back to the double coset [2]; four extend to [24]; 
one extends to new double coset [242], and another one extends to new double coset [242].
Now, consider the double coset [24]. Since the coset stabilizer is equal to its point stabi­
lizer, we have
jV(23) = JV24 =< (ii3io)(I,3,0) >= {e,(l,3,0)(l,3,0),(l,0,3)(I,0,3)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset Nt2i47V are at most
Syr = § = = 40. Each single coset has only one name. 
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We can identify all the forty single cosets in [24] by conjugating Nt2t4 with the transversal 
of M24\ Hence, the forty single cosets of double coset [24] are:
24,30,23,41,40,34,02,31,01,43,13,02,42,12,01,04,14,13,03,32,12,10,20,24,14,23, 
21,10,20,30,34,21,31,41,40,43,32,42,04,03.
The orbits of W<24> on [0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {2}, {2}, {4}, {4}, {1,3,0} and {1,3,0}. 
Now, we take representatives 2, 2, 4, 4, 3, and 3 from each orbit which, and determine 
which double coset Nt2t4t2, Art2t4i4, 2Vt2t4t45 Nt2t4t3 and A72t4t3 belong. How­
ever,
Nt2t4t2 6 Nt2t4t2N (New double coset denote by [242])
Nt^t? G Nt2t4t2N (New double coset denote by [242])
NhUU = Nt2 G [2]
A?T2t4t4 = 2Vt2t4 6 [24]
2Vt2i4t3 G [24] (By Lemma-I)
Nt2t4t3 G 2Vt2t4t32V (New double coset denote by [243])
Therefore, one symmetric generator extends to new double coset [242]); one extends to 
[242]); three extend to [243]). For the other five symmetric generators, one goes back to 
[2]; one goes to [24]; and three stays in [24].
Next, consider the double coset [242].
Claim: 242 ~ 141
Proof. By our relation (2,3,4) (2,3,4)24 = 23 conjugating with an element
(1,0,3,2,4)(1,0,3,2,4) G N, we obtain the following relation (4,2,1)(4,2,1)41 = 42.
=> 242 = 2(4,2,1)(4,2,1)41 = (4,2,1)(4,2,1)141 □
Since, AM242) > AT252 = {e, (l,3,0)(l,3,0)}, and
W(i2^t2){(1’o’2)(T’0’5)} = Ni&t! => {(1,0,2)(1,0,2)} G M242)
M532) =< (l,3,0)(l, 3,0), (1,0,2)(1,5,2) >
= {e, (1,3,0)(l, 3,0), (1,0,2)(1,0,2), (1,2,0)(l, 2,0), (2,0,3)(2,0,3),
(1,3,2)(1, 3,2), (1,0,3)(1,0,3), (1,2)(3,0)(l, 2)(3,0), (2,3,0)(2,3,0),
(1,3)(2,0)(l,  3)(2,0), (l,0)(2,3)(1,0)(2,3), (1,2,3)(1,2,3)}.
Now, take Nt2t4t2 conjugates with the elements of AT^242^ we obtain the following relation:
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242 - 141 - 040 - 343
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset are at most 
|N| — 5! — 120
]AZ(242)[ — 12 “ 12 = 10. Each single coset has four different names.
Again, from the relation above, we can identity all the ten single cosets by conjugating 
(242 — 141 — 040 — 343) with elements in the transversal of Hence, the ten
distinct right single cosets are:
242 - 141 - 040 - 343
303 - 202 - 101 - 404
232 - 131 ~ 030 - 434
414 - 313 - 212 - 010
404 - 202 - 101 - 303
343 - 242 - 141 - 040
323 121 020 424
313 212 010 414
131 030 434 - 232
121 - 020 424 323
The orbits of jV^2) over {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} axe {4}, {4}, {1,2,3,0} and {1,2,3,0}.
We now take representatives 4, 4, 2 and 2 from each orbit, and determine which double
coset Nt/t/tzU, Ntztifatz and Nirf&fa belong. However,
Nt2tJ2t4 6 (New double coset denote by [2424])
6 [242] (By Lemma-II)
A7Z2^4^2^2 = Nt2tj2 G [242]
Nt2tj2t2 — Aft2^4 £ [24]
Now, consider the new double coset [2424],
Claim: 2424 - 1414 - 0101
Proof. By our relation (2,3,4)(2,3,4)24 = 23 conjugating with an element of N, we
obtained the following relations:
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• ((2,3,4) (2,3,4)24)<t1>°’3’2-4^T’5’3^3)} =
2. 2424 = 24244 = 24(2,4,3) (2,4,3)234 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3)43234
= (2,4,3) (2,4,3)432334 = (2,4,3)(2,4,3)4323(3,4,1)(3,4, l)3l
= (1,2)(3,4)(1,2)(3,4)1424431 = (1,2)(3,4)(1,2)(3,4)1424(4,3,0)(4,3,0)401
= (l,2)(4,0)(l,2)(4,0)1323401 = (1,2)(4,0)(l, 2)(4,0)1I(234)(2,3,4)24401
= (1,3)(4,0) (1,3)(4,0)142401 = (1,3)(4,0)(I, 3)(4,0)1142401
= (l,3)(4,0)(I,3)(4,0)1(1,4,2)(1,4,2)122401 = (1,3,4) (1,3,4)41401
= (l,3,4)(I,3,4)4ll40l = (1,3,4)(1,3,4)41(1,4,0)(1,4,0)4001
= (0,3,4)(0,3,4)04101 = (0,3,4)(0,3,4)(0,4, l)(04l)01l0l
= (1,3,4)(1,3,4)0101).
=>(4,2,1) (4,2,1)41 = 42
• ((2,3,4)(2)3,4)24)«1’I)(212)(3,4)(4)3)(0,0)} = (23){(lj)(2,2)(3)4)(4,3)(0,0)}
=> (2,4,3) (2,4,3)23 = 24
• ((2, 3, 4)(2, 3, 4)24)<(1>2,3,4)(213)4,i)(0,0)} = (23)<(1’2,3,4)(2,3,4j)(0)0)}
=> (3,46arl)(3,4,1)31 = 34
• ((2,3,4) (2,3,4)24)<<2’4-°X2’4>5» = (23)^2’4’0^2’4-0^
=> (4,3,0)(4,3,0)20 = 23
• ((2, 3, 4)(2, 3,4)24){(1>5!3,2)(2,I10)3)(4,4)} = ^3){(1)0,312)(2,I,0,3)(4,4)}
=> (1,2,4) (1,2,4) 14 = 12
• ((2,3,4) (2,3,4)24) «W.4.2)(iMW = (23){(1,0,3,4,2) (1,0,3,4,2)}
=>(1,4,2)(1,4,2)12 = 14
• ((2,3,4)(2,3)4)24)<f1’2)(3,0)(I,2)(3,0)} = (23){(i,2)(3,o)(i,2)(3,o)}
=> (1,0,4) (1,0,4)14 = 10
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)24)<f1’2’0’3)(1>6,3Ii)(4t4)} _
=>(0, l,4)(0,1,4)04 = 01
From the relations above, we have
1. 2424 = 2(4,2,1)(4,2,1)314 = (4,2,1)(4,2,1)1414.
□
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Since, AM2424) > AT2424 =< (1,3,0)(1,3,0) > and
A£(f2W4){(1A4’I,3’5X2’aX0^} = WWi => (l,3,4,i,3,4)(2,0)(0,2') E M2424? 
^^(2424) =< (i)3)0)(l,3,0), (1,3,4,1,3,4)(2,0)(0,2) >= S5.
We now take ATM4M4 conjugates with the elements of A^2424), we obtain the following 
relation:
1441 - 0404 - 3131 ~ 11101 - 4242 - 0404 - 0303 ~ 2020 - 2323 - 4343 - 3232 -
1010 - 1010 - 2424 - 3131 - 2424 - 4040 ~ 3030 - 3434 - 1212 ~ 4343 - 4141 -
1313 - 1313 - 4040 - 2121 - 2020 - 3232 - 0202 - 3030 ~ 1212 - 1414 - 0202 -
4141 - 0101 - 2121 - 3434 - 4242 - 0303 - 2323.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset are at most
|jy(^L)| = T^o ~ ilj) = 1- This single coset has forty different names.
Since, A/l2424) acts transitively over {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4}, therefore, all ten symmetric 
generators go back to the double coset [242].
Next, consider the the double coset [242].
Claim: 242 — 040
Proof. By our relation (2,3,4) (2,3,4)24 = 23 conjugating with an elements of N, we 
obtain the following relations:
=} 242 = 2442 = 24(4,2,0)(4,2,0)40 = 0240 = (0,2,4)(0,2,4)0440
= (0,2,4) (0,2,4)040 □
Since, M242> > A242 =< (1,3,0) (1,3,0) >
and A(f2M2){(1’3X2’°Xi’3X2’5)} = Nt0t4i0 => (1,3)(2,0)(1,3)(2,0) E
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=> =< (l,3,0)(l,3,0),(l,3)(2,0)(I,3)(2,0) >
= {e, (l,3,0)(l,3,0), (1,0,3)(1,0,3), (1,2,0) (1,2,0), (2,3,0)(2,3,0),
(1,3)2 0 (l,  3)(2,0), (1,0,2)(1,0,2), (1,2,3)(1,2,3), (2,0,3)(2,0,3),
(1,3,2)(1, 3,2), (1,0)(2,3)(1,0)(2,3), (1,2)(3,0)(l, 2)(3,0)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset Ntit&N are at most
~ T5 ” TT ” 10- The single coset in this double coset has four different names.
Now, take (Ntzt^tz) conjugates with the elements of we obtain the following rela­
tion:
242 ~ 040 ~ 343 ~ 141
We can identity the ten single cosets by conjugating 242 ~ 040 ~ 343 ~ 141 with elements 
in the transversal of A7'-242). Hence, the ten distinct single cosets are:
242 - 040 - 343 - 141
303 ~ 101 - 404 ~ 202
232 - 030 - 434 - 131
414 - 212 ~ 010 - 313
404 ~ 101 303 202
343 - 141 - 040 - 242
121 - 323 - 424 - 020
010 212 ~ 414 ~ 313
131 434 232 ~ 030
121 ~ 424 ~ 323 - 020
The orbits of N&® over {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {4}, {4}, {1,2,3,0} and {1,2,3,0}. 
Take representatives 4, 4, 2 and 2 from each orbit, and determine which double coset 
Ntzt^tzU, and belong. However,
Ntit^tzt^ 6 [2424] (By Lemma-VIII)
Ntyt$214 € Ntzt^t^N (New double coset denote by [2424]
Ntzt/itz = Ntzt^ € [24]
Ntztifofa. = ^2*4^2  6 [242]
Therefore, four symmetric generators go back to [24]; four go to [242]; one goes to [2424];
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one extends to new double coset [2424]
Consider the next double coset [243].
Claim: 243 — 241 — 423
Proof. By our relation (2,3,4) (2,3,4)24 = 23 conjugating with the elements of N, we 
obtain the following relations:
1. ((2,3,4) (2,3,4)24){(U)(2,2)(3,4)(4,3)(0,0)} = (23){(1J)(2,5)(3,3)(4,3)(O,0)}
=> (2,4,3) (2,4,3)23 = 24.
=> 243 = 2243 = 2(2,4,3) (2,4,3) 233 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3)423.
2. ((2,3, 4)(2, 3, 3)24)«1’2’4’5)(2.4,3tI)(O,0)} _ (23){(l>2,4,3)(2,4,3,l)(0,0)}
1. 243 - 241 - 240 - 420 - 421 - 423
=> (4,3,1)(4,3,1)41 = 43
243 = 2443 = 24(4,3,1)(4,3,1)41 = 2341 = (2,3,4)(234)2441
= (2,3,4) (234)241. □
Since, M333’ > TV333 =< e >,and
Ar(f2t4t3){(1|I)(2'3)(3’3)(4'3)(0’°)} = Ntit2t3 =► (1,1)(2,4)(3,3)(4,2)(0,0) 6 Ar(333)
N(t2t4i3)<(1’0'3)(I’“’3)} = Wi =*  (1,0,3)(1,0,3) 6 JV<533>
=> N<333> =< (1,1) (2,4) (3,3)(4,2) (0,0), (1,0,3)(1,0,3) >
= {e, (1,1)(2,4)(3,3)(4,2)(0,0), (1,0,3,1,0,3)(2,4)(4,2), (1,3,0,1,3,0)(2,4)(4,2), 
(1,0,3)(1,0,3),(1,3,0)(1,3,0)}
Now, again, take (Ntitkts) conjugates with the elements of N'2431 we obtain the following 
relation:
243 - 241 240 420 - 421 423
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset Nt-^tV^N are at most
= 20. Each of single coset in this double coset has six different names.
Again, we can identity all the twenty single cosets in [243] by conjugating (243 — 241 — 
240 — 420 — 421 — 423) with elements in the transversal of Hence, the twenty
distinct single cosets are:
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2. 301 - 304 - 302 - 032 - 034 - 031
3. 234 231 230 320 - 321 324
4. 412 — 410 — 413 — 143 — 140 — 142
5. 401 - 403 - 402 - 042 - 043 - 041
6. 340 - 342 - 341 - 431 - 432 - 430
7. 023 - 021 - 024 - 204 - 201 - 203
8. 132 - 130 - 134 - 314 - 310 - 312
9. 012 - 014 - 013 - 103 - 104 - 102
10. 024 - 021 - 023 - 203 - 201 - 204
11. 123 - 120 - 124 - 214 - 210 - 213
12. 012 - 013 - 014 - 104 ~ 103 - 102
13. 134 - 130 - 132 - 312 - 310 - 314
14. 124 - 120 - 123 - 213 - 210 - 214
15. 240 - 241 - 243 - 423 - 421 - 420
16. 143 - 140 - 142 - 412 - 410 - 413
17. 230 - 231 - 234 - 324 - 321 - 320
18. 301 - 302 - 304 - 034 - 032 - 031
19. 340 - 341 - 342 - 432 - 431 - 430
20. 401 ~ 402 - 403 - 043 - 042 - 041
The orbits of over {0,1,2, 3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {2,4}, {4,2}, and {(1,3,0,1,3,0}.
We now take representatives 4, 4 and 3 from each orbit, then determine which double
coset Ntztdysth and NtztJJo belong. However,
G [242] (By Lemma-VI)
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Nt2t4t3^4 G [2424] (By Lemma-VII)
Nt2t4t3t3 -- Nt2t4 G [24]
Therefore, two symmetric generators go to [242]; two go to [2424]; the other six go back 
to [24] and none of them advance.
Next, consider the double coset [2424].
Claim: 2424 — 4141
Proof. By our relation (2,3,4)(2,3,4)24 = 23 conjugating with the elements of TV, we 
obtain the following relations:
• ((2, 3,4)(2, 3, 4)24){(1AM)(2!2)(4j,0,3)} = (23){(l,0)3,4)(2J2)(4,l,0,3)}
=>(2,4,1) (2,4,1)21 = 24
• ((2, 3,4)(2,3,4)24){(1,0’3’4’2)(E>342)} = (23){(W,4,2)(io342)}
=> (1,4,2)(1,1,1)T2 = 14.
• ((2, 3, 4)(2, 3, 4)24){(1.0.3.2)(2,1,°)3)(4!4)} = (23){(l,0,3,2)(2,l,0,3)(4,4)}
=> = 12
• ((2,3,4) (2,3,4)24)«1’0’3’2’4)<™23» = (23)«i.o,3,2,4)(Io3S4)}
=> (4,2,1) (4,2,1)41 = 42
From the relations above,
=> 2424 = 24224 = 242(2,4,1) (2,4,1)21 = 41421 = 4(1,4,2)(T, 1,1)1221
= 2121 = 21121 = 21(1,2,4)(1,2,4)141 = 42141 = (4,2,1)(4,2,1)41141
= (4,2,1) (4,2,1)4141. □
Since, .Vi235’) > A'5353 =< (1,3,0)(130) >
and Ar(t2t4t2t4)<(1’3’°’2’4)(I’3’°’2’4)J = 1VW2«4 => (l,3,0,2,4)(l,3,0,2,4) e aA2424)
=> Art2324) =< (1,3, Q) (1,3,0), (1,3,0,2,4) (1,3,0,2,4) >
= {e, (1,3,0)(I,3,0), (1,0,3)(l,0,3), (1,4,2,0,3)(1,4,2,0,3), (1,2,4)(1,2,4),
(2,4,0)(2,4,0), (1,3,0,2,4)(1,3,0,2,4), (1,0,2,4,3)(I,0,2,4,3), (1,4,3)(1,4,3),
(1,2)(4,0)(1,2)(4, 0), (2,0,4)(2,0,4), (1,3,0,4,2)(1,3,0,4,2), (1,0,4,2,3)(1,0,4,2,3),
(1,4,0,2,3)(1,4,0,2,3), (1,2,0)(l, 2,0), (2,3,0)(2,3,0), (1,3)(2,0)(l, 3)(2,0),
(1,0,2)(1,0,2), (1,4,2)(1,4,2), (1,2,3,0,4)(1,2,3,0,4), (3,0,4)(3,0,4),
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(1.3) (4,O)(I,3)(4,0), (1,O,4)(1,0,4),(1,4)(2,O)(I,4)(2,0),(1,2,4,3,O)(I,2,4,3,0),
(2.4.3) (2,4,3), (1,3,2,4,0)(1,3,2,4,0), (1,0,3,2,4)(1,0,3,2,4), (1,4)(3,0)(l,4)(3,0),
(1.2) (3,4)(I,2)(3,4),(2,0)(3,4)(2,0)(3,4),(l,3,4,0,2)(I,3j4,0,2),
(1,0,2,3,4)(1,0,2,3,4), (1,4) (2,3) (1,4) (2,3), (1,2,0,4,3) (1,2,0,4,3),
(2.3) (4,0) (2,3) (4,0), (1,3,2,0,4) (T, 3,2,0,4), (1,0,4,3,2)(1,0,4,3,2),
(1,4,3,0,2) (1,4,3,0,2), (1,2,3,4,0)(l, 2,3,4,0), (3,4,0)(3,4,0),
(1.3.4) (1,3,4), (l,0)(3,4)(1,0)(3,4), (1,4,3,2,0)(l, 4,3,2,0), (1,2,4,0,3)(1,2,4,0,3),
(2.4) (3,0)(2,4)(3,0), (1,3)(2,4)(1,3)(2,4), (l,0)(2,4)(1,0)(2,4), (1,4,0)(l, 4,0),
(1,2)(3,0)(l,  2)(3,0), (2,0,3)(2,0,3), (1,3,2)(1,3,2), (1,0)(2,3)(1,0)(2,3),
(1,4,2,3,0)(l, 4,2,3,0), (1,2,0,3,4) (1,2,0,3,4), (2,3,4)(2,3,4),
(1,3,4,2,0)(1,3,4,2,0), (1,0,3,4,2) (1,0,3,4,2), (1,4,0,3,2)(1,4,0,3,2),
(1,2,3)(1,2,3)}.
We now take (A^ti^Li) conjugates with elements of N^2424\ we obtain the following 
relations:
4141 ~ 0303 - 2323 ~ 4343 ~ 2020 ~ 0202 ~ 3030 ~ 3131 - 1010 - 1313 ~ 0101 - 
4040 ~ 1212 ~ 4242 - 0404 ~ 1414 - 3232 ~ 2424 - 3434 ~ 2121.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset Nt^t^N are at most
= 2. Each single coset has twenty different names.
From the relations, we can identity all the single cosets in the double coset [2424] by 
conjugating
(4141 ~ 0303 ~ 2323 ~ 4343 ~ 2020 - 0202 - 3030 - 3131 - 1010 - 1313 - OlOl ~ 
4040 - 1212 - 4242 ~ 0404 ~ 1414 - 3232 ~ 2424 ~ 3434 ~ 2121)
with elements in the transversal of A^2424). Hence, the two distinct single cosets are:
1. 4141 - 0303 - 2323 - 4343 ~ 2020 ~ 0202 - 3030 - 3131 ~ lOlO - 1313 ~
0101 ~ 4040 - 1212 - 4242 - 0404 ~ 1414 - 3232 - 2424 - 3434 - 2121.
2. 3131 ~ 0404 ~ 2424 - 3434 ~ 2020 ~ 0202 ~ 4040 - 4141 ~ 1010 ~ 1414 -
0101 ~ 3030 ~ 1212 - 3232 - 0303 ~ 1313 ~ 4242 - 2323 - 4343 - 2121.
The Orbits of Art2424) over {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {1,2,3,4,0}, and {(1,2,3,4,0}. 
Take a representative from each orbit namely {4} and {4}, then determine which double
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coset Nt2t4t2t44 and belong. However,
= Nt2t4t2 £ [242]
Nt2t4t2t4t4 = t2t4t2t4 E [2424] (By Lemma-VIII)'
Since five symmetric generators go back to [242], and the other five go to [2424]. There­
fore, no symmetric generator advances.
Next, consider the double coset [242].
Claim: 242 — 020
Proof. By our relation (2,3,4) (2,3,4)24 = 23 conjugating with an elements of N, we 
obtain the following relations:
• ((2, 3,4)(2,3,4)24)^1X^2,4,0’3^3,2,4,6)} = 0,3X3,2,40)}
=>(4,2,0) (4,2,0)40 = 42
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)24)<(W,2,oXi,M,2,o)} = (33) W, 4,2,0) (1,3,4,2,0)}
=> (0,4,2)(0,4,2)02 = 04
From the relations above, we have
242 = 2(4,2,0)(4,2,0)40 = (4,2,0)(4,2, 0)040
= (4,2,0) (4,2,0) (0,4,2) (0,4,2)020 = (4,0,2) (4,0,2)020. □
Since, N<245) > TV542 =< (1,3,0) (1,3,0) >
and N(f2M2){(1’4’2’0'3)(I'4’5’°’3)> = NfoMo => (l,4,2,0,3)(l,4,2,0,3) 6 AT<542)
=4- =< (1,3,0)(l,3,0), (1,4,2,0,3)(1,4,2,0,3) >
= {e, (1,3,0)(l, 3,0), (1,4,2,0,3) (1,4,2,0,3), (1,0,3)(1,0,3), (1,2,3,4,0)(l, 2,3,4,0),
(2,0,4)(2,0,4), (1,3,0,4,2)(1,3,0,4,2), (1,4,0,2,3)(1,4,0,2, 3),
(1,0,4,2,3)(1,0,4,2,3), (1,2)(3,4)(1,2)(3,4), (2,4,0)(2,4,0), (1,3,0,2,4)(1,3,0,2,4),
(1.4.3) (1,4,3), (1,0,2,4,3)(1,0,2,4,3), (1,2,0,3,4) (1,2,0,3,4), (2,3,0)(2,3,0),
(1.3) (2,0)(l, 3) (2,0), (1,4,2) (1,4,2), (1,0,2)(1,0,2), (1,2,4,0,3) (1,2,4,0,3),
(3,0,4)(3,0,4), (1,3)(4,0)(l, 3)(4,0), (1,4)(2,0)(l,4)(2,0), (1,0,4)(1,0,4),
(1.2.3) (1,2,3), (2,0)(3,4)(2,0)(3,4), (1,3,4,0,2)(1,3,4,0,2), (1,4)(2,3)(1,4)(2,3),
(1,0,2,3,4)(1,0,2,3,4), (1,2)(3,0)(1,2)(3,0), (2,4,3)(2,4,3), (1,3,2,4,0)(1,3,2,4,0),
(1,4)3 0 (l,4)(3, 0), (1,0,3,2,4)(1,0,3,2,4), (1,2,0)(l, 2,0), (2,3)(4,0)(2,3)(4,0),
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(1,3,2,0,4) (I,3,2,0,4), (1,4,3,0,2) (I,4,3,0,2), (1,0,4,3,2)(1,0,4,3,2),
(1.2.4) (1,2,4), (3,4,0)(3,4,0), (1,3,4)(1,3,4), (1,4,3,2,0)(I,4,3,2,0),
(l,0)(3,4)(1,0)(3,4), (1,2,3,0,4)(1,2,3,0,4), (2,0,3)(2,0,3), (1,3,2)(1,3,2),
(1,4,2,3,0)(l,4,2,3,0), (1,0)(2,3)(1,0)(2,3), (1,2)(4,0)(l, 2)(4,0), (2,4)(3,0)(2,4)(3,0),
(1,3)(2,4)(1,3)(2,4),  (1,4,0)(l,4,0), (1,0)(2,4)(l,0)(2,4), (1,2,0,4,3)(1,2,0,4,3),
(2.3.4) (2,3,4), (1,3,4,2,0) (1,3,4,2,0), (1,4,0,3,2)(1,4,0,3,2),
(1,0,3,4,2)(1,0,3,4,2), (1,2,4,3,0)(l, 2,4,3,0)}.
Take (JVi2*42)  conjugates with elements of AT* 242’, we obtain the following relations:
040 — 121 — 212 — 424 — 242 — 202 — 131 — 101 — 323 — 010 — 020 — 414 — 030 —
313 - 232 - 343 - 303 - 141 - 434 - 404.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset Nt2tj2N are at most
_]JV| _ 5! _ 120 _ 9
|jy(242)| — 60 ~ 60 Each single coset has twenty different names.
From the relations above, we can identify all the single cosets in double coset [242] by 
cojugating
040 - 12l - 212 - 424 - 242 - 202 - 131 - 101 - 323 - 010 - 020 - 414 - 030 -
313 - 232 - 343 - 303 - 141 - 434 - 404
with elements of the transversal of N^242/ Hence, the two single cosets of double coset 
[242] are:
1. 040 - 121 - 212 - 424 - 242 - 202 - 131 - 101 - 323 - 010 - 020 - 414 - 
030 - 313 - 232 - 343 - 303 - 141 - 434 - 404.
2. 030 - 121 - 212 - 323 - 232 - 202 - 141 - 101 - 424 - 010 - 020 - 31’3 - 
040 — 414 — 242 — 434 — 404 — 131 — 343 — 303.
The orbits of M242^ over {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {1,2,3,4,0}, and {(1,2,3,4,0}. We 
now take the representatives 2 and 2 from each orbit, and determine which double coset 
and Ntvtdtih belong. However,
Nt2*4M2  — Nt2^4 € [24]
Nt2tj2t2 — Nt2^4^2 £ [242]
Therefore, five symmetric generators go back to [24]; the other five go to [242]; and no 
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symmetric generator advances.
Again, we now consider the double coset [242].
Claim: 242 — 232
Proof. By our relation (2,3,4)(2,3,4)24 = 23 => (2,3,4) (2,3,4)242 = 232. □
Since, N<242> > N‘“r242 =< (1,3,0)(2,2,2) >
242 - 232 - 212 - 202
303 - 343 - 323 - 313
232 - 242 - 212 - 202
414 404 — 434 424
404 — 434 — 424 — 414
343 - 303 - 312 - 313
030 010 020 040
010 - 040 - 030 - 020
131 - 121 - 101 - 141
121 - 131 - 101 ~ 141
and (7Vt2t4t2){(1A3)(I’4’5)} = Nt2tst2 =*■  (1,4,3)(1,4,3) e N'W.
=> W(242) =< (1,3,0)(1,3,0), (1,4,3)(1,4,3) >
= {e, (1,3,0)(l, 3,0), (1,4,3)(1,4,3), (1,0,3)(l,0,3), (3,0,4)(3,0,4), (1,3)(4,0)(l, 3)(4,0),
(l,4)3,0)(l,4)(3,0),  (1,0,4)(l,0,4), (3,4,0)(3,4,0), (1,3,4)(1,3,4), (l,4,0)(I,3,0), 
(l,0)(3,4)(l,0)(3,4)}.
Now, take conjugates with elements of 7V^242\ we obtain the following relations:
242 232 212 202
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [242] are at most,
= § ~ Tp = 10- Each single coset has four different names.
We can identify all the ten single cosets in double coset [242] by conjugating 242 — 232 — 
212 — 202 with elements of the transversal of A^242). Hence, the ten distinct single cosets 
are
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The orbits of M242) over {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {2}, {2}, (1,3,4,0) and (1,3,4,0). 
Take the representatives 2, 2, 4 and 4 from each orbit, and determine which double coset 
Ntzt^tztA and NtzUfiU belong. However,
Ntititzt? = Ntzt^tz £ [242]
Ntititibi = Ntit^ E [24]
G Ntzt^tzt^N (New double coset denote by [2424]).
NtzUbiti € [243] (By Lemma-III)
Therefore, six symmetric generators go back to the previous double cosets and four extend.
Next, consider new double coset [2424]
Claim: 2424 ~ 2121
Proof. By our relation (2, 3,4) (2,3,4)24 = 23 conjugating with an elements of TV, we 
obtain the following relations:
• ((2,3,4) (2,3,4)24)
=^> (2,1,4)(2,1,4)24 = 21
e ((2, 3,4)(2, 3, 4)24)«1’S>3’2)(2,1s0,3)(4,4)} = (23){(1i0,3!2)(2,1!0,3)(4,4)}
=> (1, 2,4)(1,2,4)14 = 12
From the relations above, we have
2424 = 24224 = 242(2,4,1) (2,4,1)21 = (2,4,1) (2,4,1)41421
= (2,4,1)(2,4,1)4(1,4,2)(1,4,2)1221 = 2121. □
Since TV^2424) > TV2424 =< (1,3,0)(l, 3,0) >
and, (M^4t2t4){(1’3’4)(T’3’4^ =Nf2tit2ti => (1,3,4)(1,3,4) 6 7V<2424>
=> IV(5424) =< (1,3,0)(i,3,0), (1,3,4)(1,3,4) >
= {e, (1,3,0)(1,3,0), (1,0,3) (I,0,3), (1,4,3)(1,4,3), (3,4,0)(3,4,0), (1,3,4)(1,3,4),
(1,0)(3,4)(1,0)(3,4), (1,4,0)(l, 4,0), (3,0,4)(3,0,4), (1,3) (4,0) (1,3) (4, C),
(1,0,4)(1,0,4),(1,4)(3,0)(l, 4)(3,0)}.
Now, take conjugates with elements of ;V'2424I. we obtain the following rela-
tions:
2424 - 2323 - 2121 - 2020
Therefore, the number of single cosets in double coset [2424] are at most,
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= 10. Each single coset has four different names.
We now can identify all the ten single cosets in double coset [2424] by conjugating 2424 ~ 
2323 ~ 2121 ~ 2020 with elements of the transversal of M5424^. Hence, the ten distinct 
single cosets are
2424 - 2323 ~ 2121 - 2020
3030 ~ 3434 ~ 3232 - 3131
2323 ~ 2424 ~ 2121 ~ 2020
4141 ~ 4040 ~ 4343 4242
4040 ~ 4343 ~ 4242 ~ 4141
3434 ~ 3030 - 3232 ~ 3131
0101 - 0404 ~ 0202 - 0303
OlOl ~ 0404 ~ 0303 - 0202
1313 - 1212 ~ 1010 ~ 1414
1212 ~ 1313 ~ 1010 ~ 1414
The orbits of M5424> over {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {2}, {2}, (1,3,4,0) and (1,3,4,0). 
We now again take representatives 2, 2, 4 and 4 from each orbit, and determine which 
double coset and NiztWJt belong. However,
6 [242] (By Lemma-V)
G [2424] (By Lemma-IV)
N‘t2t4t2t4<4 = 7Vt2<4i2i4 G [243] (By Lemma-III)
Nt2t4t2t4t4 = € [242]
Therefore, four symmetric generators go back to [242]; four go to [243]; one goes to [2424]; 
and the last one goes back to [242]. Since all the generators go back to the existing 
doubles cosets and none of them extend, thus, we must have completed the double coset 
enumeration. The double coset enumeration shows that the index of N = S5 in G is at 
most
|G| < (1 + 10 + 40 + 10 + 10 +10 + 10 +10 + 20 + 2 + 2 + 1)|2V| = 126(120) = 15,120.
The information is summarized in the Cayley diagram below.
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Figure 5.1: The Cayley diagram of A? x S3 over S5.
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The homomorphic image of G.
Define a : G -> Si26, where (126) is a number of single cosets from the Cayley diagram 
above gives the action of G on the 126 cosets. From the labeling table (too large to show), 




We now verify that 3 is a homomorphism.
1. We want to show that a (to) has exactly 10 conjugates under conjugation by
< 2(:r),S(!/) >.
a(to)SM = {l,4,6)(2,27,24)(3,33,36)...(97,124,115) = 3(<i).
= (1,8,15) (2,93,24)(3,33,87)...(104,125,122) = a(t2).
a(i2)sW = (1,13,11)(2,65,24)(3,33,43)...(97,98,108) = S(t3).
a(t3)sW = (1,5,7)(2,23,24)(3,33,35)...(95,120,123) = a(t4).
S(t4)5^ = (1,2,3)(4,9,10)(5,12,14)...(114,126,119) = S(t0).
a(fo)aw = (1,6,4) (2,24,27) (3,36,33)...(97,115,124) = a(t'i).
a(il)sto = (1,15,8)(2,24,93)(3,87,33)...(104,122,125) = a(f2).
a(f2)sW = (1,11,13)(2,24,65)(3,43,33)...(97,108,98) = a(£3).
a{t3)a^ = (1,7,5)(2,24,23)(3,35,33)...(95,123,120) = S(t4).
a(r4)sto = (1,3,2)(4,10,9)(5,14,12)...(114,119,126) = 8(f0).
a(t0)s(!'’ = (1,3,2)(4,10,9)(5,14,12)...(114,119,126) = a(f0).
a(f0)sto) = (1,2,3)(4,9,10)(5,12,14)...(114,126,119) = 2(<o).
a(ii)s<»’ = (1,6,4)(2,24,27)(3,36,33)...(97,115,124) = 2(t“i).
a(t"1)3M = (1,4,6)(2,27,24)(3,33,36)...(97,124,115) = 2(tj).
a(£2)8(i<) = (l,15,8)(2,24,93)(3,87,33)...(104,122,125) = S(i2).
a(t2)sW = (1,8,15)(2,93,24)(3,33,87)...(104,125,122) = a(t2).
a(t3)s^ = (1,7,5)(2,24,23)(3,35,33)...(95,123,120) =
= (1,13,11) (2,65,24) (3,33,43)...(97,98,108) = S(t3).
2(t3)sW = (1,5,7)(2,23,24)(3,33,35)...(95,120,123) = S(t4).
a(i4)3*»)  = (1,11,13)(2,24,65)(3,43,33)...(97,108,98) = 2(t3).
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2. acts as TV on {a(io)> <*(£2)5  “(Mj a(to), a(ti), S(t2), ^(£3), 0(^4)}
by conjugation, that is, if
x = (0,1,2,3,4)(0,1,2,3,4), and
y = (0,0)(1,1)(2,2)(3,4)(4,3), then
a(x) = {(a(io), a(ii), a(i2)> ^3), a(t4))(a(io),a($i), a(^), a(t3), a(t4))}> 
a(p) = {(S(t0), «(to))(^(tl), «(*1))(^( 2)> «(t2))(tt(t3), S(t4))(S(£4)> S(t3))}--
Then, 2(G) = S(3* 5 : Sg) = a < N, to >=< a(x), a(y), a(io) > is a homomorphic 
image of (3* 5 : Sg).
Next, we want the homomorphic image of G =
Now, < 3(x). S(y), S(to) >< 5126 is a homomorphic image of
G = [(o,i)(o,i^O,2,3,a)1oP if the additional relation
(2,3,4)(2,3,4)^4 = t2t3 holds in < a(x),a(y),a(to) >.
Thus, we want to show that a((2,3,4)(2,3,4)tf2i4 = a(i2^3)-
On the left side of our equation
a((2,3,4)(2,3,4)i2i4 = a((2,3,4)(2,3,4))a(f2)a(i4)
= (5,8,13) (7,15,11)...(117,123,126) (1,15,8)(2,24,93)...(104,122,125)(1,5,7) 
(2,23,24)...(95,120,123)
= (1,31,25) (3,20,29) (6,22,38)... (84,109,90) (112,115,122).
On the right side of our equation
<*(23)  = a(^o)a(t3)
= (1,15,8) (2,24,93)...(104,122,125) (1,13,11) (2,65,24)...(97,98,108)
= (1,31,25) (3,20,29) (6,22,38)...(84,109,90) (112,115,122).
Therefore, S : G —> Si26 is a homomorphism map.
Now by First Isomorphism Theorem, we have
G|fcer(a) = im(a)
=> = IM^)I = I < a(x),a(|/),a(t0) > | = 15,120
=> |G| = 15,120 x |fcer(a)|, where (|A;er(a)| > 1).
=> |G| > 15,120.
But early we found that |G| < 15,120. Therefore, we can conclude that |G| — 15,120. 
Since |G| = 15,120,
=> ]fcer(ct)] = 1.
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=> a is also an isomorphism.
=> <? = a(G) =< a(x),a(y), a(tQ) >.
It is clear from the Cayley diagram of G over S5 that every element of G can be written as 
irw, where ?r is a permutation of S5 on ten letters, and w is a word in the tis of the length at 
most four. We call this representation of elements of G the symmetric representation. We 
now give examples of elements of G in both symmetric and permutation representation.
Permutation Representation to Symmetric Presentation
Let p = (1,24)(2,83)(3,62)(4,36)(5,43)(7,U)(8,87)(9,108)(12,126)(13,35)(14,30)
(16,100) (17,53) (18,107)(19,84)(20,123)(23,115)(25,105)(26,46)...(81,111)(92,95)
(93,112)(99,114) (101,122) (104,106)(116,124)
be an element in permutation representation.
We know that Np — Nw
Since, p G Np => p G Nw.
=> p = nw, where n G N.
In order the represent p in the symmetric representation form, we must find n G N = S5. 
Since, p — nw, where n G N.
=> n = pw“x.
n = ptotr, (An element that labeling (24)).
=> c£(n) = pa(ti)a(to)
= (2,4)(3,6)(5,13)(7,11)(9,27)(1O,24)(12,38)(14,30)(16,33)(17,36)...
(92,95) (94,119) (97,105) (99,114) (108,110)(113‘, 121) (116,124) (117,126).
From our multiplication table we have,
n = (0, l)(3,4)(0,1)(4,3).
Therefore, p can be written in the symmetric representation as 
p=(0,l)(3,4)(0,l)(4,3)M"i.
Symmetric Presentation to Permutation Representation
Let {(2,3,4)(2,3,4)^2^4} be an element in the symmetric representation.
=> P = a((2)3,4)(213,4))3(t2)2(t4)




= (1,31,25) (3,20,29) (6,22,38) (7,58,28) (8,13,47) (10,64,97) (11,103,40)(14,88,71)
(15.56.79) (21,77,82)(24,118,107) (26,61,32)(30,89,92) (34,59,98)(37,99,50)
(41,73,52) (42,74,113) (43,121,87) (44,95,55) (45,66,72) (51,96,68) (54,116,76)
(62,123,126) (63,114,125) (65,101,93) (70,124,120) (80, 111, 104) (81,106,119)
(84,109,90)(112,115,122).
Therefore, {(2,3,4) (2,3,4)^4} can be written in the permutation representation as fol­
lows
(2,3,4)(2,3,4)t2t4
= (1,31,25) (3,20,29) (6,22,38)(7,58,28)(8,13,47) (10,64,97) (11,103,40)(14,88,71)
(15.56.79) (21,77,82) (24,118,107) (26,61,32) (30,89,92) (34,59,98) (37,99,50)
(41,73,52) (42,74,113)(43,121,87)(44,95,55)(45,66,72) (51,96,68)(54,116,76)
(62,123,126) (63,114,125)(65,101,93) (70,124,120) (80, 111, 104) (81,106,119)
(84,109,90)(112,115,122).
5.2 Lemmas
Unless otherwise specified, we have used the relation (2,3,4) (2,3,4)24 = 23 and its con­
jugates under conjugation by TV in the proofs of the following lemmas.
Lemma-I: [243] € [24]
Proof. By our relation (2,3,4) (2,3,4)24 = 23 conjugating with an elements of N, we 
obtained the following relation:
((2,3,4) (2,3,4)24)^2’4’3^2’4,5^ = (23)< (M>3) (2,4,3)}
=> (4,2,3) (4,2,3)43 = 42
243 = 2(4,3,2) (4,3,2)42 = (4,3,2)(4,3,2)442 = (4,3,2) (4,3,2)42 G [24]. □
Lemma-II: [2424] G [242]
Proof. By our relation (2,3,4)(2,3,4)24 = 23 conjugating with an elements of N, we 
obtained the following relations:
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• ((2,3,4) (2,3,4)24) K1’0’3’3^2’2^4’1’0’3)) = (23)«1’D’3’3X2’5)(4»T>o»5)}
=> (2,4,1)(2,4,1)21 = 24
• ((2, 3, 4)(2, 3, 4)24){(1 A3,l,0,3)(2,4)(4,2)} = (23){(1,0,34,0,3)(2,4)(4,2)}
=> (4,1,2) (4,1,2)42 = 41
2424 = 24(2,4,1) (2,4,1)21. = (2,4,1) (2,4,1)4121 = (2,4,1) (2,4,1)44121 =
(2,4,1)(2,4,1)4(4,1,2) (4,1,2)4221 = (2,1,4)(214)141 G [242]. □
Lemma-III: [2424] G [243]
Proof. By our relation (2,3,4) (2,3,4)24, = 23 conjugating with an elements of N, we 
obtained the following relations:
• ((2,3,4) (2,3,
=> (2,4,3) (2,4,3)23 = 24
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)24) K2’4’3^2’4’3)} = (23) ^2’4’3^2’4’3^
=> (4,2,3) (4, 2,3)43 = 42
2424 = 24(2,4,3) (2,4,3)23 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3)4323 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3) (4,3,2) (4,3,2)4223
= (2,3,4)(2,3,4)423 G [243]. □
Lemma-IV: [24242] G [2424]
Proof. By our relation (2,3,4)(2,3,4)24 = 23 conjugating with an elements of N, we 
obtained the following relations:
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)24)«1’5>3’4)(2’2X4’X’°’3)) = (23){(1>O,3,4)(2,2)(4,i,o,3)}
=> (2,4,1)(2,4,1)21 = 24
• ((2, 3, 4)(2, 3, 4)24){(L0,3,4,2)(l,D,3,4,2)} (23){(1.°,3,4,2)(l,0,3,4,2)}
=^(1,4,2)(I,4,2)I2 = I4
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)24)«1-5A2)(2J.o,3)(4,4)} _ (23)«W,2)(2,I,o,3)(4,4)}
=$■ (1,2,4)(1,2,4)14 = 12
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24242 = 2244242 = 2(2,4,1) (2,4,1)214242 = (2,4,1) (2,4,1)4214242
= (2,4,1) (2,4,1)42114242 = (2,4,1)(2,4,1)421(1,4,2) (I,4, 2)12242 = 214142
= 2141142 = 2141(1,4,2)(1,4,2)122 = (1,4,2)(1,4,2)14241 = (1,4,2)(1,4, 2)14
(2,4,1).(2,4,1)211 = 2121 G [2424]. □
Lemma-V: [24242] G [242]
Proof. By our relation. (2,3,4)(2,3,4)24 — 23 conjugating with an elements of N, we 
obtained the following relations:
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)24){<1’°)<2’3)<I’°)(5’5)} = (23){(1.o)(2,3)(T,o)(2!3)}
=> (3,2,4) (324)34 = 32
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)24)^1’1)(2’4)<3^(4,2)(°,o)} = (gSjK1’1^2’4^3’3^4’2^0-0)}
=> (4,3,2) (4,3,2)42 = 43
• ((2, 3, 4)(2, 3, 4)24)«1’2)(2j3,4t2,3,4)(0>2)} = (23){(L2)(2,3,4,2,3,4)(0,2)}
=>(3,4,2) (3,4,2)32 = 34
24242 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3)23242 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3)233242
= (2,4,3)(2,4,3)23(3,2,4)(324)3442 = (2,3,4) (234)42342
= (2,3,4)(234)442342(2,3, 4)(234)42342 = (2,3,4)(234)4(4,2,3)(4,2,3)43342
= (2,4,3)(2,4,3)24342 = (2,4,3)(2,4,3)24(3,4,2)(3,4,2)322 = 32322 = 323 G [242] □
Lemma-VI: [2434] G [242]
Proof. By our relation (2,3,4) (2,3,4)24 = 23 conjugating with an elements of TV, we 
obtained the following relations:
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)24)<<1’I^2’2)(3,4)(4,3)(°,o)} (gS)^1’1)^’2)^-4)^3^0’0)}
=> (2,4,3) (2,4,3)23 = 24
a By our relation (2,3,4)(2,3,4)24 = 23
2434 = 22434 = 2(2,4,3) (2,4,3)2334 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3)4234 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3)42234
= (2,4,3) (2,4,3)42(2,3,4)(2,3,4)244 = 232 G [242]. □
Lemma-VII: [2434] G [2424]
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Proof. By our relation (2,3,4)(2,3,4)24 = 23 conjugating with an elements of TV, we 
obtained the following relations:
• ((2, 3, 4) (2, 3, 4)24)«1>1)(2j2)(3,4)(4!3)(0,0)} = (23){(l,l)(2,2)(3,4)(4!3)(0,0)}
=> (2,4,3) (2,4,3)23 = 24
• By our relation (2,3,4) (2,3,4)24 = 23
2434 = 22434 = 2(2,4,3) (2,4,3)2334 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3)4234 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3)42234
= (2,4,3) (2,4,3)42(2,3,4) (2,3,4)244 = 2324= (2,3,4) (2,3,4)2424 G [2424]. □
Lemma-VIII: [2424] G [2424]
Proof. By our relation (2,3,4)(2,3,4)24 = 23 conjugating with an elements of TV, we 
obtained the following relations:
• ((2, 3, 4)(2, 3, 4)24){(LW2)(3,4K4,3)(0,0)} = (23){(l>i)(2J2)(3,4)(4J3)(0,0)}
=> (2,4,3)(2,4,3)23 = 24
• By our relation (2,3,4)(2,3,4)24 = 23
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)24)T2A3)(2J4,3)} (23)1(2,4,3)(2,4,3)}
=> (4,2,3) (4,2,3)43 = 42
® ((2,3,4)(2,3, 4)24){(1A)(2,4)(3j3)(4,2Ko,o)} = (23){(U)(2,4)(3,s)(4,2)(o,o)}
(4, 3, 2) (4, 3,2)42 = 43
2424 = 22424 = 2(2,4,3) (2,4,3)2324 = (2,4, 3)(2,4,3)42324
= (2,4,3) (2,4,3)423(2,4,3) (2,4,3)23 = (2,3,4) (2,3,4)34223
= (2,3,4)(2,3,4)3423 = (2,3,4)(2,3,4)34423
= (2,3,4) (2,3,4)34(4,2,3) (4,2,3)433 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3)4243
= (2,4,3) (2,4,3)(4,2,3)(4,2,3)4343 = 4343 G [2424]. □
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Chapter 6
Construction of 3 A7
6.1 Manual double coset enumeration of G over S4
Factoring the progenitor 3* 3 :m S4 by the relation [(1,2) (1,2)ti]s, we obtain the finite 
image
- [(l,2)(l,2)ti]5=l
The symmetric presentation of the progenitor 3* 3 :m S4 can be given by:
3* 3 im S4^<x,y,t\x4,y2,(yx)3,t3,[ty],(x2t)2 >
The control group is N — S4 =< x,y\x4 = y2 = (yx}3 >. The action on the sym­
metric generators is given by x — (0,1,0,1)(2,2), y ~ (1,2)(2,1), and our relation is 
[(UXUW5.
First, we study our relation.
Let 7F = (1,2)(2,1), then = 1
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(Mi)5 = 1
Mi Mi Mi Mi Mi = 1







Since, tt = (1,2) (2,1)
=> 7T2 = (1,2)(2,1)(1,2)(2,1) = 1.
=> 7T3 = (1,2)(2,1).




O 7T5tlt2tl = tlt2
Double coset enumeration of G over S/.
Unless otherwise specified, proof of all the lemmas in Chapter-6 can be found on pages
86-91.
We note that,
NeN ={Nen|n G N}—{Nn\n G N}={N}.
Let [*]  represents for the double coset NeN. [*]  has only one distinct right coset, namely
N. Since, N = S4 acts transitively on {0,1,2,0,1,2}. Therefore, N has one orbit namely 
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{0,1,2,0,1,2} in {0,1,2,0,1,2}. Now, we now take one representative 0 from the orbit, 
and find which double coset Nto belongs.
Clearly, Nto C NtoN = {Ntg|n G N} = {Nto, Nti, Nt2,Nto, Nti, Nt2} and let us de­
note NtoN by [0], Now, consider the coset stabilizer N^°\ The coset stabilizer N<°) is 
equal to the point stabilizer N° and is given by:
= 7V° = {e, (1,2)(2,1), (1,2)(1,2), (1,1)(2,2)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in [0] are at most
1^1 _4! _ 24 „ R 
|2V<°>| 4 4 u
The orbits of N^ on {0,1,2,0,1,2} are {0}, {0} and {1,2,1,2}. Now, take one repre­
sentative from each orbit, namely 0, 0 and 1, and find the double coset to which Ntoto, 
Ntoto and Ntoti belong? However,
Ntoto = Nto € [0]
Ntoto = Ne G [*]
Ntoti = Ntoti G NtotiN (New double coset denote by [01])
Therefore, one symmetric generator goes back to the identity double coset [*];  one stays 
in [0]; four extend to new double coset [01].
Next, consider the new double coset [01].
N(0i) = N01 =< e >t
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [01] are at most
= 24. Each single coset has only one name.
We can identify the 24 single cosets in the double coset [01] by conjugating Ntoti with 




The orbits of N^01^ on {0,1,2,0,1,2} are {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {1} and {2}. Now, take one 
representative from each orbit, namely 0, 1, 2, 6, 1 and 2, and find the double cosets to 
which NtotJo, NtotJi, NtotJi, NtotJo, NtotJi and NtotJz belong? However,
NtotJo = Ntotito [01] (By Lemma-1).
NtotJi — Ntoti G [01].
Ntofyfy = Ntotj2 G NtotJzN (New double coset denote by [012]).
NtotJo = NtotJo G NtotJoN (New double coset denote by [016]).
NtotJi = Nto £ PL
NtotJi = NtQtJ2 G NtotifyN (New double coset denote by [012]).
Consider the new double coset [012].
N<012) = N012 =< e >.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [012] are at most
jJ^2yj=— = = 24. Each single coset has only one name.
By conjugating Ntotj2 with the elements of transversal of N^012^, we obtain the 24 single 
cosets of double coset [012]:
012,210,210,012,120,120,021,021,102,102,201,201,012,012,  210,216,021,021,120, 
120,162,201,102,261.
The orbits of A^012^ on {0,1,2,6,1,2} are {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {'!} and {2}. Now, take one 
representative from each orbit, namely 0, 1, 2, 6, 1 and 2. then find the double cosets to 
which Ntotj2to, Ntotj2ti, Niofy^fy, NtotJ2to, NtotJiti and NtotJitz belong? How­
ever,
Ntotj2to = NtotJ2to 6 NtotJitoN (New double coset denote by [0120]).
NtotJ2ti = NtotJ2ti G [012] (By Lemma-2).
NtotJ2t2 = NtQtJ2 G [012].
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Ntotifyto = NtGtit2io G NtQtMtiN (New double coset denote by [0120]).
NtQtp^ti = TVtoiit2ii G NtQtit2tiN (New double coset denote by [0121]). 
17^41^2^2 — Wi € [01].
Consider the double coset [010]
Claim: 010 - 101 - 010
Proof. By using our relation conjugates with elements of TV, we have
1. 010 = 0(1, 0) (1,0)l0l = (1,0)(1,0)1101 = (1,0)(1,0)101.
2. 010 = (0,1)(0,1)0100 = (0,.l)(0,I)0l0. □
Since TV(01°> > TV015 =< e > and
TV(totito){(1’o)(I’0)} = TVtitotl => (1,0)(l, 0) G TV<015)
TV(Wo){(1,i)(O’0)} = Ntoiito => (1, l)(0,0) G TV<01°)
^N(oi5) =< (iiO)(i,o),(i,i)(o,o)>
= {e, (1,0)(l, 0), (1, l)(0,0), (1,0)(0,1)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [010] are at most
J = T = 6- Each single coset has four different names.
Now, take (010) conjugates with the elements of TV(°10\ we obtain the following relations:
010 - 101 - 010 - 101
By conjugating (010 — 101 — 010 — 101) with the elements of transversal of TV^015^, we 
obtain the six single cosets of double coset [010]:
010 - 101 ~ 010 - 101
010 - 101 ~ OlO - 101
020 - 202 020 202
020 — 202 ~ 020 — 202
121 - 212 - 121 ~ 212
121 - 212 - 121 ~ 212
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The orbits of M010) on {0,1,2,0,1,2} are {2}, {2} and {1,0,1,0}. Now, take one repre­
sentative from each orbit, namely 2, 2 and 0, and find the double coset to which NtotVoh, 
Ntohioh and Ntotitoto belong? However,
NtotVot2 = NtotVot2 G [0121] (By Lemma-4).
NtotVoh = NtotVoh E NtotitifaN (New double coset denote by [0102]).
NtotVoto = Ntoti 6 [01].
Consider the double coset [012].
^(0i2) = ,voi2 ==< e >
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [012] are at most 
jj&pf = y = 24. Each single coset has only one name.
By conjugating (012) with the elements of transversal of we obtain the 24 single
cosets of double coset [012]:
012, 210,210,012,120,120, 021,021,102,102,201,201,012,012, 210,210,021,021,120, 
120,102,201,102,201.
The orbits of on {0,1,2,0,1,2} are {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {1} and {2}. Now, take one 
representative from each orbit, namely 0, 1, 2, 0, 1 and 2, and find the double cosets to 
which NtotitVoi Ntotihti, Ntotitifa, NtotiiVo, Ntotiizti and NtotVziz belong? How­
ever,
Ntotitoto = NtQtV&to G NtotVVQN (New double coset denote by [0120]).
NtotV2^i = G [012].
NtotVVv = Ntoti G [01],
NtotV^to = Ntotitzto E [0120] (By Lemma-3).
Ntotihti = NtotV^ti E Ntot^tiN (New double coset denote by [0121]).
Ntotit2t2 = Ntotitz € [012].
Consider the new double coset [0120]. 
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jy(0120) = yy0120 =< e >
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [0120] are at most 
|jV| _4! _ 24|2V(O12O)|“ i — 1 = 24. Each single coset has only one name.
By conjugating (0120) with the elements of transversal of 7V^O12O\ we obtain the 24 single 
cosets of double coset [0120]:
0120,2102,2102, 0120,1201,1201,0210, 0210,1021,1021,2012,2012, 0120,0120,2102, 
2102,0210,0210,1201,1201,1021,2012,1021,2012.
The orbits of AM0120) on {0,1,2,0,1,2} are {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {1} and {2}. Now, take 
one representative from each orbit, namely 0, 1, 2, 0, 1 and 2, then find the double cosets 
to which NtQt-itztotQ, Ntotitztot-i, NtotJztotz, A:toM'2Mo- A^ti^o^i and Ntotitztotz 
belong? However,
Ntotitztoto = Ntotitito 6 [0120].
Aftoh^fofi — 6 NtQtitztotiN (New double coset denote by [01201]).
Ntotititotz = Ntotitztot2 €' [0102] (By Lemma-4).
ATto*i2Mo  = A^t0tit2 G [012].
ATiofi^toti = Ntotitztoti G NtQt-fatotiN (New double coset denote by [01201]).
NtQt\t2tot2 = NtQtxt2ioi2 6 [0120] (By Lemma-5).
Consider the new double coset [0120].
jy(0120) = jy0120 =< & >
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [0120] are at most
|jv(oi2o)|~T ~ T = 24. Each single coset has only one name.
By conjugating (0120) with the elements of transversal of A^0120), we obtain the 24 single 
cosets of double coset [0120]:
0120,2102,2102,0120,1201,1201,0210,0210,1021,1021,2012,2012,0120,0120,2102, 
2102,0210,0210,1201,1201,1021,2012,1021, 2012.
The orbits of TV<0125) on {0,1,2,0,1,2} are {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {1} and {2}. Now, take 
one representative from each orbit, namely 0, 1, 2, 0, 1 and 2, and find the double cosets 
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to which Ntotit2toto, Ntotitztoti, Ntotit2^ot2, Ntoii^o^O) Ntotit2Mi and NtoM2M2
belong? However,
Ntoti^to^o — Ntot2t2 € [012].
Ntot-fatoti = Ntoii^ioii G Ntot^tot^N (New double coset denote by [01202].
Ntot2t2tot2 = NtQiit2iot2 & [012] (By Lemma-6).
Ntot2t2toto = Ntotit^to G [0120],
Ntoti^oii = W1W1 [01201] (By Lemma-7).
Ntot2t2tQt2 — Ntot2t2tQt2 G [0120] (By Lemma-8).
Consider the new double coset [0121].
Claim: 0121 - 0212 - 0212
Proof. By using our relation conjugates with elements of N, we have
1. 0121 = 01(2,1) (2,1)212 = (2,1) (2,1)02212 = (2,1)(2,1)0212 = (2,1)(2,1)02122 
= (2,1) (2,1)0(1,2)(1,2)212 = (1,1)(2,2)0212.
2. 0121 = 01(2,1)(2,1)212 = (2,1)(2,1)02212 = (2,1)(2,1)0212. □
Since M0121) > N0121 =< e > and
JV(totit2t’i){(1'5)(I’2)} = W2tit2 =*■  2) 6 M0121)
N(t0tit2fi){(1’2)(i’5)> = 7Vtot2tif2 => (1,2)(1,2) 6 JV<012l>
=>^(012l) =< (1,2)(1,2), (1,2)(1,2) >
= {e, (1,2)(2,1), (1,2)(1,2), (1,1)(2,2)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [0121] are at most
41 — 24
4 ~ 4 Each single coset has four different names.
Now, take (0121) conjugates with the elements of N^0121\ we obtain the following rela­
tions:
0121 - 0212 - 0212 - 0121
By conjugating (0121 — 0212 — 0212 — 0121) with the elements of transversal of M012^, 
we obtain the six single cosets of double coset [0121]:
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0121 - 0212 - 0212 - 0121
1020 - 1202 - 1202 - 1020
6121 - 0212 - 0212 - 6121
2010 - 2101 ~ 2161 - 2016
1020 - 1202 - 1202 - 1020
2016 - 2161 - 2101 - 2010
The orbits of N<012X) on {0,1,2,6,1,2} are {0}, {0} and {1,2,1,2}. Now, take one 
representative from each orbit, namely 0, 0 and 1, then find the double coset to which 
M0W2M0 and belong? However,
NtQt^tito = G Ntot-faiitaN (New double coset denote by [01210]).
NMiMiio = Ntotit2titQ G NtQtJ^titQN (New double coset denote by [01210]). 
= Ntotit2 e [012].
Consider the double coset [0102]
Claim: 0102 - 1012 - 0102
Proof. By using our relation conjugates with elements of N, we have
1. 0102 = 0(1,0).(l,0)1012 = (1,0)(l,0)11012 = (1,0)(1,6)1012.
2. 0102 = (0,1)(0,1)61002 = (0, l)(0,1)0102. □
Since > N0132 =< e > and
N(io£iM2){(1’o)CI’0)} = W0M2 =*  (1,0)(l, 6) € N<01°2)
N(MiM2){C1’I)(0’°)} = Nf0tit0£2 => (1 J) (0,0) G M0162)
=>N(°152) =< (l,o)(l, 0), (1, l)(0,6) >
= {e, (l,0)(I,0), (l,I)(0,0), (l,0)(0,l)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [0102] are at most
|jv(^02)j'~T — = 6- Each single coset has four different names.
Now, take (0102) conjugates with the elements of N^010^2, we obtain the following rela­
tions:
0102 - 1012 - 6102 - 1012 
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By conjugating (0102 ~ 1012 ~ 0102 ~ 1012) with the elements of transversal of A^01^2/ 
we obtain the six single cosets of double coset [0102]:
0102 1012 - 0102 1012
0102 - 1012 - 0102 ~ 1012
0201 - 2021 ~ 0201 ~ 2021
0201 - 2021 - 0201 - 2021
1210 ~ 2120 - 1210 ~ 2120
1210 - 2120 - 1210 ~ 2120
The orbits of M0162) on {0,1,2,0,1,2} are {2}, {2} and {1,0,1,0}. Now, take one 
representative from each orbit, namely 2, 2 and 0, then find the double coset to which 
ATtoiitotetej Ntotitot2t2 and Ntotitot2to belong? However,
NtQtitot2t2 = NtQtitffa G [0102].
AToMo^2 = Ntot^tQ G [010].
Ntotitot2tQ = NtoMot2*0  € [0120] (By Lemma-9).
Consider the double coset [0102]
Claim: 0102 - 1012 ~ 0102
Proof. By using our relation conjugates with elements of 2V, we have
1. 0102 = 0(1,0)(l, 0)1012 = (1,0)(1,0)11012 = (1,0)(l,0)1012.
2. 0102 = 0(1,0) (1,0)1012= (1,0) (1,0)11012 = (1,0) (1,0)1012
= (1,0) (1,0)(l, 0) (1,0)10112 = (1,1)(0,0)1012. □
Since M01S2> > TV0102 =<e> and
= Woii*2  =S- (l,0)(I,0) 6 Ar(ol05)W(totitot2)<(1’“,(0’1)’ = WotA => (l,0)(0,1) e Mol05>
=> jy(oio2) =< (l,0)(l,0),(l,0)(0,l) >= {e,(l,O)(I,O),(l,I)(O,0),(l,0)(O,I)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [0102] are at most
|2V(oi52)|—T — T = Each has four different names. 
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Now, take (0102) conjugates with the elements of Art0102\ we obtain the following rela­
tions:
0102 - 1012 - 0102 - 1012
By conjugating (0102 — 1012 — 0102 — 1012) with the elements of transversal of Art0102), 
we obtain the six single cosets of double coset [0102] :
0102 - 1012 - 6102 - 1612
0102 - 1012 - 0102 - 1012
0201 - 2021 - 0201 - 2021
0201 - 2021 - 0201 - 2021
1216 - 2120 - 1210 - 2120
1210 - 2120 - 1210 - 2120
The orbits of Art0152) on {0,1,2,6,1,2} are {2}, {2} and {1,0,1,6}. Now, take one 
representative from each orbit, namely 2, 2 and 0, then find the double coset to which 
NtotJot^, ATto^ift6^2 and NtotJot2to belong? However,
NtotJot2t2 = NtotJo c [016].
NtotJohti = NtotJot2 G [0102].
NtotJot2to = NtotJotJo G [0120] (By Lemma-10).
Consider the double coset [0120].
jy(0120) _ jy0120 =<; e >
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [0120] are at most
]^Wo)[=T = t = 24. Each single coset has only one name.
By conjugating (0120) with the elements of transversal of Art0120), we obtain the 24 single 




The orbits of 7V<0120> on {0,1,2,0,1,2} are {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {1} and {2}. Now, take 
one representative from each orbit, namely 0, 1, 2, 0, 1 and 2, then find the double cosets 
to which Ntotit^toto, Ntot^toti, NtQtit2tot2i Ntotit2toto, Ntot^toti and Ntotit2tot2 
belong? However,
NtGtit2toto = NtQtit2tQ e [0120] (By Lemma-3).
TV4o*i2o  = NtQtit2tQti G NtQtit2t[)t4N (New double coset denoted by [01201]).
Ntotihtoh = TVt0*i *20  e [0120] (By Lemma-11).
NtQtit2tQtG = NtGtit2 G [012].
NtQt-ii2tQti = TV*oi2  [01201] (By Lemma-12).
TV* o*i*2 o*2  = 7/to*i2o  € [0102] (By Lemma-13).
Consider the double coset [0121]
Claim: 0121 - 0212 - 0121
Proof. By using our relation conjugates with elements of TV, we have
1. 0121 = 01(1,2)(1,2)212 = (1,2)(1,2)02212 = (1,2)(1,2)0212 
= (1,2) (1,2)0(2,1) (2,1)2122 = (1,1)(2,2)0212.
2. 0121 = 01211 = 01(2,1)(2,1)2121 = (2,1)(2,1)022121 = (2,1)(2,1)0121. □
Since TV^012^ > TV0124 =< e > and
Wo*i2) {(1’2)(1,2)} = W2*i2  => (l,2)(f,2) € TV<012l>
^(* 0*i*2 i){(1J)(2’5)} = WlMi => (1,1)(2,2) G TV(012l>
^(0121) =< (i}2)(l,2),(l,I)(2,2) >
= {e, (1,2)(1, 2), (1,15(2,2), (1,2)(2, T)}
Therefore, the number of single cosets in double coset [0121] are at most
ijj-(oi2Tjy=T = T = 6. Each single coset has four different names.
Now, take (0121) conjugates with the elements of TV^0121\ we obtain the following rela­
tions:
0121 - 0212 - 0121 - 0212 
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By conjugating (0121 — 0212 — 0121 — 0212) with the elements of transversal of Art0121), 
we obtain the following six single cosets of double coset [0121]:
0121 - 0212 - 0121 - 0212
1020 - 1202 1020 1202
0121 - 0212 - 0121 - 0212
2010 - 2101 - 2010 - 2101
1020 - 1202 - 1020 - 1202
20l0 - 2161 - 2010 - 2101
The orbits of Art0121) on {0,1,2,0,1,2} are {0}, {0} and {1,2,1,2}. Now, take one 
representative from each orbit, namely 0, 0 and 1, then find the double coset to which 
NtotJitJo, Ntot^tJo and NtotJitJi belong? However,
NtotJitJo = Niotifytito € NtotJitJoN (New double coset denoted by [01210]).
NtotJitJo = NtotJitito 6 NtotJitJoN (New double coset denoted by [01210]). 
NtotJitJi = NtotJi G [012].
Consider the double coset [01210]
Claim: 01210 - 02120 - 02120
Proof. By using our relation conjugates with elements of N, we have 
1. 01210 = 01(1,2)(1,2)2120 = (1,2)(1,2)022120 = (1,2)(1,2)02120.
2. 01210 = 01(1,2)(1,2)2120 = (1,2)(1,2)022120 = (1,2)(1,2)02120
= (1,2)(1, 2)0(2,I) (2,1)21220 = (1,1)(2,2)02120. □
Since Art012*0) > jyoi^lo —< e > ailj
= AVofyfy^o => (1,2)(1,2) e Nf01210)
N(toi1f2fiio){(1’2)(l!5)} = NtotitJito =*  (1,2)(1,2) G Art012h>) 
^^(01210) =< 2)(i,2),(1,2)(1,2) >
= {e, (1,2)(1,2), (1,1)(2,2), (1,2)(2,1)}
Therefore, the number of single cosets in double coset [012l0] are at most 
|JV| _4! _ 24
•|JV(0121°)| 4 ~ 4 = 6. Each single coset has four different names. 
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Now, take (01210) conjugates with the elements of A^01210\ we obtain the following 
relations:
01210 - 02120 ~ 02120 - 01210
By conjugating (01210 ~ 02120 ~ 02120 ~ 01210) with the elements of transversal of 
jy(oi2io), we obtain the following six single cosets of double coset [01210]:
01210 ~ 02120 - 02120 ~ 01210
10201 ~ 12021 - 12021 - 10201
01210 ~ 02120 - 02120 ~ 01210
20102 ~ 21012 ~ 21012 - 20102
10201 ~ 12021 - 12021 - 10201
20l02 - 21012 ~ 21012 ~ 20102
The orbits of M012*0) on {0,1, 2,0,1,2} are {0}, {0} and {1, 2,1, 2}. Now, take one 
representative from each orbit, namely 0, 0 and 1, then find the double coset to which 
Ntoti^tVoto, Ntot^tVoto and Nt^tbelong? However,
NtotV^tVoto = Ntot^tVo G [01216].
Ntottf^titoto — NtotViti G [0121].
Ntotifatitoti = Ntotit2tVoti E [01201] (By Lemma-14).
Consider the double coset [01210]
Claim: 01210 - 02l20 ~ 01210
Proof. By using our relation conjugates with elements of N, we have
1. 01216 = 01(1,2) (1,2)2120 = (1,2) (1,2)022120 = (1,2)(1,2)02120
= (1,2)(1,2)0(2,1)(2,1)21220 = (1,1) (2,2)02120.
2. 01216 = 0(2,1)(2,1)12110 = (2,1)(2,1)01210. □
Since N't01210) > TV01210 =< e > and
jV(iotif2iiio){(1’2)(i’5)} = Wafiizio => (1,2)(1,2) € JV(012l°)
JV(totif2tito)((1’I)(2’5)) = W'ltatito =S- (1,I)(2,2) 6 JV<»1216)
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=> 7V<O12IC> =< (1,2)(1,2), (1,1)(2,2) >
= {e, (1,2)(1,2), (1,1)(2,2), (1,2)(2,1)}
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [01210] are at most 
|AT| „4! _ 24
|jV(0!2i0)|~ 4 4 = 6. Each single coset has four different names.
Now, take (01210) conjugates with the elements of jy(01210), we obtain the following 
relations:
01210 - 02120 ~ 01210 - 02120
By conjugating (01210 ~ 02120 ~ 01210 ~ 02120) with the elements of transversal of 
7V(o12io\ we obtain the following six single cosets of double coset [01210]:
01210 ~ 02120 - 01210 ~ 02120
10201 ~ 12021 ~ 10201 - 12021
01210 ~ 02120 ~ 01210 - 02120
20102 - 21012 ~ 20102 ~ 21012
10201 ~ 12021 - 10201 - 12021
20102 ~ 21012 ~ 20102 ~ 21012
The orbits of M01215) on {0,1, 2,0,1, 2} are {0}, {0} and {1,2,1, 2}. Now, take one 
representative from each orbit, namely 0, 0 and 1, then find the double coset to which 
TV’toti^iWo.) NtQtitztitoto and JVtofi^i^i belong? However,
NtQtitztJotQ = Ntotitzti G [0121].
= Ntotit2titQ G [01210].
NtQtitztJoti = Ntotitzi/oti G [01201] (By Lemma-15).
Consider the double coset [01201].
jy(01201) = jy01201 =< & >
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [01201] are at most
|jy(ouoi5[=T = t — 24. Each single coset has only one name. 
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By conjugating (01201) with the elements of transversal of N't01201), we obtain the fol­
lowing 24 single cosets of double coset [01201]:
01201,21021,21021,01201,12012,12012,02102,02102,10210,10210,20120,20120, 
01201,01201,21021,21021,02102,02102,12012,12012,10210,20120,10210,20120.
The orbits of M01201) on {0,1,2,0,1,2} are {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {1} and {2}. Now, take 
one representative from each orbit, namely 0, 1, 2, 0, I and 2, then find the double 
cosets to which Ntot^totitQy
and Ntot2t2tot2t2 belong? However,
~ Nto£ii2£oMo [01210] (By Lemma-16).
Ntotifztotiti = NtotiiaA)*!  G [01201] (By Lemma-17).
Ntotit2tot2t2 = Ntotit2totit2 G [01201] (By Lemma-18).
Ntotitztotito = Ntotihtotito G [01201] (By Lemma-19).
= Ntoiii2^o G [0120].
Ntotitztotiiz = Ntotititotitz G NtotihtotifaN (New double coset denoted by [012012]).
Consider the new double coset [01210].
Claim: 01210 - 01210 - 02120
Proof. By using our relation conjugates with elements of N, we have
1. 01210 = 0(1,2)(1,2)12110 = (1,2) (I,2)01210.
2. 01210 = 01(1,2)(1,2)2120 = (1,2)(1,2)022120 = (1,2) (T, 2)02120. □
Since M012^) > N01215 =< e > and
JV(toiit2t‘ito){(1'i)(3’2)} = Ntoiiiihto => (1,I)(2,2) e M°12l0>
= Nt0t2tit2t0 => (1,2)(1,2) € M012lfl>
=> jv(012l°) =< (1,1)(2,2), (1,2)(1,2) >
= {e, (1,2)(2,1), (1,2) (1,2), (1,1)(2,2)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [01210] are at most
[jy(!n2ib)|=Z “ T = 6*  Each single coset has four different names. 
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Now, take (01210) conjugates with the elements of N^01210\ we obtain the following 
relations:
01210 - 02120 - 02120 - 01210
By conjugating (01210 — 02120 — 02120 — 01216) with the elements of transversal of 
jy(oi2io)^ we obtained the six single cosets of double coset [01216]:
01210 - 02120 - 02120 - 01216
10201 ~ 12021 - 12021 - 10201
61210 - 02120 - 02120 - 61210
20102 - 21012 - 21012 - 20102
10201 ~ 12021 - 12021 - 10201
20102 ~ 21012 - 21612 - 20102
The orbits of N^012^ on {0,1,2,6,1,2} are {0}, {6} and {1,2,1,2}. Now, take one 
representative from each orbit, namely 0, 6 and 1, then find the double coset to which 
Ntotifatitoto, Ntotit2titQto and Nttit-fatitoti belong? However,
NM1M1M0 = G [0121].
NMiMlMo = Ntot&titQ G [01210].
NM1M~1M1 — NM1M1M1 £ [01201] (By Lemma-20).
Consider the new double coset [01210].
Claim: 01210 - 02120 - 02120
Proof. By using our relation conjugates with elements of N, we have
1. 01210 = 01(2,1)(2,1)2120 = (2,1)(2,1)022120 = (2,1)(2,1)02120 
= (2,1) (2,1)021220 = (2,1) (2,1)0(1,2) (1,2)2120 = (1,1)(2,2)02l20.
2. 01210 = 01(2,1)(2,1)2120 = (2,1)(2,1)022120 = (2,1)(2,1)02120. □
Since a/1012X°) > N012x0 =< e > and
N(toiit2fito){ll4XI’2)} = WViMo => (1,2)(1,2) e JV<0121°)
N(totit2tito)^1,2X1’2^ = Ntot2tit2to => (1,2)(1,2) e A/01210)
^^(01210) =< 2), (1,2)(1,2) >
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= {e, (1,2)(2,1), (1,2)(1,2), (1,1)(2,2)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [01210] are at most
I^r((h2ioj]~ J — T = 6- Each single coset has four different names.
Now, take (01210) conjugates with the elements of n(01210\ we obtain the following 
relations:
01210 ~ 02120 - 02120 ~ 01210
By conjugating (01210 ~ 02120 ~ 02120 ~ 01210) with the elements of transversal of 
2\r(oi2io), we obtained the following six single cosets of double coset [01210]:
01210 ~ 02120 - 02120 ~ 01210
10201 ~ 12021 ~ 12021 ~ 10201
01210 ~ 02120 - 02120 ~ 01210
20102 21012 21012 20102
10201 ~ 12021 - 12021 ~ 10201
20102 ~ 21012 ~ 21012 ~ 20102
The orbits of N't012*0) on {0,1,2,0,1,2} are {0}, {0} and {1,2,1,2}. Now, take one 
representative from each orbit, namely 0, 0 and 1, then find the double coset to which 
Ntotit2titoto and belong? However,
= Ntotit2tito G [01210].
NtQtit2titQtQ = TVYo^i^i £ [0121].
ATtotiMiMi = Ntot^titoti G [[01201] (By Lemma-21).
Consider the new double coset [01201].
jy (01201) = jyO12Ol =< e >,
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [01201] are at most 
jJV(Q^2i)i)|'=T = ^ = 24. Each single coset has only one name.
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By conjugating (01201) with the elements of transversal of M01201), we obtain the 24 
single'cosets of double coset [01201]:
01201,21021,21021,01201,12012,12012,02102,02102,10210,10210,20120,20120, 
01201,01201,21021,2l02l, 02102,02102,12012,12012,10210,20120,10210,20120.
The orbits of M01201) on {0,1,2,0,1,2} are {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {1} and {2}. Now, take 
one representative from each orbit, namely 0, 1, 2, 6, 1 and 2, then find the double 
cosets to which AVoti^oMo, Ntotd^htitz, Ntotit2totJ(h Ntotit2totiti
and Ntotj2totit2 belong? However,
NtQtit2t(}tito = Ntotit2totjQ e [01201] (By Lemma-22). 
NtotitiiotJi = NtotJ2toti G [01201] (By Lemma-7).
Ntotit2totit2 = Ntotj2totj2 G [01201] (By Lemma-23).
NtotJitotJo = NtotJitJito G [01210] (By Lemma-24).
Ntotit2totJi = NtotJ2to G [0120].
NtotJ2iotit2 = Ntotj2totit2 G [0120] (By Lemma-25).
Consider the new double coset [01201].
7^(01201) _ ^01201 =< e >
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [01201] are at most 
41 — 241 — 1 = 24. Each single coset has only one name.
By conjugating (01201) with the elements of transversal of M01201), we obtain the fol­
lowing 24 single cosets of double coset [01201]:
01201,21021,21021,01201,12012,12012,02102,02102,10210,10216,20120,20120,  
01201,01201,21021,21021,02102,02102,12012,12012,10210,20120,10210,20120.  '
The orbits of A^01201) on {0,1,2,6,1,2} are {0}, {1}, {2}, {6}, {1} and {2}. Now, take 
one representative from each orbit, namely 0, 1, 2, 0, 1 and 2, then find the double 
cosets'to which NtoiiiaWifyj NtotJ2tQtit2, Ntot^totJo^ Ntotit2totiti
and Ntotj2tQtj2 belong? However,
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Ntotit2totito — Nt at Jit/Jo G [0120] (By Lemma-26).
Nt/J^t/Ji = Nt/Jito G [0120].
Ntot-Lt2toiit2 = Ntotit2totit2 G [01210] (By Lemma-27).
— Ntot/ztot/Q G [01201] (By Lemma-28).
~ G [01201].
TVtoti^oii^ = A^tof-i^2^ofi^2 G [01201] (By Lemina-29),
Consider the new double coset [01201].
jy(01201) = ,y01201 =< & >
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [01201] are at most
= 24. Each single coset has only one name.
By conjugating (01201) with the elements of transversal of jyt01201), we obtain the 24 
single cosets of double coset [01201]:
01201,21021,21021,01201,12012,12012,02102, 02102,10210,10210,20120,20120, 
01201,01201, 21021,21021,02102,02102,12012,12012,10210,20120,10210,20120.
The orbits of M01201) on {0,1,2,0,1,2} are {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {1} and {2}. Now, take 
one representative from each orbit, namely 0, 1, 2, 0, I and 2, then find the double 
cosets to which NtQtJztotJo, Ntotj2tot/i, NtotitztotJzi TVYoti^to^i^Oi 
and Ntotit2totit2 belong? However,
Ntot/2tQtJo = G [01210] (By Lemma-30).
= NtQt/2toti G [01201].
NtotJ2totit2 — Ntotit2totit2 G NtotJ2totJ2N (New double coset denote by [012012]).
Nt/J^tt/ito = NtQtJ2totJo G [01201] (By Lemma-31).
NtQtit2totJi = NtotJ2to G [0120].
Ntot^tohtz = NtQtitztQtit2 G [01201] (By Lemma-32).
Consider the new double coset [012012].
Claim: 012012 ~ 021021 - 021021 
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Proof. By using our relation conjugates with elements of TV, we have
1. 012012 = 0120(1,2) (1,2)121 = (1,2)(1,2)0210121 = (1,2) (1,2)02101121
= (1,2) (1,2)02(1,0) (1,0)10121 = (1,2,0)(l, 2,0)1210121
= (1,2,0) (1,2,0)121(0,1) (0,1)01021 = (1,2,1,2)(0,0)02001021
= (1,2,1,2)(0,0)0201021 =(1,2,1,2)(0,0)(0,2)(0,2)021021
= (1,0,2) (1,0,2)021021.
2. 012012 = 0120(1,2)(1,2)121 = (1,2)(1,2)0210121 = (1,2)(1,2)02101211
= (1,2)(1,2)02101(1,2)(1,2)2121 = (1,1) (2,2)012022121
= (1,1) (2, 2)01202121 = (1,1) (2,2)01(0,2)(2,0)20121
= (1,1) (2,0,2,0)2120121 = (1,1) (2,0,2,0)2(1,2) (2,1)1210121
= (1,2,0)(l, 2,0)11210121 = (1,2,0)(l, 2,0)1210121
= (1,2,0)(1,2,0)121(0,1) (0,1)01021 = (1,2) (1,2)02001021
= (1.2)(12)0201021 = (1,2)(1,2)(0,2)(0,2)021021
= (1,0,2)(1,0,2)021021. □
Since N<012012) > JV012012 =< e > and
= Nt&WA => (1,2)(1,2) 6 jV(Q12012)
JV'(totlt2iotlt2)^1’2^^’3» = Ntot2tltot2tl =>■ (1,2)(1, 2) 6 JV<012012)
=> M012012) =< (1,2)(1,2),(1,2)(1,2) >
= {e, (1,2)(2,1), (1,2)(1,2), (1,T)(2,2)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [012012] are at most
Each single coset has four different names.
Now, take (012012) conjugates with the elements of A^012012), we obtain the following 
relations:
012012 - 021021 - 021021 - 012012
By conjugating (012012 — 021021 — 021021 ~ 012012) with the elements of transversal 
of M012012\ we obtain the following six single cosets of double coset [012012]:
012012 - 021021 - 021021 - 012012
102102 - 120120 - 120120 ~ 102102
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012012 - 021021 - 021021 - 012012
201201 - 210210 ~ 210216 ~ 201201
102102 ~ 120120 - 120120 - 162102
201201 - 210210 - 210216 ~ 201201
The orbits of jV(012012) On {0,1,2,0,1,2} are {0}, {0} and {1,2,1,2}. Now, take one 
representative from each orbit, namely 0, 0 and 2, then find the double coset to which 
NtotVatot^to, Ntotit2totV2to and Ntot^tohhh belong? However,
Ntotit2totit2to = Ntotit2totit2to E Ntotitztot^toN (New, denoted by [0120120]). 
NtotMiotitzto = NtotMtitVvto G [012012] (By Lemma-33).
= Ntot^toti E [01201].
Consider the new double coset [012012].
Claim: 012012 ~ 012012 ~ 021021
Proof. By using our relation conjugates with elements of N, we have
1. 012012 = 01(2,0)(2,6)20212 = (2,0)(2,6)2120212 = (2,0)(2,0)21202122
= (2,0) (2,0)2120(1,2) (1,2)212 = (2,0,1) (2,0,1)1210212
= (2,0,1)(2,6,1)121(0,2) (6,2)02012 = (6,1,0,1) (2,2)10102012
= (6,1,0,1)(2,2)1(0,1) (6,1)612012 = (0,6) (2,2)0012012 = (0,0)(2,2)012012.
2. 012012 = 0120(1,2)(1,2)121 = (1,2)(1,2)0210121 = (1,2)(1,2)02101121
= (1,2) (1,2)02(1,0) (1,0)10121 = (1,2,0)(l, 2,0)1210121
= (1,2,0) (1,2,0)121(6,1) (0,I)0l021 = (1,2,1,2)(0,6)02001021
= (1,2,1,2) (0,6)6261021 =(1,2,1,2) (0,0) (0,2)(0,2)021021
= (1,6,2)(1,0,2)021021 □
Since jv(°1Soi2) > at012012 —< e > and
N= NtQtit2totit2 (Ij 1)(2,2) 6 jy(0120i2)
= Ntot2titot2ti => (1,2)(1,2) E jy(012012)
=> #(012012) =< (1}I)(2,2),(1,2)(I,2) >
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= {e, (1,2)(2,1), (1,2)(1,2), (1,1)(2,2)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [012012] are at most
1^(012012)| = ^ = 6. Each has four different names.
Now, take (012012) conjugates with the elements of jvC012012), we obtain the following
relations:
012012 ~ 012012 - 021021 ~ 021021
By conjugating (012012 ~ 012012 ~ 021021 ~ 021021) with the elements of transversal 
of ^°12012), we obtain the following six single cosets of double coset [012012]:
012012 ~ 012012 ~ 021021 - 021021
102102 ~ 102102 ~ 120120 ~ 120120
012012 ~ 012012 - 021021 - 021021
201201 - 201201 - 210210 - 210210
102102 ~ 102102 ~ 120120 ~ 120120
201201 - 201201 ~ 210210 - 210210
The orbits of 7V<012012) on {0,1,2,0,1,2} are {0}, {0} and {1,2,1,2}. Now, take one 
representative from each orbit, namely 0, 0 and 2, then find the double coset to which 
NtQtit2tQtit2tQ, Ntotit2totii2tQ and belong? However,
Ntotiiatotihto 6 (New double coset denote by [0120120]).
Ntotii^tot^to — Ntotit^totii^to C [012012] (By Lemma-34).
G [01201].
Consider the new double coset [0120120].
Claim: 0120120 ~ 2102102 ~ 2012012
Proof. By using our relation conjugates with elements of N, we have 
1. 0120120 = 01201(2,0)(2,0)202 = (2,0)(2,0)21021202
= (2,0)(2,0)210(1,2)(1,2)212202 = (1,2,0)(l, 2,0)12021202
= (1,2,0) (1,2,0)120221202 = (1,2,0) (1,2,0)1202(2,1) (2,1)2102
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= (1,1) (2,0,2,0)21012102 = (1,1)(2,0,2,0)2(0, l)(0,1)102102
= (1,0,2) (I,6,2)2102102 = (1,0,2) (1,0,2)21(2,0) (2,0)020102
= (0,0)(l, 2,1,2)01020102 = (0,0) (1,2,1,2)0102(1,0)(l, 6)01002
= (1,2,6) (1,2,0)10120102 = (1,2,6) (1,2,0)101(2,0) (2,0)202102
= (1,6) (1,0)121202102 = (1,6) (1,0)1(1,2) (1,2)2102102
= (1,0,2) (1,0,2)22102102 = (1,6,2) (1,0,2)2102102.
2. 0120120 = 012(1,0) (1,6)61020 = (1,0)(l, 6)10201020
= (l,0)(l, 6)102001020 = (1,0) (1,6)1(2,0)(2,6)0201620
= (1,2,0)(l, 2,6)10201020 = (1,2,0) (1,2,0)102(1,6) (1,0)610020
= (0,6) (1,2,1,2)01201020 = (0,6) (1,2,1,2)01201(2,0) (2,0)02
= (1,0,2)(l,6,2)2102102 = (1,0,2) (1,0,2)(1,2)(1,2)21202162
= (l,0)(l, 6)21202162 = (1,0) (1,0)212202102
= (1,O)(1,6)212(2,0)(2,0)20102 = (1,2,0) (T, 2,0)01020102
= (1,2,0)(l, 2,6)0102(1,0) (1,0)01662 = (1,2)(1,2)10120102
= (1,2) (1,2)101201002 = (1,2) (1,2) 1612(1,0) (1,0)0102
= (1,2,0) (1,2,6)01020102 = (1, 2,0) (1,2,0)01 (6, 2) (0,2)0200102
= (2,2) (1,6,1,0)21020102 = (2,2)(1,6,1,0)2102(1,6) (1,0)012
= (0,0) (2,2)2012012. □'
Since N<0120120) > N0120120 =< e > and
N(MiMotiMo)K1,TX2,0,2’0^ = NMlioMSMi => (1» I)(2,0,2,0) G Ari0120120\
N(MiMoiiMo){(1’°’2)(2X0)} = WiWii2 => (1,0,2)(2,1,0) G N<0120120>. 
^^(0120120) =< (i)i)(2,0,2,0),(1,0,2)(2,1,6) >= S4.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [0120120] are at most
= 1. This single coset has twenty four different names.
Now, take (0120120) conjugates with the elements of A'(°120120) = S4, we obtain the fol­
lowing relations:
0120120 - 210202 - 1201201 - 0120120 ~ 0216210 - 1021021 - 2012012 ~ 0210210 -
2102102 - 1201261 - 2012012 ~ 2102102 - 1021021 - 1021021 ~ 1021021 ~ 0120120 - 
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1201201 - 2012012 - 2012012 - 0210210 - 0210210 - 0120120 - 2102102 - 1201201.
Since yyt0120120) acts transitively on {0,1,2,0, T, 2}. Thus, jV”^0120120^ has only single orbit 
{0,1,2,0,1,2} on {0,1,2,0,1,2}.
Now take, one representative 0 from the orbit and determine which double coset does 
Ntotit2totit2toto belong? However,
— Ntcfatitot-ify G [012012].
Consider the new double coset [0120120].
Claim: 0120120 - 2102102 - 0210210
Proof. By using our relation conjugates with elements of N, we have
1. 0120120 = 01201220 = 012012(2,0) (2,0)202 = (2,0) (2,0)210210202
= (2,0)(2,0)2102(1,0)(l, 0)101202 = (2,1,0) (2,1,0)2012101202
= (2,1,0) (2,1,0)201210(2,1)(2,1)12102 = (1,0) (1,0)10212012102
= (1,0)(l, 0)10(1,2) (1,2)21012102 = (0,2, l)(0,2,1)20210121(52
= (0,2,1) (0,2,1)20210112102 = (0,2, l)(0,2,1)202(1,0) (1,0)1012102
= (0,2)(0,2)2121012102 = (O,2)(0,2)21210(1,2)(1,2)121102
= (0,1,2) (0,1,2)1212012102 = (0,1,2)(0,I,2)1(1,2)(f, 2)21012102
= (1, l)(0,2,0,2)221012102 = (1,1) (0,2,0,2)21012102
= (1, 1) (0,2,0,2)2(1,0) (1,0)102102 = (0,2,1) (0,2,1)2102102.
2. 0120120 = 0120(1,2)(1,2)1210 = (1,2)(1,2)02101210 = (1,2)(1,2)021012100
= (1,2).(1,2)021012(1,0)(l, 0)1010 = (1,2,0)(l,2,0)1201021010
= (1,2,0)(l, 2,0)12010(1,2) (1,2)212010 = (1,1) (0,2,0,2)21020212010
= (l,I)(0,2,0,2)2102021(0,2) (0,2)20210 = (1,1) (0,0)012020120210
= (1,1)(0,0)01(2,0)(2,0)20220120210 = (l,'l)(0,2,0,2)212020120210
= (1, l)(0,2,0,2)(2,l)(2,1)2122020120210 = (1,2,0)(I,2,0)212020120210
= (1,2,0)(1,2,0)21(0,2)(0,2)200120210 = (2,2)(1,0,1,-0)012120210
= (2,2)(1,0,1,0)01(1,2) (1,2)210210 = (1,0,2) (1,0,2)02210210
= (1,0,2)(1,0,2)0210210. □
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Since jV(°12013°) > JV0120120 =< e > and
W(totii2totif2(to){(1’I)p’o’2’0)} = Witoiafittiia =► (1,1)(2,0,2,0) 6 jvCoi2oi2o). 
^(totit^ioti^Cto)^0’0’'1’2’1’5’1 = Niotitifaitito (o,O)(1,2,i, 2) e jv(°12012°>. 
=> M015015) =< (1,1)(2,0,2,0), (0,0)(l, 2,1,2) s4.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [0120120] are at most
= 1. This single coset has twenty four different names.
Now, take (0120120) conjugates with the elements of = S4, we obtain the fol­
lowing relations:
0120120 - 1021021 - 0120120 - 2102102 - 1201201 - 1201201 - 0210210 - 0210210 ~ 
2102102 - 2012012 - 2102102 - 2102102 ~ 0120120 - 0210210 ~ 0120120 - 2012012 - 
0210210 - 1201201 - 1201201 - 1021021 ~ 1021021 - 1221221 - 2012012 - 2012012.
Since N<0120120) acts transitively on {0,1,2,0,1,2}. Thus, M0120120) has only single orbit 
{0,1,2,0,1,2} on {0,1,2,0,1,2}.
Now take one representative Ofrom the orbit and determine which double coset does 
AVoti42*012  belong? However,
1V*02  — AT4o*120  G [012012].
Since all symmetric generators go back to the previous double cosets and none extend. 
Thus, we must have completed the double coset enumeration. All the information is 
summarized in the Cayley diagram below.
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Figure 6.1: The Cayley diagram of 3'^7 over S4.
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The double coset enumeration shows that the index of N = S4 is at most:
|G| < (315)1 AT| = (315) x 24 = 7560.
The homomorphic image of G.
Define a : G -4 £315, where (315) is a number of single cosets from the Cayley diagram 
above gives the action of G on the 315 cosets. From the permutation table, we compute 
the action of x. y and to on the 315 cosets as follow:
6t(x) = (2,4,3,5) (6,9) (7,14,11,15)...(306,310,307,311) (308,312,309,313). 
a(y) = (4,6)(5,9)(7,12) (8,13)(10,18) (11,19)...(299,307)(301,308)(305,309).
a(t0) = (1,2,3)(4,7,8)(5,10,11)...(310,314,311)(312,315,313).
In order to verify that a is a homomorphism, we required
1. We want to show that a (to) has exactly 6 conjugates under conjugation by
< 5(e), a(p) >.
a(t0)S(a:) = (i)4}5)(2,17,15)(3,14,16)...(306,307,314)(308,309,315) =a(ti). 
&(ti)s(x) = (1,3,2) (4,8,7) (5,11,10)...(310,311,314) (312,313,315) = a(t0).
a(t_o)s^ = (1,5,4)(2,15,17)(3,16,14)...(306,314,307)(308,315,309) = a(t"i).
= (1,2,3)(4,7,8)(5,10, ll)...(310,314,311)(312,315,313) = S(t0). 
a(t2)s^) = (1,6,9)(2,27,24)(3,22,25)...(295,299,314)(301,305,315) = a(i2). 
2(f2)s(a:) = (l,9,6)(2,24,27)(3,25,22)...(295,314,299)(301,315,305) = S(t2).
a(tx)s^ = (1,6,9) (2,27,24) (3,22,25)...(295,299,314) (301,305,315) = a(t"2). 
a(t2)s^ = (X) 4j 5)(2,17,15) (3,14,16)...(306,307,314)(308,309,315) = a(ti).
a(t2)S(y) = (1,5,4) (2,15,17) (3,16,14)...(306,314,307)(308,315,309) = a(t“i).
5(t~i)s^ = (l,9,6)(2,24,27)(3,25,22)...(295,314,299)(301,315,305) = a(t2).
2. a(N) acts as N on {a(t0), a(ti), a(t2), a(to), cf(t'i), a(t_2)} by conjugation, that is, 
if
x = (0,1,0,1)(2,2), and
y = (1,2)(2,1), then
a(m) = {(S(t0), tt(tj), 2(to), 2(ti))(a(t2), ttft^)}.
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a(y) = {(2(ti), a(f2))(S(ti), a(i2))}.
Then, a(G) = a(3* 3 : S4) — a < TV, to >=< a (a?), a(y), a(t0) > is a homomorphic
image of (3* 3 : 54).
Next, we want the homomorphic image of G — ■
Since, < a((c), a{y), a(to) >< *$31.5  is a homomorphic image of 
C — 3* 3:S4
[(l,2)(l,2)tiT5_ if the additional relation
(1,2)(1, 2)titzh = tit2 holds in < a(z),a(y), a(io) >•
Now, we want to show that a((l,2)(1,2)tit2ti) = S(tit2).
On the left side of our equation 
a((l,2)(I,2)tit"2ti) = S((l,2)(I,2))a(ti)2(f2)a(ti)
. = (4,6)(5,9) (7,12)(8,13) (10,18)(11,19)...(299,307)(301,308) (305,309)
(1,4,5) (2,17,15) (3,14,16)...(306,307,314)(308,309,315)
(1,6,9) (2,27,24) (3,22,25)...(295,299,314)(301,305,315)
(1,4,5) (2,17,15) (3,14,16).. .(306,307,314) (308,309,315)
= (1,33,4,9,28) (2,92,17,24,72)...(224,278,255,262,259)(228,290,234,266,237).
On the right side of our equation
a(iif2) = a(fi)a(t2)
= (1,5,4) (2,15,17) (3,16,14)...(306,314,307) (308,315,309)
(1,9,6).(2, 24,27) (3,25,22)...(295,314,299) (301,315,305)
= (1,33,4,9,28) (2,92,17,24,72)...(224,278,255,262,259)(228,290,234,266,237).
Since, a : G S315 is a homomorphism map. By First Isomorphism Theorem, we have 
(7|fcer(a) = im(a)
=> = |M«)I = I < a(a0,2(y),a(to)| = 7,560
=$■ j(j| = 7,560 x |fcer(a)|, where (|A?er(a)| > 1).
=> |G| > 7,560.
But early we found that |G| < 7,560. Therefore, we can conclude that |G| — 7,560. Since 
|G| = 7,560,
=> |fcer(a)| = 1.
=> 2 is also an isomorphism.
=> G = a(G) =< a?(#), a(y), a(to) >•
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It is clear from the Cayley diagram of G over S4 that every element of G can be written 
as 7rw, where 7r is a permutation of S4 on six letters, and w is a word in the t{s of the 
length at most seven. We call this representation of elements of G the symmetric repre­
sentation. We now give examples of elements of G in both symmetric and permutation 
representation.
Permutation Representation to Symmetric Presentation
Let p = (1,15)(2,26)(3,8)(4,16)(6,47)(7,14)(9,59)(12,70)(13,41)(17,23)(18,84)
(19,32)(20,60) (22,121)(24,105) (25,143)(27,88).. .(266,288)(267,313)(269,279)
(273,295) (274,314) (275,306) (281,305) (284,296) (289,300) (292,308) (293,315) 
(294,310) (302,312).
be an element in permutation representation.
We know that Np = lp
=> Np _ p(i) = 15 and the labeling table gives that Ntoti is labeled 15.
In order the represent p in the symmetric representation form, we must find n G N = S4. 
We have
Np = lp = p(l) = Ntoti. (An element that labeling (15)).
p = nw
=> n = pw~^
— ptito
=> a?(n) = pa(ti)a(to)
= (2,4)(3,5) (7,17)(8,15)(10,14)(11,16)(12,28)(13,29) (18,20)(19,21)(22,30)...
(284,298) (285,296) (288,300) (289,303) (292,304) (293,302) (306,311) (307,310)
(308,313)9 2
From our multiplication table we have,
n = (l,0)(l,0).
Therefore, p can be written in the symmetric representation as 
p = (l,0)(I,0)t0fy.
Symmetric Presentation to Permutation Representation
Let {(1,2)(1,2)tititi} be an element in the symmetric representation.
=> P = 2((1,2)(1,2))S(t1)3(fe)a(#i)
I
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= (4,6)(5,9) (7,12) (8,13) (10,18)(11,19)...(299,307) (301,308)(305,309)
(1.4.5) (2,17,15)(3,14,16)...(306,307,314)(308,309, 315)
(1,6,9) (2,27,24) (3,22,25)...(295,299,314) (301,305,315)
(1.4.5) (2,17,15) (3,14,16)... (306,307,314) (308,309,315)
= (1,33,4,9,28) (2,92,17,24,72) (3,89,14,25,75) (5,37,20,6,53) (7,148,49,39,160)
(8,147,46,36,159) (10,69,61,13,156) (11,68,58,12,163) (15,99,62,27,131)





(63,73,130,95,100) (64,74,137,86,102) (76,214,91,135,196) (77,191,93,138,209)
(78,293,107,129,248) (79,275,108,118,244)(87,217,189,132,176) (88,243,186,164,239)
(96,253,219,154,250) (97,188,216,141,171) (104,289,260,124,312)








Therefore, {(1,2)(1,2)ti^2^i} can be written in the permutation representation as follows 
(l,2)(l,2)Wi
= (1,33,4,9,28) (2,92,17,24,72) (3,89,14,25,75) (5,37,20,6,53) (7,148,49,39,160)
(8,147,46,36,159) (10,69,61,13,156) (11,68,58,12,163) (15,99,62,27,131)




(54.256.67.139.225) (55,231,70,134,229) (59,192,166,85,151) (60,205,153,80,168)
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(63,73,130,95,100) (64,74,137,86,102) (76,214,91,135,196) (77,191,93,138,209)
(78,293,107,129,248) (79,275,108,118,244)(87,217,189,132,176) (88,243,186,164,239)
(96,253,219,154,250) (97,188,216,141,171) (104,289,260,124,312)










Proof. 010 = (0, l)(0,1)01 G [01]. □
Lemma-2
Proof. 0121 = 0(2,1)(2,I)12 = (2,1)(2,1)012 G [012]. □
Lemma-3
Proof. 0120 = (0,1)(0,1)61020 = (0, l)(0,1)61(2,0)(2,6)02
= (0,l,2)(0,1,2)2102 G [0120]. □
Lemrna-4
Proof. 01202 = 01(2,0)(2,0)20 = (2,0)(2,6)2120 G [0102]. □
Lemma-5
Proof. 01202 = 012022 = 01(0,2) (6,2)202 = (0,2)(6,2)21202
= (0,2)(0,2)(1,2)(I, 2)212202 = (0,1,2)(0,1,2)21202
= (0,l,2)(0,1,2)21(2,0)(2,0)20 = (2,2) (0,1,0,1)0120 G [0120]. □ 
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Lemma-6
Proof. 01202 = 01(2,6) (2,0)20 = (2,0)(2,0)2120 = (2,6) (2,0)(2,1)(2,1)210
= (l,2,0)(2,0,1)210 G [012]. ‘ □
Lemma-7
Proof. 01201 = 0(1,2)(1,2)12161 = (1.2)(1.2)012101 = (1.2)(1.2)012(1.0) (1,6)10
= (0,1,2) (6,1,2)10210 G [01201]. □
Lemma-8
Proof. 01202 = (1.0)(l. 6)610202 = (1,0)(I,6)01(2,0)(2,0)022
= (0, l,2)(0,1,2)2102 G [0120]. □
Lemma-9
Proof. 01020 = (1,0)(1,0)010020 = (1, 0)(1,0)01020 = (1,0)(1,0)61(2,0)(2,6)02
= (0,l,2)(0j,2)2102 G [0120]. □
Lemma-10
Proof. 01020 = 010020 = (1,0) (1,6)01020 = (1,0)(l, 0)61(2,0).(2,0)02
= (0,1,2)(0,1,2)2102 G [0120]. □
Lemma-11
Proof. 01202 = 012202 = 012(2,0)(2,6)26 = (2,0)(2,0)21020
= (2,0) (2,0)(2,1) (2,1)212020 = (0,1,2) (6,1.2)212020
= (0,l,2)(0,1,2)21(2,0)(2,0)200 = (2,2)(0,1,0,1)0120 G [0120]. □
Lemma-12
Proof. 01201 = 0(2,1)(2,1)12101 = (2,1)(2,1)012101 = (2,1)(2,1)012(0,1) (0,1)16
= (1,2,6) (1,2,0)10216 = (1,2,0) (1,2,0)(0,1) (0,1)161216 = (2,1) (2,1)161216
= (2,1)(2,1)16(2,1)(2,1)120 = (1,1)(2,2)20120 G [01201]. □
Lemma-13
Proof. 01202 = 01(2.0)(2.0)20 = (2,6) (2,0)2120 G [0102]. □
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Lemma-14
Proof. 012101 = 0(2,1)(2,1)121101 = (2,1)(2,1)012101 = (2,1)(2,1)012(1,0)(1,0)10 
= (1,2,0)(l, 2,0)10210 = (1,2,0)(T, 2,0) (0,1) (0,1)101210 = (0,0) (1,2,1,2)101210 
= (0,0)(l, 2,1,2)10(2,1)(2,1)120 = (2,2) (0,0)20120 = (2,2)(0,0)201(2,0)(2,0)202 
= (2.0) (2.0)021202 = (2,0)(2,0)0(2,1)(2,1)2102 = (1,2,0)(1,2,0)02102 G [01201]. □
Lemma-15
Proof. 012101 = 0(2,1)(2,1)121101 = (2,1)(2,1)012101 = (2,1)(2,1)012(0, l)(0,1)10 
= (1,2,0)(l,2,0)10210 G [01201]. □
Lemma-16
Proof.'012010 = 012(1,0)(1,0)01 = (1,0)(l,0)10201 G [01210]. □
Lemma-17
Proof. 01201 = 012(0,1)(0,1)010 = (0,1)(0,1)102010 = (0, l)(0,1)1(2,0)(2,0)0210 
= (0,1,2)(0,1,2)10210 = (0,1,2)(0,1,2)10(2,1) (2,1)2120 = (1,1) (0,2,0,2)202120 
= (l,I)(0,2,0,2)(0,2)(0,2)20120 = (1,I)(2,2)20120 G [01201]. □
Lemma-18
Proof. 012012 = 01(0,2)(0,2)20212 = (0,2)(0,2)2120212 = (0,2)(6,2)2120(1,2)(1,2)21 
= (1,2,0) (1,2,0)121021 = (1,2,0) (I, 2,0) 121(2,0) (2,0)0201
= (2.2)(1.0.1.5)1010201 = (2,2)(1,0,1,0)1(1,0)(l, 0)01201 = (0,0) (2,2)001201
= (0,5)(2,2)01201 G [01201]. □
Lemma-19
Proof. 012010 = 012(1,0)(1,0)0100 = (1,0) (1,0)102010 = (l,0)(l,0)1(0,2)(0,2)020010 
= (0,1,2)(0,1,2)102010 = (0,1,2)(0,1,2)102(0,1) (0,1)01
= (0,0)(1,2,1,2)01201 6 [01201]. □
Lemma-20
Proof. 012101 = 0121101 = 0(1,2)(1,2)12101 = (1.2)(1.2)012101
= (1,2)(1,2)012(0, l)(0,1)10 = (1,2,0)(l,2,0)10210 G [01201]. □ 
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Lemma-21
Proof. 012101 = 0(l,2)(l,2)l21l01 = (1,2)(1,2)012101 = (1,2) (I,2)012(1,0) (1,0)10
= (1,2,0)(l, 2,0)10210 £ [01201]. □
Lemma-22
Proof. 012010 = 012(0,1) (6,1)0100 = (0,1) (0,1) 102010 = (0,1) (0,1)1(0,2) (0,2)020016
= fl. 2.6) fl. 2.0)102010 = (1.2.0)(l. 2.0)102(1. 0)(L 5)01
= (0,0) (1,2,1,2)01201 e [01201]. □
Lemma-23
Proof. 012012 = (1,0)(1,6)0102012 = (1,0) (1,6)61(0,2) (0,2)0212
= (0,1,2) (0,1,2)210212 = (0,1,2) (0,1,2)2(0,1) (0,1) 101212
= (0,0) (2,1,1,2)2101212 = (0,0) (2,1,1,2)216(2,1) (2,1)122
= (0,0)(2,2)12012 e [01201], □
Lemma-24
Proof. 012010 = 012(0,1)(0,1)01 = (0,I)(6,1)10201 6 [01210]. □
Lemma-25
Proof. 012012 = 01(0,2)(0,2)20212 = (0,2)(0,2)2120212 = (0,2)(0,2)(l,2)(l, 2)210212
= (1,2,0) (1,2,0)210212 = (1,2,0) (1,2,0)210(1,2) (I,2)21 = (0,2) (0,2)12021
= (0,2)(0,2)1(2,0)(2,6)201 = (0,0)(2,2)120l 6 [0120]. □
Lemma-26
Proof. 012010 = 012(0,1) (6,1)61 = (0,1)(0,1)16201 = (0,1)(0,1)1(0,2)(0,2)021
= (0,1,2)(0,1,2)1021 e [0120], □
Lemma-27
Proof. 012012 = 0(1,2)(1,2)121012 = (1,2)(T,2)0121012 = (1,2)(1,2)012(0,1)(0,1)102
= (1,2,0)(1,2,0)102102 = (1, 2,6) (I, 2,0)10(2,1)(2,1)21202
= (1,1) (2,0,2,0)2021202 = (1,1) (2,0,2,0) (0,2)(0,2)201202 = (1,1) (2,2)201202
= (1,1)(2,2)201(0,2)(0,2)20 = (1,1)(2,0,2,6)02120 6 [01210]. ' □
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Lemma-28
Proof. 012010 = 0(1,2)(1,2)121010 = (1,2)(1,2)0121010 = (1,2)(I,2)012(1,0)(1,0)100 
= (1,2,0)(l, 2,0)10210 € [01201]. ■ □
Lemma-29
Proof. 012012 = 01(0,2)(0,2)20212 = (0,2)(0,2)2120212 = (0,2)(0,2)2120(1,2)(1,2)21 
= (1,2,0)(l, 2,0)121021 = (1,2,0) (1,2,0)(.l, 2) (1,2)1211021 = (0,2)(0,2)121021 
= (0,2)(0,2)1(1,2) (1,2)212021 = (2,0,1) (2,0,1)2212021 = (2,0,1) (2,0,1)212021 
= (2,0,1)(2, 0,1)21(0,2)(0,2)201 = (2, 2)(1,0,I,0)01201 G [01201]. □
Lemma-30
Proof. 012010 = 012(0,1) (0,1)01 = (0, l)(0,1)10201 G [01210]. □
Lemma-31
Proof. 012010 = 0120100 = 012(0,1) (0,1)010 = (0,1) (0,1)102010
= (0,1) (0,1)1(0,2) (0,2)020010 = (1,2,0) (1,2,0)102010
= (1,2,0)(I,2,0)102(0,1)(0,1)01 = (0,0)(l,2,1,2)01201 G [01210]. □
Lemma-32
Proof 012012 = 01(0,2)(0,2)20212 = (0,2)(0,2)2120212 = (0,2)(0,2)2120(2,1)(2,1)21 
= (2,0,1) (2,0,1)121021 = (2,0,1) (2,0,1)1(2,1) (2,1)212021 = (0,2)(0,2)2212021 
= (0,2)(0,2)212021 = (0,2)(0,2)21(2,0)(2,0)201 = (0, 0)(2,2)01201 G [01201]. □
Lemma-33
Proof 0120120 = 012(0,1) (0,1)01020 = (0,1) (0,1)10201020
= (0, l)(0,1)10201(2,0)(2,0)02 = (0,1,2)(0,1,2)1202102
= (0,1,2)(0,1,2)12(2,0) (2,0)020102 = (0,1) (0,1)10020102
= (0, l)(0,1)1020102 = (0,1)(0,1)102(1,0)(1,0)012 = (0,0)(1,1)012012 G [012012]. □
Lemma-34
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Proof. 0120120 = 012(0, l)(0,1)01020 = (0,1)(0,1)10201020
= (0,1) (0,1)10201(0,2)(0,2)02 = (1,2,0)(l, 2,0)1202102
= (1,2,0)(l, 2,0)12(0,2)(0,2)020102 = (0,1) (6,1)10020102
= (0.1)(0.1)1020102 = (0,l)(0,1)102(1,0)(l, 0)012 = (0,0) (1,1)012012 G [012012]. □
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Chapter 7
Factoring the Center of 3'Ay
7.1 Double coset enumeration of G over S4
The center of 3'^7 constructed in the previous chapter is given by < (1,0,2)(1,0,2)toilt2 
= M2M0 >• We now factor
by the relator and construct Ay as follows.
3* 3- S4
The symmetric presentation of the progenitor 3* 3 :m S4 can be given by:
3* 3 :m #4 =< x,y,t\x\y2, (yrr)3, i3, [iy], (a?2t)2 >
The control group is N = S4 =< x,y\x^ = y2 = (ya?)3 >. The action on the sym­
metric generators is given by x ~ (0,1,0,1)(2,2), y ~ (1,2)(2,1). The relations are 
[(1,2)(1,2)tx]5 and (1,0,2) (1,0,2) W2 = Wifo-
First, we study our relations.
Relation-I











Since, 7r = (1,2) (2,1)
=> 7T2 = (1,2)(2,1)(1,2)(2,1) = 1.
=>tt3 = (1,2)(2,I).
=> 7T4 = 1.
=> 7T5 = (1,2)(2,1).
= i
7T5il*2l  = 1
<=> 7T5tit2*l  = M'2
Relation-II
(1,0,2)(1,0, 2)* o*i*2  = *o2i -
Double coset enumeration of G over S4.




NeN ={Nen[n G N}={Nn\n G N}={N}.
Let [*]  represents the double coset NeN. [*]  has only one distinct right coset, namely N. 
Since, N = S4 acts transitively on {0,1,2,0,1,2}. Therefore, N has one orbit namely 
{0,1,2,0,1,2} on {0,1,2,0,1,2}. Now, we take one representative 0 from the orbit, and 
find which double coset Nto belongs.
Clearly, Nt0 G Nt0N = {Ntg|n G N} = {Nt0,Nti, Nt2,NtQ, Mi,Nf2} and let us de­
note NtoN by [0]. Now, consider the coset stabilizer The coset stabilizer is
equal to the point stabilizer N° and is given by:
N(0) = jyo = (1> 2)(2i I), (1,2)(1,2), (1,1)(2,2)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in [0] are at most
I AT] 4! _ 24 _ ft
— 4 ~ 4 “ D'
The orbits of on {0,1,2,0,1,2} are {0}, {0} and {1,2,1,2}. We now take one rep­
resentative from each orbit, namely 0, 0 and 1, and find the double coset to which Ntoto, 
Nt of) and NMi belong? However,
NMo — Nt$ G [0]
Ntotg — Ne G [*]
NMi = Nttfti G Ntot]N (New double coset denote by [01])
Therefore, one symmetric generator goes back to the identity double coset [*];  one stays 
in [0]; four extend to new double coset [01].
Next, consider the new double coset [01].
jy(01) = N01 =<e>'
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [01] are at most
= 24. Each single coset has only one name.
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By conjugating JVtoti with the elements of transversal of we obtain the 24 single
cosets of double coset [01]: 
01,21,21,01,12,12,02,02,10,10,20,20,01,01,21,21,02,02,12,12,10,20,10,20.
The orbits of on {0,1,2,0,1,2} are {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {1} and {2}. Now, take one 
representative from each orbit, namely 0, 1, 2, 0, 1 and 2, then find the double cosets to 
which Aftotito, W1+ Afytfiio, Ntotiii and ATtotiti belong? However,
ATtotito = ATtotito 6 [01] (By Lemma-1).
— Ntoti E [01].
Ntot-fa = NtQtit2 6 Nt()tit2N (New double coset denote by [012]).
ZVioMo = ATtoiito £ NtotitoN (New double coset denote by [010]).
IVtotiti — Nto G [0].
Ntotit2 = NtQtit2 e Ntotit2N (New double coset denote by [012]).
Consider the new double coset [012].
AT<012) = IV012 =< e >.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [012] are at most
By conjugating Ntvtit2 with the elements of transversal of N't012), we obtain the 24 single 
cosets of double coset [012]:
012,210,210,012,120,120,021,021,102,102,201,201,012,012,210,210,021,021,120,  
120,102,201,102,201.
The orbits of M012) on {0,1,2,0,1,2} are {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {1} and {2}. Now, take one 
representative from each orbit, namely 0, 1, 2, 0, I and 2, then find the double cosets to 
which Ntotit2t2, Ntotitzto, Nt0tit2ii and Ntotit2t2 belong? How­
ever,
= NtQtit2tQ € [012 (By Lemma-2).
Ntotit2ti = NtQtit2ti e [012] (By Lemma-3).
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7Vtotit2^2 = Ntotytz G [012].
TVtoti^o — Ntotitito G NtotitztoN (New double coset denote by [0120]).
€ NtotitztiN (New double coset denote by [0121]).
?Vtoiii2^2 = £ [01]-
Consider the double coset [010]
Claim: 010 101 010
Proof. By using our relation conjugates with elements of N, we have
1. 010 = 0(1,0)(l,0)101 = (1,0)(l,0)1101 = (1,0)(l,0)101
2. 010 = (0,l)(0,1)0100 = (0,l)(0,1)010. □
Since A^010) > N015 =< e > and
AT(Wo){(1,o)(I’S)} = Wi => (1,0)(l, 0) G 7V(01D)
AT( Wo){(1’I)(o’O)} = Niotito =>(1,1) (0,0) G M015)
=► M01°) =< (i,o)(i,o),(i,i)(o,o) >
= {e, (l,0)(I,0),(l,lXO,0),(l,0)(0,i)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [010] are at most 
1^10)1=^ = x = 6. Each single coset has four different names.
Now, take (010) conjugates with the elements of A^010\ we obtain the following relations:
010 ~ 101 ~ 010 ~ 101
By conjugating (010 ~ 101 ~ 010 ~ 101) with the elements of transversal of A^010\ we 
obtain the following six single cosets of double coset [010]:
010 ~ 101 - 010 ~ 101
010 - 101 - 010 - 101
020 ~ 202 ~ 020 202
020 ~ 202 - 020 ~ 202
121 212 121 - 212
121 212 121 212
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The orbits of N<010) on {0,1,2,6,1,2} are {2}, {2} and {1,0,1,6}. Now, take one rep­
resentative from each orbit, namely 2, 2 and 0. then find the double coset to which 
NtotJi, NtotitQt2 and NtotJoto belong? However,
NtotJot2 = NtotJoti G [0121] (By Lemma-4).
NtotJot^ = NtotJoti G NtotjifaN (New double coset denote by [0102]).
NtotJoto =■ Ntoti G [01].
Consider the double coset [012].
^(012) = jV012 =< e >
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [012] are at most 
|N| _4! _ 24
|JV(O12)|— 1 — 1 = 24. Each single coset has only one name.
By conjugating (012) with the elements of transversal of Art012), we obtain the following 
24 single cosets of double coset [012]:
012, 210, 210,012,120,120, 021,021,102,102,201,201,612,012,210,210,021,021,120, 
126,162,261,102,201.
The orbits of Art012) on {0,1,2,0,1,2} are {0}, {1}, {2}, {0}, {1} and {2}. Now, take one 
representative from each orbit, namely 0, 1, 2, 6, 1 and 2, then find the double cosets to 
which Ntotifyto, Ntotiiiti, NtotJiti, NtotJiio, NtotJiti and NtotiiJi belong? How­
ever,
Ntotit2to = Ntotitito G [012] (By Lemma-5).
Ntotit2ti — Ntotit2ti G [012] (By Lemma-6).
Ntotit2t2 = Ntoti G [01].
Ntotit2to = Ntotit2tQ G [0120] (By Lemma-7).
Ntotit2ti = Ntotiiiti G [0102] (By Lemma-8).
Ntotit2t2 = Ntotit2 G [012].
Consider the double coset [0120]
Claim: 0120 - 1201 - 2012
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Proof. By using our relation conjugates with elements of N, we have
1. 0120 = 01200 = 0(201) (2,0,1)10210 = (201)(2,0,1)110210 = (201)(2,0,1)0210
= (201)(2,0,1)02(1,0)(1,0)101 = (2,1,2,1) (0,0)12101
= (2,1,2, l)(0,0)1(1,2)(1,2)21201 = (1, l)(0,0)221201 = (1,1) (0,0)1201.
2. 0120 = 01(2,0) (2,0)202 = (2,0) (2,0)21202 = (2,0) (2,0) (1,2) (1,2)2102
= (2,0,1) (2,0,1)2102 = (2,0,1) (2,0,1)21022 = (2,0,1) (2,0,1)(1,0,2) (1,0,2)2012
= (2,2) (0,0)2012. □
Since N^012^ > N0125 =< e > and
Ar(tofit2<o){<1’2'6)(0’T’5)} = => (1,2,0)(0,1,2) G
N(toWo){(1’S'2)(0’2'I)l = Nt2totit2 => (l,0,2)(0,2,I) G JV<012°)
=> N<°12°> =< (1,2,5)(0,1,2), (1,0,2)(0,2,1) >
= {e, (1,2,0)(0,1,2), (1,0,2)(0,2,1)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [0120] are at most 
|N| __4! _ 24
1^(0120)]—3 ~ 3 = 8. Each single coset has three different names.
Now, take (0120) conjugates with the elements of N<0120\ we obtain the following rela­
tions:
0120 - 1201 - 2012
By conjugating (0120 — 1201 — 2012) with the elements of transversal of N<O120\ we 
obtain the following eight single cosets of double coset [0120]:
0120 - 1201 - 2012
1021 0210 2102
0120 - 1201 - 2012
1021 - 0210 - 2102
0210 - 2102 - 1021
2012 - 0120 - 1201
2102 - 1021 - 0210
1201 - 2012 - 0120
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The orbits of M012B) on {0,1,2,6,1,2} are {1,2,0} and {0,1,2}. Now, take one represen­
tative from each orbit, namely 0 and 0, then find the double coset to which JV*oi *20  
and N*oi *20  belong? However,
Vto*i2o  — TV*oi2  [012] (By Lemma-2).
17*02  — NtGtit2 G [012],
Consider the double coset [0121]
Claim: 0121 - 0121 - 0212
Proof. By using our relation conjugates with elements of TV, we have
1. 0121 = 01211 = 01(1, 2)(1,2)2121 = (1,2) (1,2)022121 = (1,2)(1,2)0121.
2. 0121 = 01(2,1)(2,1)212 = (2,1)(2,1)02212 = (2,1)(2,1)0212. □
Since M012l> > TV0124 =< e > and
^(^*12)=  AVotitf2*i (1) 1)(2,2) G 7V(°12^)
N(* o*i*2" i){(1’2)(T’2)} = 1V* 0*2 i*2  => (1,2)(1,2) G TV(°12i)
=>M012l> =< (1,1)(2,2), (1,2)(1,2) >
= {e, (1,1)(2,2), (1,2)(1,2),(1,2)(2,1)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [0121] are at most
pyjoilryj~ T = 6- Each single coset has four different names.
Now, take (0121) conjugates with the elements of we obtain the following rela­
tions:
0121 - 0121 - 0212 - 0212
By conjugating (0121 — 0121 — 0212 — 0212) with the elements of transversal of M012^, 
we obtain the following six single cosets of double coset [0121]:
0121 ~ 0121 - 0212 - 0212
1020 - 1020 - 1202 - 1202
0121 - 0121 - 0212 - 0212
2010 - 2010 - 2161 - 2101
100
1020 ~ 1020 - 1202 ~ 1202
2010 - 2010 - 2101 - 2101
The orbits of #t012^ on {0,1,2,0,1,2} are {0}, {0} and {1,2,1,2}. Now, take one 
representative from each orbit, namely 0, 0 and 1, then find the double coset to which 
Ntotit2titQ and Ntot^tVi belong? However,
NtotV^t-Vo = Ntotititito G [0102] (By Lemma-9).
JVioiiMito — NtotV^tito G [010] (By Lemma-10).
= NtotV2 G [012].
Consider the double coset [0102]
Claim: 0102 ~ 1012 ~ 0102
Proof. By using our relation conjugates with elements of N, we have
1. 0102 = 0(1,0)(l,0)1012 = (1,0)(1,0)11012 = (1,0)(l,0)1012.
2. 0102 - 0(1,0)(1,0)1012 = (1,0)(1,0)11012 = (1,0)(1,0)1012
= (1,0)(1,0)(1,0)(l, 0)10112 = (1, l)(0,0)1012. □
Since #(0102) > #°1O2 =<- e > anj
W1W(1,O)(1,0)} = NtVotih, => (1,0)(l, 0) E N(°102)
W(Wo£){(1’D)(o’I)} = NtVohh => (1,0)(0,1) G M0152)
^#(0102) =< (ij0)(I,0), (1,0)(0,l) >
= {e, (l,0)(l, 0),(l,l)(0,0),(l,0)(0,1)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [0102] are at most
|jV~(~oio2)|=T — t = 6. Each single coset has four different names.
Now, take (0102) conjugates with the elements of TV^0102), we obtain the following rela­
tions:
0102 ~ 1012 ~ 0102 - 1012
By conjugating (0102 ~ 1012 ~ 0102 ~ 1012) with the elements of transversal of 2V(0102\ 
we obtain the following six single cosets of double coset [0102]:
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0102 - 1012 - 0102 - 1012
0102 - 1012 - 6102 - 1612
0201 - 2021 - 0201 - 2021
0201 - 2021 - 0201 - 2021
1210 - 2120 - 1216 - 2120
1210 ~ 2120 - 1210 - 2120
The orbits of on {0,1,2,6,1,2} are {2}, {2} and {1,0,1,6}. Now, take one
representative from each orbit, namely 2, 2 and 1, then find the double coset to which 
Ntotitofzhi Ntotitotitz and NtQtitffati belong? However,
Ntot-Ltot2^2 = Ntotitffa, G [0121] (By Lemma-4).
Ntotitifati = NioMoMi € [012] (By Lemma-11).
NM1/0M2 = Ntotito G [010].
Since all symmetric generators go back to the previous double cosets and none of them 
extend. Thus, we must have completed the double coset enumeration. All the informa­
tion is summarized in the Cayley diagram below.
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Figure 7.1: The Cayley diagram of A7 over 64.
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The double coset enumeration shows that the index of N = S4 is at most:
|G| < (105)| N| = (105) x 24 = 2,520.
The homomorphic image of G.
Define 3 : G -> Siooj where (105) is a number of single cosets from the Cayley diagram 
above gives the action of G on the 105 cosets. From the labeling table (too large to show), 
we compute the actions of x, y and to on the 105 cosets.
a(x) = (2,4,3,5)(6,9)(7,14,11,15). ..(88,95,90,94)(100,103,101,102).
a(y) = (4,6)(5,9)(7,12) (8,13)(10,18)(11,19)...(90,100)(94,103) (101,102).
a(to) = (1,2,3) (4,7,8)(5,10,11) (6,12,13)... (80,104,82) (83,105,85).
We now verify that a is a homomorphism.
1. We want to show that a(to) has exactly 6 conjugates under conjugation by
< a(x),a{y) >.
a(to)sw = (1,4,5)(2,17,15)(3,14,16)...(78,97,86)(79,99,87) = 3(ti).
a(ti)3<* ’ = (1,3,2)(4,8,7) (5,11,10)...(80,82,104) (83,85,105) = 3(f0).
3(to)sW = (1,5,4)(2,15,17)(3,16,14)...(78,86,97)(79,87,99) = a(fi).
a(fi)3M = (1,2,3)(4,7,8)(5,10,11)...(80,104,82) (83,105,85) = 8(t0).
a(t2)s,x> = (1,6,9) (2,27,24)(3,22,25)...(64,76,72)(65,79,73) = S(t2).
a(f2)8M _ (1,9,6)(2,24,27)(3,25,22)...(64,72,76)(65,73,79) = 3(t2).
3(t1)3*!') = (1,6,9)(2,27,24) (3,22,25)...(64,76,72)(65,79,73) = S(f2).
a(t2)a(v) = (1,4,5) (2,17,15)(3,14,16)...(78,97,86)(79,99,87) = 2(ti).
a(t2)a*»)  = (1,5,4)(2,15,17) (3,16,14)...(78,86,97)(79,87,99) = 3(i'i).
2(t‘i)s<i'> = (1,9,6)(2,24,27)(3,25,22)...(64,72,76)(65,73,79) = S(t2).
2. a(W) acts as N on {a(to),3(ti), 8(t2), a(to),3(ii),3(t2)} by conjugation. We note 
that
a(x) = {(tt(to), tt(ii), 2(io), a(fi))(a(i2), a(iz)},
S(y) = {(a(ti), a(6))(a(ti), a(t2))} and < 3(ic), a(y) >= N = S4.
Then, a(G) = cf(3* 3 : S4) = a < N,to >=< a(x),a(y),a(to) > is a homomorphic
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image of (3* 3 : 54).
Next, we want the homomorphic image of G = [(1,j)(l,2)tl]B,[(i/2K^l!i)tl)5t2=&ferxaf 
Now, < a(z),a(y),2(to) >< £105 is a homomorphic image of
G — r/1 swTou 1^ rz-i ,—,-rr ri if the additional relations
(1,2)(1,2)iit2ti = tit2 and (1,0,2) (1,0,2)totit2 = to^tito hold in
< a(E),a(y),a(t0) >.
First, we want verify the relation-I which is a((l,2)(l,2)tit2ti) — c?(tit2)-
On the left side of our equation
£((1,2) (1,2)M2ti) = S((l, 2)(1,2))3(t1)S(t2)a(i1)
= (4,6) (5,9)(7,12)(8,13)(10,18)(11,19)...(90,100)(94,103)(101,102)
(1.4.5) (2,17,15) (3,14,16)...(78,97,86)(79,99,87)
(1,6,9) (2,27,24) (3,22,25)...(64,76,72) (65,79,73)
(1.4.5) (2,17,15)(3,14,16)...(78,97,86)(79,99,87)
= (1,33,4,9,28) (2,92,17,24,72)...(63,73,77,87,93)  (64,74,76,86,91).
On the right side of our equation
a(tit2) = S(ti)a(t2)
= (1,5,4)(2,15,17) (3,16,14)...(78,86,  .97) (79,87,99)
(1.9.6) (2,24,27) (3,25,22)...(64,72,76) (65,73,79)
= (1,33,4,9,28)(2,92,17,24, 72)...(63,73,77,87,93)(64,74,76,86,91).
Second, we want to verify the relation-II which is
&((1, 0,2) (1,0,2)totit2) = a(totit2to).
On the left side of our equation
q((1, 0,2) (1,0,2)totit2) = 2((1,0,2) (1,0,2))a(t0)£(tr)£(t2)
= (2,9,4) (3,6,5)(7,24,20)(8,27,21)...(78,84,96) (88,103,90)(94,100,101)
(1,2,3)(4,7,8) (5,10,11)(6,12,13)...(75,103,92)(80,104,82)(83,105,85)
(1.4.5) (2,17,15)(3,14,16)(6,28,29)...(77,93,89)(78,97,86)(79,99,87)
(1.9.6) (2,24,27) (3,25,22) (4,37,38)... (63,75,77) (64,72,76) (65,73,79)
= (1,97,12,35,50,8,73)(2,43,18,11,54,3,102)..  .(46,58,85,71,87,95,62).
On the right side of our equation
105
<*(totii2to)  = a(io)a(t2)a(ti)a(to)
= (1-, 3,2) (4,8,7) (5,11,10) (6,13,12)...(75,92,103) (80,82,104) (83,85,105)
(1,6l, 9)(2,27,24)(3,22,25)(4,38,37)...(63,77,75)(64,76,72)(65,79,73)
(1,5,4)(2,15,17)(3,16,14) (6,29,28)... (77,89,93)(78,86,97)(79,87,99)
(1,3,2) (4,8,7) (5,11,10) (6,13,12).. .(75,92,103) (80,82,104) (83,85,105)
= (1,97,12,35,50,8,73) (2,43,18,11,54,3,102)...(46,58,85,71,87,95,62).
Therefore, a G —> S105 is a homomorphism map.
Now by First Isomorphism Theorem, we have
G|A:er(tt) = im(a)
=> = IM“)| = | < S(x), a(y), 3(t0)| = 2,520
=> |G| = 2,520 x |fcer(a)|, where (|fcer(a)| > 1).
=> |G| > 2,520.
But early we found that |G| < 2,520. Therefore, we can conclude that |G| = 2,520. Since 
|G| = 2,520,
=> |&er(a)| = 1.
=> a is also an isomorphism.
=> G = a(G) =< a(rr), a(y), a (to) >•
It is clear from the Cayley diagram of G over S4 that every element of G can be written as 
7rui, where ir is a permutation of S4 on six letters, and w is a word in the tis of the length at 
most four. We call this representation of elements of G the symmetric representation. We 
now give examples of elements of G in both symmetric and permutation representation.
Permutation Representation to Symmetric Presentation
Let p = (1,8,47,44,34,99,24)(2,26,69,12,10,84,25)(3,15,88,56,42,82,9)
(4,41,104,31,93,97,39) (5,32,63,76,90,37,13) (6, li; 59,65,78,101,68)
(7,70,83,18,14,92,36) (16,86,94,54,46,33,19) (17,100,96,40,85,81,22)
(20,79,74,95,38,43,105) (21,77,64,52,57,29,45) (23,66,49,50,58,89,27)
(28,51,60,87,91,102,98) (30,35,73,62,53,55,48)  (61,75,72,103,71,67,80). 
be an element in Permutation Representation.
We know that Np = lp
=> Np = p(l) = 8 and the Table-5 gives that JVtito is labeled 8.
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In order the represent p in the symmetric representation form, we must find n G N = S4. 
We have 
n = pw~1.




=> a(n) = pa(io)2(ti)
= (4,6)(5,9) (7,12)(8,13)(10,18)(11,19)(14,22)(15,24)(16,25)(17,27)(20,30)(21, 33)




From the labeling table we have,
n=(l,2)(l,2).
Therefore, p can be written in the symmetric representation as 
p=(l,2)(l,2)£ito.
Symmetric Presentation to Permutation Representation
Let {(1,0,2)(l, 6, 2)M1^} be an element in the symmetric representation.
=> P = S((l, 0,2)(1,0,2))a(£o)a(h)a(£2)
= (1,97,12,35,50,8,73) (2,43,18,11,54,3,102) (4,99,36,91,40,32,105)
(5,37,25,94,78,41,59) (6,81,44,57,75,26,74) (7,77,39,17,42,19,80)
(9,83,56,79,100,15,29) (10,55,22,23,76,13,61)(14,101,27,67,31,45,98)
(16,52,24,49,34,51,66)  (20,82,96,93,103,86,48) (21,33,69,63,53,92,47)
(28,84,104,38,89,88,64) (30,68,65,90,72,70,60) (46,58,85,71,87,95,62).
I










Proof. 010 = (0,1)(0,1)01 e [01]. □
Lemma-2
Proof. 0120 = 0(2,0,1) (2,0,1)1021 = (2,0,l)(2,0,1)11021
= (2,0,1)(2,0,1)021 G [012]. □
Lemma-3
Proof, 0121 = 0(2,1)(2,1)12 = (2,1)(2,1)012 e [012]. □
Lemma-4
Proof. 0102 = 01(0,2)(2,0)020 = (0.2)(2.0)21020 = (0,2)(2,0)(0,2, l)(0,2,1)2010
= (0,1)(0,1)2010 6 [0121]. □
Lemma-5
Proof. 0120 = (2,0,1)(2,0,1)021 G [012]. □
Lemma-6
Proof. 0121 = 0(2,1)(1,2)1211 = 0(2,1)(1,2)012 e [012]. □
Lemma-7
Proof. 0120 = (0,1)(0,1)01020 = (0,1) (0,1)01(0,2) (0,2)02
= (0,l,.2)(0,1,2)2102 e [0120]. □
Lemma-8
Proof. 0121 = (0, l)(0,1)01021 = (0,l)(0,1)0(2,l,0)(2,1,0)120 
= (1,2)(1,2)2120 G [0102]. □
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Lemma-9
Proof. 01210 = (0,1,2) (0,1,2)02l010 = (0,1,2) (0,1,2)02(0,1) (0,1) 100
= (1,2) (1,2)1210 G [0102]. . □
Lemma-10
Proof. 01210= (0.1.2)(0.1,2)021010 = (0.1.2)(Q. 1.2)02(0. l)(0.1)100
= (1,2)(1,2)121 e [010]. □
Lemma-11
Proof. 01021 = 01(0,2)(0,2)0201 = (0.2) (6.2)210201
= (0,2) (0,2) (2,1,0) (2,1,0)2012201 = (0,1) (6,1)20101 = (0,1) (0,1)2(0,1) (0,1)01001
= 20101 = 20(0.1) (1.0)10 = (6,1)(T,0)2110 = (0,1)(1,0)210 G [012], □
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Chapter 8
Construction of 3 A7 Using
Different Approach
Now L2(7) x 3 is a maximal subgroup of 3vl? containing S4. In order to perform the 
double coset enumeration of G over 1S4, we will perform a double coset enumeration of
over H = L2CO x 3 —77, (0,2)(0,2)tot2^o"^i and a double coset enumeration of H 
over N. Factoring the progenitor 3* 3 :m S4 by the relations [(1,2)(l,2)ti]5 and
(0,2) (0,2)ioi2^o^i = 1, we obtain the finite image
3* 3:tnS4
Symmetric presentation of the progenitor 3* 3 ~.m 84 can be given by:
3* 3 :m S4 =< xfy,t\x\/y2,(yx)\t3, [ty],(x2t)2 >
The control group is N = S4 =< x, y\x4 = y2 — (yx)3 >. H =< N, (0,2)(0,2)tot2to^i > 
and every single coset of H contains 21 single cosets of G. The action on the sym­
metric generators is given by x ~ (0,1,0,1)(2,2), y ~ (1,2) (2,1). The relations are 
[(1,2)(1,2)iJ5 and (O,2)(O,2)fo*2  = Mo-
First, we study our relations.
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Relation-I










Since, 7r = (1,2)(2,1)
=> 7r2 = (1,2)(2,1)(1,2)(2,I) = 1.
=> 7T3 = (1,2)(2, 1).
=> 7T4 = 1.
=>7r5 = (l,2)(2,l).
= 1
4=> 7r5tiMlMi = 1
O 7F5flt2£l = ^1^2
Relation-II
(O,2)(O,2)M2 = Mo.
Double coset enumeration of G over S4.
We note that,
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HeN ={Hen\n G N}={Hn\n G #}={#}.
Let [*]  represents for the double coset HeN. [*]  has only one distinct right coset, which 
is the identity single coset. Since, N = S4, it is transitive on {0,1,2,0,1,2}. Therefore, 
[*]  has a single orbit namely {0,1,2,0,1,2}. Now, we take a representative from the orbit 
called 0 and find which double coset HtG belongs.
• ((O,2)(0,2)toi2){(o’1)(B’I)} = (tito){(o,l)(ii’I)}
=> (2, l)(2,l)tif2 = toil.
Clearly, HtG G Ht0N = {#*ol n TV} = {HtQ,Ht^Ht2,HtG,Hti,Ht2} and let us de­
note #*oN  by [0]. Now, consider the coset stabilizer The coset stabilizer is
equal to the point stabilizer N°, it is given by:
jV(°) = Na = {e, (1,2)(2,1), (1,2)(1,.2), (1,1)(2,2)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in [0] are
|W| —4! _ 24 _
4 4 u‘
The orbits of on {0,1,2,0,1,2} are {0}, {0} and {1,2,1,2}. Now, take one repre­
sentative from each orbit, namely 0, 0 and 1, then find the double coset to which HtGto, 
Htoto and HtGti belong? However,
#*o  = #*o  G [0]
#*o  = #e £ [*]
#toti = #*oi  G #to*i#  (New double coset denoted by [01])
Therefore, one symmetric generator goes back to the identity double coset [*];  one stays 
in [0]; four extend to new double coset [01].
Next, consider the new double coset [01].
By conjugate our relation-2 (0,2)(0,2)to*  = *io  with the elements of the control group 
AT, we obtain the following relations.
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• ((0,2)(0,2)t0^){(2’S)(2’0)} = GMo){(2’°)(2’°)}
=> (2,0)(2,0)i2io = ^1^2-
Since A^0V; > TV01 =< e > and
Wo^i) {(1,2’0)(2AI)} = Hhh = Htot! => (1,2,0)(2,0,1) G JV(01) 
£Wi){(1’°’5)CI’°’2)} = Wo = Ht/z = Ht/x => (1,0,2)(l,0,2) G M01>
=< (1,2,0)(2,6,1), (1,0,2)(1,0,2) >= {e, (1,2,0)(2,0,1), (1,0,2)(2,1,0)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [010] are at most
= ^ = 8. Each single coset has three different names.
Now, take (01) conjugates with the elements of we obtain the following relations:
01 - 12 - 20
By conjugating (01 — 12 — 20) with the elements of transversal of A^01\ we obtain the 
following single cosets of double coset [01]:
01 — 12 — 20
10 - 02 - 21
02 - 21 - 10
01 - 12 - 20
12 — 20 — 01
10 - 02 - 21
21 — 10 — 02
12-20-01
The orbits of N(01) on {0,1,2,0,1,2} are {1,0,2} and {2,1,0}. Now, take one represen­
tative from each orbit, namely 1 and I, then find the double coset to which Htotiti and 
Ht/iti belong? However,
Ht/iti = Ht/i G [01].
= Hto G [0].
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Since all symmetric generators go back to the previous double cosets and none of them 
advance. Thus, we must have completed the double coset enumeration. The information 
is summarized in the Cayley diagram below.
[*] [0] [01]
Figure 8.1: The Cayley diagram of 3'/17 over H = L2(7) x 3.
The double coset enumeration shows that the index of N = S4 is at most:
|G| < (15).|77| = (15) x 504 = 7,560.
The homomorphic image of G.,
Since every single coset of H contains 21 single cosets of G. Thus, the total number of 
single cosets in G must be
15 x 21 = 315.
/
Define a : G —> S315, where (315) is the total number of single cosets gives the action of 
G on the 315 cosets. From the permutation table, we compute the action of x,y and to 
on the 315 cosets as follow:
a(a?) = (2,4,3,5) (6,9)(7,14,11,15)...(306,310,307,3U)(308,312,309,313).
a(y) = (4,6)(5,9)(7,12)(8,13)(10,18) (11,19)... (299,307) (301,308) (305,309). 
a(t0) = (1,2,3) (4,7,8)(5,10,11)...(310,314,311) (312,315,313).
In order to verify that a is a homomorphism, we required
1. We want to show that a (to) has exactly 6 conjugates under conjugation by 
<a(x),a(y)>.
a(t0)sw = (1,4,5) (2,17,15) (3,14,16)...(306,307,314)(308,309,315) = a(ti). 
a(«1)aM = (1,3,2)(4,8,7)(5,11,10)... (310,311,314)(312,313,315) = 3(f0).
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a(f0)3(a:) = (1,5,4)(2,15,17)(3,16,14)... (306,314,307) (308,315,309) = a(t“i). 
a(fi)“W = (1,2,3) (4,7,8)(5,10,11)...(310,314,311)(312,315,313) = a(t0). 
a(t2)s^ = (1,6,9) (2,27,24)(3,22,25)...(295,299,314) (301,305,315) = a(t2). 
a(t2)^x) = (l,9,6)(2,24,27)(3,25,22)...(295,314,299)(301,315,305) = a(t2).
a(h)sM = (1,6,9) (2,27,24) (3,22,25)...(295,299,314) (301,305,315) = a(t2). 
a(t2)°to = (1,4,5) (2,17,15)(3,14,16)...(306,307,314) (308,309,315) = a(ti). 
a(t2)S(y) = (1,5,4)(2,15,17) (3,16,14)...(306,314,307) (308,315,309) = 2(£i).
a(*i) aM = (1,9,6)(2,24,27)(3,25,22)...(295,314,299) (301,315,305) = S(t2).
2. a(N) acts as N on {a(to), £(ti), afa), £(to)> £(*!)>  £fe)} by conjugation, that is, 
if
x ~ (0,1,0,1) (2,2), and
y = (1,2)(2,I), then
£(a>) = {(£(to)J£(ti)!£(to)J£(t”i))(£(t2))£(t2)},
£(y) = {(£(ti), £(f2))(£(ti), S(t2))}-
Then, a(G) = a(3* 3 : S±) — a < N,to >=< £(m), £(y), 2(to) > is a homomorphic 
image of (3* 3 : S4).
Next, we want the homomorphic image of G = •
Since, < &(e), £(y), a(to) £315 is a homomorphic image of
G = if the additional relation
(1, 2) (1,2)ti^ti = tit2 holds in < a(x), £(y), £(to) >.
Now, we want to show that a((l,2)(l,2)tit2ti) = a(tit2).
On the left side of our equation
ci((l, 2) (1,2)t4t2t1) = a((l,2)(l,2))a(ti)£(f2)S(ti)
= (4,6)(5,9) (7,12) (8,13)(10,18) (11,19)... (299,307) (301,308) (305,309)
(1,4,5) (2,17,15) (3,14,16)...(306,307,314) (308,309,315)
(1,6,9) (2,27,24)(3,22,25)...(295,299,314) (301,305,315)
(1,4,5) (2,17,15) (3,14,16).. .(306,307,314) (308,309,315)
= (1,33,4,9,28) (2,92,17,24,72)...(224,278,255,262,259)(228,290,234,266,237).
On the right side of our equation
a(fit2) = a(t”i)a(t2)
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= (1,5,4) (2,15,17) (3,16,14).. .(306,314,307)(308,315,309)
(1,9,6)(2, 24,27) (3,25,22)...(295,314,299) (301,315,305)
= (1,33,4,9,28) (2,92,17,24,72)...(224,278,255,262,259)(228,290,234,266,237).
Since, ft: G —> *$315  is a homomorphism map. By First Isomorphism Theorem, we have 
G|fcer(ft) = im(a)
= IWS)I = I < a(®),S(2/),a(to)| =7,560
=> |G| = 7,560 x |fcer(a)|, where (|fcer(a)| >1).
=>|G|> 7,560.
But early we found that |G| < 7,560. Therefore, we can conclude that |G] = 7,560. Since 
|G| = 7,560,
=> |A:er(a)| = 1.
=> a is also an isomorphism.
=> G = a(G) =< ft(x), a(y), ft(to) >•
It is clear from the Cayley diagram of G over S4 that every element of G can be written 
as 7rw, where % is a permutation of S4 on six letters, and w is a word in the t^ of the 
length at most seven. We call this representation of elements of G the symmetric repre­
sentation. We now give examples of elements of G in both symmetric and permutation 
representation.
Permutation Representation to Symmetric Presentation
Let p = (1,15) (2,26) (3,8) (4,16)(6,47)(7,14)(9,59)(12,70)(13,41)(17,23)(18,84)
(19,32) (20,60) (22,121) (24,105) (25,143) (27,88)... (266,288)(267,313) (269,279)
(273,295)(274,314) (275,306) (281,305)(284,296) (289,300)(292,308)(293,315)
(294,310)(302,312).
be an element in permutation representation.
We know that Np — lp
=> Np — p(l) = 15 and the labeling table gives that Ntoti is labeled 15.
In order the represent p in the symmetric representation form, we must find n G N = S4. 
We have
Np = lp = p(l) = Ntoti- (An element that labeling (15)).
p — nw
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=> n = pw
=> n = ptyf
=> a(n) = pa(£i)a(to)
= (2,4)(3,5) (7,17) (8,15) (10,14)(11, 16) (12,28) (13,29) (18,20) (19,21) (22,30)...
(284,298)(285,296) (288,300)(289,303)(292,304)(293,302)(306,311) (307,310)
(308,313) (309,312)
From our multiplication table we have, 
n = (1,0)(l, 0).
Therefore, p can be written in the symmetric representation as
p = (l,0)(I,0)Ml.
Symmetric Presentation to Permutation Representation
Let {(1,2) (1, tytJvti} be an element in the symmetric representation.
=>p = a((l,2)(l,2))a(ti)a(t2)a(ti)
= (4,6) (5,9)(7,12)(8,13) (10,18) (11,19)...(299,307)(301,308)(305,309)
(1,4,5) (2,17,15)(3,14,16)...(306,307,314) (308,309,315)
(1,6,9) (2,27,24) (3,22,25)...(295,299,314) (301,305,315)
(1,4,5) (2,17,15) (3,14,16)...(306,307,314) (308,309,315)
= (1,33,4,9,28) (2,92,17,24,72) (3,89,14,25,75) (5,37,20,6,53) (7,148,49,39,160)
(8,147,46,36,159) (10,69,61,13,156) (11,68,58,12,163) (15,99,62,27,131)
(16,103,65,22,136) (18,212,23,82,115) (19,185,26,83,112) (21,29,52,30,38)
(31,264,94,117,206)(32, 268, 90,116,199)(34,165,109,45,242)(35,155,106,44, 252)
(40,267,126,101,291) (41,263,120,98,279)(42,128,144,57,276)(43,119,142,56,281)
(47,157,150,71,193) (48,162,169,66,202)(50,302,81,179,226) (51,296,84,181,222)
(54,256,67,139,225) (55,231,70,134,229) (59,192,166,85,151) (60,205,153,80,168)
(63,73,130,95,100) (64,74,137,86,102) (76,214,91,135,196) (77,191,93,138,209)











Therefore, {(1,2)(1, 2)tit2h} can be written in the permutation representation as follows 
(1, 2X1,2)^
= (1,33,4,9,28) (2,92,17,24,72) (3,89,14,25,75)(5,37,20,6,53) (7,148,49,39,160)
(8,147,46,36,159) (10,69,61,13,156)(11, 68,58,12,163) (15,99,62,27,131)
(16,103,65,22,136) (18,212,23,82,115)(19,185,26,83, U2)(21,29,52,30,38)
(31,264,94,117,206) (32,268,90,116,199) (34,165,109,45,242) (35,155,106,44,252)
(40,267,126,101,291) (41,263,120,98,279)(42,128,144,57,276) (43,119,142,56,281)
(47,157,150,71,193) (48,162,169,66,202)(50,302,81,179,226) (51,296,84,181,222) 
(54,256,67,139,225) (55,231,70,134,229) (59,192,166,85,151) (60,205,153,80,168)




(113,161,182,149,152) (114,158,213,146,167) (121,277,270,125,298) 
(122,304,127, 283,286)(133,184,143,240,280)(140,220,145,247,273)  
(170,183,187,241,238) (172,292,197,215,249) (173,307,198,230,295) 
(174,309,207,257,301) (175,274,208,190,245)(177,221,218,246,251)





Construction of M12 : 2
9.1 Double coset enumeration of G over
Factoring the progenitor 3* 5 :m Sg by the relations [(0, l)(0,1)(2,3,4,2,3,4)to]4 and
[(0,1,2,3,4)(0,I,2,3,4)to]8. We obtain the finite image
“ ((0,l)(0,l)(2,3,4,2,3,4jioj-i((0,l)2,3,4}(0,l)2,3,4)foj«
The symmetric presentation of the progenitor 3* 5 :m S5 can be given by:
3* 5 :m S5 =< x,y, t\x5,y2, (xy)\t3, (yt)2, (ytx)2, (y^2)2 >
The control group is N = 1S5 =< x, y|a;5 = y2 = (xy)4 >. The action on the symmetric 
generators is given by x — (0,1,2,3,4)(0,1,2,3,4), y — (0,0)(l, 1)(2,2)(3,4)(4,3), and 
our relations are [(0, l)(0,1)(2,3,4,2,3,4)to]4 and [(0,1,2,3,4)(0,1,2,3,4)to]8-
First, we study our relations.
Relation-I
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7rfo7r7r27r-2to’r2(to)’rto = 1 
n-!r3?r-3io?r3(to)’r2(to)'rto = 1
AtofW\toYto = 1
Since, ir = (0,i)(0,l)(2,3,4,2,3,4)
=> = (0, l)(0,1)(2,3,4,2,3,4)(0,1) (0,1)(2,3,4,2,3,4) = (2,4,3)(2,4,3).
=> 7T3 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3)(0,1) (0,1) (2,3,4,2,3,4) = (0,1) (0,1) (2,2)(3,3)(4,4).
=> ir4 = (0,1)(0,l)(2,2)(3,3)(4,4)(0, l)(0,1)(2,3,4,2,3,4) = (2,3,4)(2,3,4).
7r4(to)’r3(to)’r2(to)’rto = 1





Let tf = (0, l,2,3,4)(0,1,2,3,4), then (7rf0)8 = 1. 1
(Trio)8 = 1
Tito 7rio Trio Trio Trio Trto7rtQ7rto = 1
Trio 7rio7rio Trio Trio Trio 7FTr7r 1 to Trio — 1
7rto7Tio7rtoTrtoTrtoTrto7r2(to)7rto = 1
7rto7rioTrioTrto7rtoTr7r27r~2toTr2(to)7rto — 1
7Fto7rto7rioTrtoTrto7r3 (to)772 (toXto = 1
TrtoTrtoTFtoTrioTr7r37F~3to7r3(to)7r2 (toX^o = 1
?rio Trio Trio Trio TT4(io)778 (to)"2 (io) "io = 1
7rto7rio7rto7r7r47r~4toTT4 (to)773 (to)772 (to)77^ = 1
7rto7rtoTF7r5Tr_5to7r5(to)7r4 (to)773 (to)772 (to)"to = 1
TTioTTioTT6 (to)77' (to/ (to)"' (tofto = 1 
^toTV7r67r~6tQ7T6(toy5(tG)^(toy3(toy2(toyto — 1
7r7F77r~7t0TF7(t0)Tr6 (to)77'(to)"4 (to)"3 (to)"2 (to)"to = 1
Tr8(to)"7(to)"6(to)"5(to)"4(to)"3(to)"2(to)"to = 1
TF8t2tltot4 = totlt2t3
Since, 7r = (0,1,2,3,4)(0,1, 2,3,4)
=> TT2 = (0,2,4,1,3)(0,2,4,1,3)
=> 7F3 = (0,3,1,4, 2)(0,3,I,4, 2)
=> 7r4 = (0,4,3,2, l)(0,4,3,2, T)
=>7F5 = 1
=> tf6 = (0,1,2,3,4)(0,1,2,3,4) = TF
=> tf7 = (0,2,4,1,3) (0,2,4,1,3) = TF2
=> 7F8 = (0,3,1,4, 2)(0,3,I,4, 2) = tf3
Double coset enumeration of G over S5.




NeN ={Nen\n G N}={Nn\n G AT}={TV}.
Let [*]  represents the double coset NeN. [*]  has only one distinct single coset, namely N. 
Since, N = S5 acts transitively on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4}. Therefore, TV has one orbit 
namely {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4}. Now, we take one representa­
tive 0 from the orbit, and find which double coset Nto belongs.
Clearly, Nto G A7oA/T = {A7q [n G A7} = {Ario> A^i, Nt2, Nt3, Nt4, Nto, Nti, Nt2, Nt3, 
ATtj}, and denoted NtoN by [0]. Now, consider the coset stabilizer Art0). The coset 
stabilizer is equal to the point stabilizer N° and is given by:
= TV0 = {ATto, ATti, 7Vt2, Nt3, Nt4i Nt~Ot Nflt Nt2, Nt3i Nt4}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in [0] are at most
W _5! _ 120 _
|Wi~12 — 12 ~
The orbits of on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {0}, {0} ,{1,2,3,4}, and {1,5,3,4}. 
Now, take one representative from each orbit, namely 0, 0, {1} and 1, then find the dou­
ble coset to which ATtoto, N’toto, N’toti and A^qG belong. However,
Ntoto = ATto £ [0]
Nt/o = Ne G [*]
Ntoti = Ntot 1 G TVtotiJV’ (New double coset denote by [01])
Nt/ = Nt/ G Nt/N (New double coset denote by [01])
Therefore, one symmetric generator goes back to the identity double coset [*];  one stays 
in [0]; four extend to new double coset [01], and the other four extend to new double 
coset [01].
Next, consider the new double coset [01].
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IV* 01) = Nn =< (2,3,4)(2,3,4) >= {e, (2,3,4)(2,3,4), (2,4,3)(2,4,3)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [01] are at most
|N| _ 5! _ 120
3 “ 3 = 40. Each single coset has only one name.
By conjugating Ntoti with the elements of transversal of N^01\ we obtain the following 
ten single cosets of double coset [01]:
01,12,01,23,12,34,24,23,40,43,30,34,24,04,41,40,43,30,10,03,02,31,04,41,21,10, 
14,13,02,42,03,31,32,21,20,13,14,42,32,20.
The orbits of N<01) on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {1}, {0}, {1}, {0}, {2,3,4} and {2,3,4}. 
Now, take one representative from each orbit, namely 0, 0, 1, 1, 2 and 2, then find the 
double cosets to which NtotJi, NtotJi, NtotJo, NtotJo, NtotJi and Ntotit2 belong. 
However,
NtotJi = Ntoti G [01].
NtotJi — Nto £ [0].
Ntotito = NtotJo G NtoijioN (New double coset denote by [010]).
NtotJo = Ntotito G [01] (By Lemma-1)
NtotJi = NtotJi G NtotJiN (New double coset denote by [012]).
NtotJi = NtotJi G NtotJiN (New double coset denote by [012]).
Consider the double coset [01]
Claim: 10 — 01
, Proof. By our relation-I, (2,3,4) (2,3,4)10 = 01 conjugating with element of N, we obtain
the following relation.
((2, 3, 4)(2, 3, = (01){(1J)(2,2)(3,4)(4,3)(0,0)}
=> (2,4,3) (2,4,3)10 = 01 □
Since N<oT) > Noi =< (2,3,4) (2,3,4) > and
Nfyitojit1’0^2’3)^-0^2’3)} = Ntoti => (1,0)(2,3)(1,0)(2,3) G N<01)
=> W(ol) =< (2,3,4)(2,3,4),(l,0)(2,3)(l,0)(2,3) >
123
= {e,(i,0)(2,3)(l,0)(2>3),(2,3,4)(2,3,4), (l,0)(3,4)(l,0)(3,4),
(2,4,3) (2,4,3), (1,0) (2,4) (1,0) (2,4)}.
Now, take Ntof conjugates with elements of 7V1O1\ we obtain the following relations:
01-10
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [01] are at most 
= 20. Each single coset has two different names.
Again, by conjugating 01 — 10 to elements of the transversal of M01\ we obtain the 
following twenty single cosets:
01 - 10,12 - 21,01 ~ 10,23 - 32,12 - 21,34 - 43,24 - 42,23 - 32,40 - 04,34 - 
43,30 - 03,42 - 24,40 - 04,14 - 41,03 - 30,20 - 02,13 - 31,14 - 41,13 - 31,20 - 
02.
The orbits of on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {1,0}, {1,0}, {2,3,4} and {2,3,4}. 
Now, take one representative from each orbit, namely 1, 1, 2 and 2, then find the double 
cosets to which Ntofti, Ntofii, Ntoft 2 and Nt off belong. However,
Ntoft-L = Nt0 G [0]
Ntoff = Ntoti € [01]
Ntotit2 = Ntoft2 G NtoffyN (New double coset denote by [012].
Ntoff ~ Ntoff G NtoffN (New double coset denote by [012].
Consider the double coset [010].
Claim: 010 - 010 - 101
Proof. By our relation-I, (2,3,4) (2,3,4)10 = 01 conjugating with element of N, we obtain
the following relation:
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)10)«1’1)f2-2X3’4)t4’5X0’5)^ = (o1j{(ili)(2,2)(3,4)(4,3Xo,o)}
=> (2,4,3)(2,4,3)10 = 01
From the relation above, we have
1. 010 = 0010 = 0(2,3,4)(2,3,4)100 = (2,3,4)(2,3,4)010.
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2. 010 = 0110 = 01(2,4,3) (2,4,3)01 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3)0101
= (2,4,3)(2,4,3)(2,4,3)(2,4,3)1001 = (2,3,4)(2,3,4)101. □
Since, N<010) > N010 =< (2,3,4) (2,3,4) > and
N(totito){C1,I^2-2)(3’3)(4’3)(o-5)} = 010 => (1,1)(2,2)(3,4)(4,3)(0,0) G N^010\ 
N(Wo){(1,o)(2’3)(i’5)(2’3)1 = 010 => (1,0)(2,3)(1,0)(2,3) 6 N^010).
=< (1,1)(2,2)(3,4)(4,3)(0,0), (1,0)(2,3)(1,0)(2,3) >
= {e, (1,0)(2,3) (1,0)(2,3), (1,1)(2,2)(3,4)(4,3)(0,0), (1,0)(2,4,3,2,4,3)(0,1),
(2,4,3)(2, 4,3), (1,0)(2,4)(1,0)(2,4), (1,1)(2,3)(3,2)(4,4)(0,0),
(1,0) (2,3,4,2,3,4) (0,1), (2,3,4)(2,3,4), (1,0) (3,4)(1,0)(3,4),
(1,1)(2,4) (3,3) (4,2) (0,0), (1,0)(2,2) (3,3)(4,4)(0,I)}
Take Ntotito conjugates with elements of _M010\ we obtain the following relations:
oio - ioi - old - io!
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [010] are at most
1^1
|7V(°10>| = 10. Each single coset has four different names.
By conjugating 010 — 101 — 010 — 101 with the elements of transversal of N^010\ we 
obtain the following ten single cosets of double coset [010]:
010 - 101 - OIO - 101
121 - 212 - 121 - 212
232 - 323 - 232 - 323
343 - 434 - 343 - 434
242 — 424 — 242 — 424
404 — 040 — 404 — 040
303 — 030 — 303 — 030
414 - 141 - 414 - 141
020 — 202 — 020 — 202
131 - 313 ~ 131 - 313
The orbits of N^010) on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {0,1,1,0} and {2,3,4,2,3,4}. Now, 
take one representative from each orbit, namely 2 and 0, then find the double cosets to 
which Ntoti to io and Ntotitofo belong. However,
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#to*io  = #*oi  G [01].
#*oi2  = #*oi2  G #*oi2#  (New double coset denote by [0102]).
Next, consider the double coset [012],
^(012) = ^012 =< e >
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [012] are at most
1^^127]—T = = 120. Each single coset has only single name.
By conjugating 012 with the elements of transversal of #^012\ we obtain the 120 single 





421,321,420,320,120,123, 023,423,401,301, 201,204,304,104,102,302,402,403, 203, 
103, 243,043,143,142,042, 342,341,041,241,240,140,340,230,430,130,132,432,032, 
031,431,231,234,134,034.
The orbits of 7V<012) on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {0}, {!}, {2}, {3} 
and {4}. Now, take one representative from each orbit, namely 0,1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 1,2,3 and 4, 
then find the double cosets to which NtQt^to, #*oi2,  #*oi23,  NtGt-[t2t^
#to*  1*20,  #*o *12,  #*oi2,  #*o  *123,  #* o*i*24  belong. However,
#to*i2o  = #*oi  *20  #*oi  *2o#  (New double coset denote by [0120]). 
#*oi  *21  = #*oi  *21  G #*oi  *21#  (New double coset denote by [0121]).
#*0l2  = .#*012  G [012].
#*oi23  = #*oi23  G #io*i23#  (New double coset denote by [0123]).
#£0*12  *4  = #*oi *24  G [0123] (By Lemma-2).
#*oi2  — #*oi2  [0102] (By Lemma-3).
#*oi2  = #*oi *2i  G [012] (By Lemma-4).
#*012  = #*01  G [01].
#*oi *23  = #*oi23  G #*oi *23#  (New double coset denote by [0123]).
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Ntot/zh = TVtoiit2t4 G [0123] (By Lemma-5).
Consider the double coset 012
Claim: 012 — 421
Proof. By our relation-I, (2,3,4) (2,3,4)10 = 01 conjugating with element of N, we obtain 
the following relation:
• ((2,3,4)(2,314)l0)h1‘2,4,0)(2,4,o,I)(3>5)} = (Ol){(b7,410)(2,4,O,l)(3,3)}
=>(0,4,3) (0,4,3)21 = 12
From the relation above, we have
012 = 0(0,4,3) (0,4,3)21 = (0,4,3) (0,4,3)421. □
Since, TV^012) > TV012 =< e >, and
^(foAr^ia)^1’2^4’0^1’2)016)} = 421 =» (1,2)(4,0)(1,2)(4,0) 6 AT<012) 
=> M015> =< (1,2)(4,0)(1,2)(4,0) >= {e, (1,2)(4,0)(l,2)(4,0)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [012] are at most
^(^12)1=^ = ^ = 60. Each single coset has two different names.
By conjugating (012 — 42l) with the elements of transversal of we obtain the
following sixty single cosets of double coset [012]:
012 - 421,123 - 032,012 - 321,234 - 143,124 - 042,123 - 432,340 - 204,243 - 
134,230 - 103,124 - 342,401 - 310,430 - 203,240 - 304,341 - 214,240 - 04,340 - 
104,243 - 034,230 - 403,301 - 410,041 - 314,402 - 320,431 - 213,301 ~ 210,401 ~
2l0,430 - 03,304 - 140,014 - 341,412 - 021,102 - 420,031 - 413,013 - 431,302 -
420,324 - 042,412 - 321,04l - 214,201 - 410,403 - 130,120 - 402,132 - 023,312 -
021,213 - 031,320 - 02,142 - 024,213 - 031,320 - 02,142 - 024,423 - 032,023 -
432,312 - 421,201 - 310,014 - 241,013 - 231,120 - 302,132 - 423,324 - 142,203 -
130,143 - 034,134 - 043,024 - 342,231 - 4l3,24l - 314,204 - 140.
The orbits of TV(°12> on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {3}, {3}, {1,2}, {4,0}, {1,2} and 
{4,0}. Now, take one representative from each orbit, namely 3, 3, 2, 0, 2 and 0 then find 
the double coset to which Ntotit2t3, Ntotit2t3, Ntotit2t2, Ntot/2to, NtotJ2t2, Ntot±t2to 
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belong. However,
NtotJit^ — NtotJito € [012] (By Lemma-6).
NtotJitz = NtotJitz G NtotitJoN (New double coset denote by [0123]).
Ntotit2t2 = Ntoti G [01].
Ntofy^A) = Ntotit2to G [012] (By Lemma-7).
Ntotiiiii = NtotJi G [012].
Ntotit2to — Ntoti t2to 6 Ntoti t2toN (New double coset denote by [0120]).
Consider the double coset [012]
Claim: 012 — 321 — 420
Proof. By our relation-I, (2,3,4) (2,3,4)10 = 01 conjugating with element of N, we obtain
the following relation:
• ((2,3,4) (2,3, ^lo)^1’2-3-4-0)^2-3-4’5-)} = (oi){(1»2>3>4«O)(I,2,3,4,0,)}
=> (3,4,0)(3,4,0)21 = 12
• ((2, 3, 4)(2, 3, 4)lO)^1’2^2’1^314’0’3’4’6)} = 1X3,4,0,3,4,6)}
=> (1,4,0)(l,4,6)23 = 32
From the relations above, we have
1.012 = 0(3,4,0) (3,4,0)21 = (3,4,0) (3,4,0)321.
2. 012 = 0(3,4,0) (3,4,0)21 = (3,4,0)(3,4,0)321 = (3,4,0)(3,4,0)(1,4,0)(T, 4,0)231
= (l,4)(3,0)(l,4)(3,0)231. □
Since, AT* 012’ > Ar°12 =< e >, and
JV(totit2)((I’2)(3’o)(I’5)(S'“)} = 321 => (1,2)(3,0)(l, 2)(3,0) e TV* 012).
JV(* o*i*2) {(1'3,4’0,2)(I'3’4’C,5)} = 231 => (1,3,4,0,2)(1,3,4,0,2) e AT* 012’.
=> M012) =< (1,2)(3,0)(1,2)(3,0), (1,3,4,0,2)(1,3,4,0,2) >
= {e, (1,2,0,4,3)(1,2,0,4,3), (1,3,4,0,2)(I,3,3,0,2), (1,0,3,2,4)(1,0,3,2,4),
(1,4,2,3,0)(l, 3,2,3,0), (2,3)(4,0) (2,3)(4,0), (1,2)(3,0)(l, 2)(3,0),
(1,3)(2,4)(1,3)(2,4),  (1,0)(3,4)(1,0)(3,4), (1,4)(2,0)(l,4)(2,0)}.
Now, take Ntot,t2 conjugates with elements of AM012’, we obtain the following relations:
012 ~ 102 ~ 413 ~ 221 ~ 420 ~ 231 ~ 143 ~ 034 ~ 240 ~ 304
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Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [012] are at most
= — qy — 12. Each single coset has ten different names.
Again, by conjugate 012 ~ 102 ~ 413 — 221 — 420 — 231 ~ 143 — 034 — 240*  — 304 
with the elements of transversal of A^012\ we obtain the following twelve single cosets of 
double coset [012]:
1. 012 102 413 221 420 - 231 143 034 240 304
2. 123 213 024 432 rsj 031 - 342 r-y 204 r'wr 140 301 410
3. 230 320 ro 134 403 102 — 043 cy 314 241 ro 012 421
4. 234 324 c<j 130 043 142- 403 310 rO 201 412 rxj 021
5. 124 214 023 /"v 342 041 — 432 203 - 130 401 310
6. 032 r\j 302 431 123 rv 420- 213 341 ry 014 240 104
7. 340 r\J 430 241 r-y 104 203 - 014 421 312 023 132
8. 243 423 140 034 132 —1 304 410 201 r\y 312 021
9. 301 031 402 rsj 210 413 - 320 rsj 042 324 r>y 143 234
10. 042 -402 rv.'341 r\.' 124 '320 -'214 '431 -013 rx.-230 rs.-103
11. 401 041 '302 r*- '210 rx.' 314 —' 120 rs.'032 rs.- 423 rs-133 -243
12. 430 '340 rs.'231 ' 103 ' 204-'013 rx.'321 -412 rs.-024 rv.- 142
The orbits of A^°l2) on {0,1,2,3,4,04,2,3,4} are {1,2,3,4,0} and {1,2,3,4,0}. Now, 
take one representative from each orbit, namely 2 and 2 then find the double cosets to 
which Ntotit2t2i NtQtit2t2 belong. However,
= Ntotit2 G [012] 
NtQtit2t2 = Ntoti e [01].
Consider the double coset [012]
Claim: 012 — 102
Proof. By our relation-I, (2,3,4) (2,3,4)10 — 01 conjugating with element of 2V, we obtain 
the following relation:
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)l0)i(1’i)(2)2)(3}4)(4)3)(0,0j = (q1^{(1J)(2,2)(3!4)(4,3)(0j6)}
=> (2,4,3) (2,4,3)10 = 01
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From the relation above, we have 
012 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3)102. □
Since, > #0^2 =< e >, and
= 1Q2 => (1,0)(3,4)(1,0)(3,4) € MoH>.
=> N(oiS) =< (l,0)(3,4)(I,0)(3,4) >= {e, (1,0)(3,4)(1,0)(3,4)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [012] are at most
= 60. Each single coset has two different names.
Next, by conjugate 0l2 ~ 102 with the elements of transversal of jV<012\ we obtain the 
following sixty single cosets of double coset [012]:
012 ~ 102,123 ~ 213,012 ~ 102,234 ~ 324,124 - 214,123 - 213,340 - 430,243 - 
423,230 ~ 320,234 - 324,124 ~ 214,401 ~ 041,340 - 430,304 ~ 034,341 ~ 431,240 ~
420,243 ~ 423,230 ~ 320,301 ~ 031,401 ~ 041,410 ~ 140,403 ~ 043,402 ~ 042,431 -
341,301 - 031,304 ~ 034,240 ~ 420,412 ~ 142,021 ~ 201,310 - 103,014 ~ 104,013 -
103,320 ~ 230,402 ~ 042,412 ~ 142,410 ~ 140,403 ~ 043,023 ~ 203,312 - 132,132 -
312,201 ~ 021,241 - 421,120 ~ 210,143 ~ 413,013 - 103,302 - 032,023 ~ 203,310 -
130,014 ~ 104,134 ~ 314,024 ~ 204,231 ~ 321,231 ~ 321,120 ~ 210,143 - 413,134 ~
314,024 ~ 204,241 ~ 421,432 ~ 342,342 ~ 433.
The orbits of iV<012) on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {2}, {2}, {1,0}, {3,4}, {1,0} and 
{3,4}. Now, take one representative from each orbit, namely 2, 2, 0, 3, 0 and 3, then 
find the double cosets to which NtotV^, NtotV^i NtfJdfJo- Ntot^to and
N'totit2i3 belong. However,
Ntot\Z-2^2 ~ Ntoti E [01].
NtotV2t2 = NtotV2 E [012].
NtoiV^to = Ntoti^Q G [012] (By Lemma-8).
Nt0iit2t3 = NtQtit2t3 E NtotitVsN (New double coset denote by [0123]).
AVoiiPio = NtotVVo E [0121] (By Lemma-9).
7Vtotit2i3 = Ntotitfa E NtotiirfzN (New double coset denote by [0123]).
Consider double coset [0102]
Claim: 0102 ~ 1012
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Proof. By our relation-I, (2,3,4)(2,3,4)10 = 01 conjugating with element of N, we obtain 
the following relation:
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)10)X1’iX2’2X3’4X4’3X°’6> = (Ol)^1-1)^2)^-4)^3^0’5)}
=> (2,4,3) (2,4,3)10 = 01
From the relation above, we have
0102 = 01102 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3)10102 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3)10(2,4,3) (2,4,3)012
= (2,3,4)(2,3,4)1012. □
Since, A^0102) > N0102 =< e >, and
N(MiM2){(1’°X3,4)(i’6X3’4)} = W0M2 => (l,0)(3,4)(l,0)(3,4) G A^0102).
=> N't0102) =< (1,0)(3,4) (I,0)(3,4) >= {e, (1,0)(3,4)(1,0)(3,4)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [012] are at most
= 60. Each single coset has two different names.
Again, by conjugate 0102 — 1012 with the elements of transversal of Ari0102\ we" obtain 
the sixty single cosets of double coset [0102]:
0102 - 1012,1212 - 2123,2324 - 3234,3430 - 4340,1214 - 2124,4041 - 0401,
2420 - 4240,2423 - 4243,2320 - 3230,4043 - 0403,4341 - 3431,3031 - 0301,
3034 - 0304,3130 - 1310,0104 - 1014,3032 - 0302,4042 - 0402,4142 - 1412,
4140 - 1410,3132 - 1312,2021 - 0201,2421 - 4241,1210 - 2120,1413 - 4143,
0103 - 1013,0203 - 2023,0204 - 2024,2321 - 3231,1314 - 3134,3432 - 4342,
0102 - 1012,1214 - 2124,1213 - 2123,2423 - 4243,2320 - 3230,2324 - 3234,
3430 - 4340,3034 - 0304,3431 - 4341,3031 - 0301,4041 - 0401,4140 - 1410,
4042 - 0402,2420 - 4240,4142 - 1412,0201 - 2021,0103 - 1013,4043 - 0403,
0203 - 2023,1312 - 3132,3032 - 0302,3130 - 1310,0104 - 1014,1314 - 3134,
2321 - 3231,1210 - 2120,1413 - 4143,0204 - 2024,2421 - 4241,4342 - 3432.
The orbits of N<0102) on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {2}, {2}, {1,0}, {3,4}, {1,0} and ■ 
{3,4}. Now, take one representative from each orbit, namely 2, 2, 0, 3, 0 and 3, then find 
the double coset to which NM1M2M Ntotitotfa, NtotitohhiNhhtohioi NMi*oM3 
and Ntoftotif belong. However,
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#*oi2  = #*oi2  G [0102] (By Lemma-10).
#*oi *02  — #*oi  G [010].
#*oi2  = #*oi2  E [0120] (By Lemma-11).
#*oi2  = #*ol2  € [012] (By Lemma-12).
#*oi23  = #*oi23  G #*oi23#  (New double coset denote by [01023]). 
#£o*io23  — #*oi23  G [0123] (By Lemma-13).
Consider double coset [0120]
yy(0120) _ yy0120 & >
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [0120] are at most 
ijv)oi2ojj=T = = 120. Each single coset has only one name.
=> T = S5.
Now, conjugating 0120 with elements of transversal of N't0120), we obtain the 120 single 









The orbits of #<0120> on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {0}, {!}, {2}, 
{3} and {4}. Now, take one representative from each orbit, and find the double cosets to 
which #*01  *20,  #*0l2>  #*0l2>  #*0l23>  #*0l24,  #*0l2>  
#*oi2,  #*oi  *20,  #*oi23,  #*oi24  belong. However,
#*oi2  = #*oi2  G [0102] (By Lemma-14).
#*01  *2 *oi  — #*oi2  #*oi *201#  (New double coset denote by [01201]).
#*oi2  = #*oi2  G [0120] (By Lemma-15).
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Ntotititota = Ntot^toh G Nto^i^o^iN (New double coset denote by [01203]).
NtotTfatoti = Ntotfatoti G Ntotit2^oi4-N (New double coset denote by [01204]).
Ntotit2toto = Ntotit2 G [012].
Ntotit2toti = Ntoti^ioii G [01203] (By Lemma-16).
Ntotit2tQt2 — Ntoiit2io^2 € [0120] (By Lemma-17).
Ntotit2io^3 = Ntoti^to^ € Ntotit2^o^3-N (New double coset denote by [01203]).
Ntotit2^4 = Ntotit2tot4 G [01203] (By Lemma-18).
Consider the double coset [0121]
Claim: 0121 - 3212
Proof. By our relation-I, (2,3,4) (2,3,4)10 = 01 conjugating with element of N, we obtain 
the following relations:
• ((2,3,4)(2S 3,4)l0)^1,2,3’4’0hh2,3,4>0)} — ^□1)<(1j2.3,4,0)(I,2,3,4,0)}
=>(3,4,0) (3,4,0)21 = 12
• ((2, 3, 4)(2, 3, 4)10){(1=2,4)0)(2,4,0,i)(3,3)} = (qi^{(1,7,4i0)(2,4i0,1)(3)3)}
=> (0,4,3) (0,4,3)21 = 12
From the relations above, we have
0121 = 01221 = 012(3,0,4) (3,0,4)12 = (3,0,4) (3,0,4)41212
= (3,0,4)(3,0,4)4(0,4,3) (0,4,3)2112 = (3,4,0)(3,4,0)32112 = (3,4,0) (3,4,0)3212. □
Since, N^0121) > N0121 =< e >, and
JV(totit2ti)<(1’2)(3,o)(I’5)(3’6)} =Nt3t2ttt2 => (1,2)(3,0)(1,2)(3,0) G N<°121).
=> Ar(0121) =< (1,2)(3,0)(I, 2)(3,0) >= {e, (1,2)(3,0)(1,2)(3,0)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [0121] are at most
= 60. Each single coset has two different names.
By conjugating (0121 — 3212) with the elements of transversal of N^0121\ we obtain the 
following sixty single cosets of double coset [0121]:
0121 ~ 3212,1232 - 4323,2343 - 0434,3404 - 1040,1242 - 0424,4010 - 2101,
2404 - 3040,2434 - 1343,2303 - 1030,4030 - 1303,0131 - 4313,3010 - 4010,
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4303 - 2030,3414 - 2141,0313 - 2131,2010 - 3101,0141 - 2414,1202 - 3020,
4121 - 0212,0414 - 3141,4020 - 3202, 3121 - 4212,1020 - 4202,1424 - 3242,
2313 - 4131,1323 - 0232,0242 - 3424,4232 - 0323,1434 - 0343,1404 - 2040,
0121 - 4212,1242 - 3424,1232 - 0323,2434 - 0343,2303 - 4030,2343 - 1434,
4303 - 1030,3040 - 1404,3414 - 0141,2404 - 3040,3010 - 2101,0414 - 2141,
4101 - 2010,4020 - 1202,4010 - 3101,2404 - 1040,4121 - 3212,1020 - 3202,
0232 - 3121,0131 - 2313,2131 - 4313,0232 - 4323,1323 - 4232,0313 - 4131,
3020 - 4202,3242 - 0424,1343 - 0434,2414 - 3141,1424 - 0242,1303 - 2030.
The orbits of tv<0121> on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {4}, {4}, {1,2}, {3,0}, {1,2} and 
{3,0}. Now, take one representative from each orbit and find the double coset, namely 
4,4,1,0, 1 and 0, then find the double cosets to which
TVtotit2tito, Ntotitstiti and Ntot/zhto belong. However,
Ntotit2tJ4 — G Ntotit2tit4N (New double coset denote by [01214]).
NtotJztiU = Ntotitzt/ G [01204] (By Lemma-19).
= Ntotitzti G [012] (By Lemma-20).
Ntotitztito = NtotJitito G [01214] (By Lemma-21).
M0iit2tit”i = ATtotite G [012].
Ntot/2tiio ~ Ntotitzt-iio G [01203] (By Lemma-22).
Consider the double coset [0123]
yy(0123) _ jy0123 =< e >
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [0123] are at most
= 120. Each single coset has only one name.
^T = S5.
Now, conjugating (0123) with elements of transversal of jV(0123), we obtain the 120 single 










The orbits of M0123> on {0,1,2,3,4,6,1,2,3,4} are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {0}, {!}, {2}, 
{3} and {4}. Now, take one representative from each orbit and find the double coset to 
which #*0123)  #*0l23)  #*0l23)  #*0l23>  #*0l234)  #*01  *230)  
#*oi23)  #*oi23)  #*oi23>  #*oi234  belong. However,
#*oi23  = #*oi23  G [0120] (By Lemma-23).
#*oi23  = #*oi23  G [01204] (By Lemma-24).
#£o*i23  = #*oi *23  G [01203] (By Lemma-25).
#*0l23  = #*ol23  G [0123].
#*oi *234  = #*oi234  G [012] (By Lemma-26).
#*0i23o  = #*oi23  G [01203] (By Lemma-27).
#*012  *31  = #*oi *231  G [01203] (By Lemma-28).
#*oi *23  = #*oi23  G [0123] (By Lemma-29).
#*0l23  = #*012  G [012].
#*oi234  = #*oi234  G [0123] (By Lemma-30),
Consider the double coset [0123]
Claim: 0123 ~ 0341
Proof. By our relation-I, (2,3,4)(2,3,4)10 = 61 conjugating with element of #, we obtain 
the following relations:
• ((2,3,4) (2,3,4) lO)^1’2,3’4,0)^’2,3’4,0)} = (01)<(1>2,3,4,0)(i,2,3,41o)}
=> (3,4,0)(3,4,6)21 = 12
• ((2,3,4) (2,3,4) Io)«1’3»4’5X2,2)(3,3,o>I)} = (o1){(i,3,4,o)(2,2)(3,41o,i)}
=*  (2,4,0) (2,4,0)31 = 13
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• ((2,3,4) (2,3,4)IO)«1’3>(4’o)(I’S)(3’e)} = (oi){(i13)(4,o)(i,3)(4Jo)}
=> (2,1,0) (2,1,0)34 = 43
• ((2,3,4) (2,3,4)io)X1-6’3’2X2’x’°’3X4’4^ = (01)<(1-6>3>2)(2,i,0,3)(4,4)}
=> (1,2,4)(1,2,4)03 = 30
From the relations above, we have
0123 = 01123 = 01(3,4,0) (3,4,0)213 = (3,4,0)(3,4,0)31213
= (3,4,0) (3,4,0)312(2,4,0) (2,4,0)31 = (3,0)(4,2)(3,0)(4,2)31431
= (3,0)(4,2) (3,0)(4,2)31(2,1,0)(2,1,0)341 = (3,2,4,1,0) (3,2,4,1,0)30341
= (3,2,4,1,0) (3,2,4,1,0) (1,2,4) (1,2,4)03341 = (3,4,2,1,0) (3,4,2,1,0)0341. □
Since, M0123) > N0123 =< e >, and
W(MiM3)(<1,3)(2'4)(I,5)(5,4)} = W3M1 =k (1,3)(2,4)(1,3)(2,3) e 2V<OI23>.
=> N<0123> =< (1,3)(2,4)(1,3)(2,4) >= {e, (l,3)(2,4)(i,3)(2,4)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in double coset [0123] are at most
— 51 _ 120
”2 — 2 = 60. Each single coset has two different names.
By conjugating (0123 ~ 0341) with the elements of transversal of N^012^, we obtain the 
sixty single cosets of double coset [0123]:
0123 - 0341,1234 - 1402,2340 - 2013,3401 - 3124,1240 - 1032,4012 - 4230, 
2403 - 2314,2431 - 2104,2301 - 2143,4120 - 4031,4310 - 4023,3014 - 3420, 
4302 - 4213,3042 - 3210,3412 - 3202,0243 - 0312,3241 - 3102,0142 - 0231, 
3021 - 3140,0134 - 0421,0413 - 0324,4103 - 4321,1430 ~ 1024,1423 - 1304, 
0214 - 0432,1342 - 1203,4132 - 4201,2130 ~ 2041,2034 - 2410,1320 - 1043, 
0124 ~ 0431,1243 - 1302,1230 - 1042,2430 - 2014,2304 - 2413,2341 - 2103, 
4123 - 4301,3041 - 3120,3410 - 3024,3402 - 32l4,3012 - 3240,0234 - 0412, 
4102 - 4231,4021 - 4130,4013 - 4320,2401 - 2134,1340 - 1023,0213 - 0342, 
0132 ~ 0241,4032 - 4210,4312 - 4203,1324 - 1403,0143 - 0321,0314 - 0423, 
3104 - 3421,1432 - 1204,3142 - 3201,1420 - 1034,2140 - 2031,23l0 - 2043.
The orbits of M0123> on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {O},{O},{1,3},{2,4},{1,3} and 
{2,4}. Now, take one representative from each orbit namely 0,0,3,4, 3 and 4, then find
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the double cosets to which AVoti^^o, Ntotit2tJo, Ntotit2t3t^, NtotJ2t3t4
and NtotJitsti belong. However,
Ntotit2t3tQ = [0123] (By Lemma-31).
NtotititJo = Ntoii^Sio £ NtotJJ^toN (New double coset denote by [01230]).
Ntoiit2^3^3 = NtotJi G [012].
NtotJitJi = NtotJi G [0123].
NtotJ2t3t4 = Ntotjfati G [012] (By Lemma-32).
Ntgti^sii = NtotJ2t3t4 G [0123] (By Lemma-33).
Consider the double coset [0120]
Claim: 0120 — 0320
Proof. By our relation-I, (2,3,4) (2,3,4)10 = 01 conjugating with element of N, we obtain 
the following relations:
• ((2,3,4) (2, M)iO){(1>0’2hL°>2)} = (oi)<(i.°.2)W)}
(1,3,4)(1,3,4)02 = 20
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)IO)^1,0’3’2^2,1,0’3^4,4^ = (Ol)«h0>3-2)(2,i,o,3)(4,4)}
=> (1,2,4)(l,2,4)03 = 30
From the relations above, we have
0120 = 01200 = 01(1,3,4) (1,3,4)020 = (1,3,4) (1,3,4)03020
= (1,3,4) (1,3,4)0(1,2,4) (1,2,4)0320 = (1,3)(4,2) (T, 3) (4,2)0320. □
Since, AT* 0120’ > AT0120 =< e >, and
AT^otit^to)** 1’3’*2’2’*3’1’*4'*̂ 0’0” = 0320 => (1,3)(2,2)(3, l)(4,4)(0,0) e AT* 0120’
=> AT* 0120’ =< (l,3)(2,2)(3,l)(4,4)(0,0) >= {e, (1,3)(2,2)(3,1)(4,3)(0,0)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [0120] are at most 
j^(oi2o)|=? = ^ = 60. Each single coset has two different namcs,
By conjugating (0120 — 0320) with the elements of transversal of A7^0120), we obtain the 
sixty single cosets of double coset [0120]:
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0120 ~ 0320,1231 ~ 1431,0420 ~ 0120,2342 ~ 2042,1241 - 1341,1031 ~ 1231, 
3403 ~ 3103,2432 ~ 2032,2302 - 2402,2142 - 2342,1041 - 1241,4014 - 4214, 
4304 - 4104,3043 - 3143,3413 - 3013,3203 - 3403,2132 - 2432,2102 - 2302, 
3013 ~ 3213,0410 ~ 0210,4104 - 4204,4034 ~ 4134,4024 - 4124,4314 ~ 4014, 
4204 - 4304,3243 ~ 3043,3213 ~ 3413,2402 - 2102,4124 ~ 4324,1021 - 1321, 
0210 ~ 0310,3103 ~ 3203,0140 - 0240,0130 - 0230,3023 - 3123,0310 - 0410, 
4034 - 4234,4324 - 4024,4214 ~ 4314,0230 - 0430,3423 - 3123,1421 - 1021, 
1321 - 1421,1201 - 1301,4134 - 4234,0140 - 0340,0430 ~ 0130,3423 - 3023, 
0320 - 0420,1341 - 1041,0240 - 0340,2032 2132,2312 - 2412,1201 - 1401,
3143 - 3243,1431 - 1031,1301 - 1401,2042 - 2142,2312 - 2012,2412 ~ 2012.
The orbits of M012S> on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {1,3}, {2,2}, {3,1}, {4,4} and {0,0}. 
Now, take one representative from each orbit, namely 1,2,3,4 and 0, then find the double 
cosets to which Ntot^toti, and Ntotit2toto belong.
However,
NtotAtoti = Wi Wi G [0123] (By Lemma-34).
Ntotrhioh = Ntot-iirtifa G [0120] (By Lemma-35).
Ntotit2ti)t3 = Ntotthtois G [01203] (By Lemma-36).
NtotifyiotA = Ntotit2tot4 G [01230] (By Lemma-37).
AZYoti^^o = A^ot^o^o € [012].
Consider the double coset [0123]
Claim: 0123 - 2043 - 1403
Proof. By our relation-I, (2,3,4)(2,3,4)10 = 01 conjugating with element of AT, we ob­
tained the following relations:
• ((2, 3, 4)(2, 3, 4) JO)(3,4)(4,3)(0,0)} = (01){(l>l)(2,2)(3,4)(4,3)(0,6)}
=> (2,4,3) (2,4,3) 10 = 01
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)IO)^1,3h^>°)(x^)(4,o)} = (o1){(1,3)(4,o)(I,3)(4,o)}
(2,1,0) (2,1,0)34 = 43
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((2,3,4) (2,3,4)10) {(i.3)(o,2)(i,5)(o,2)} = (qj) {(1.3)(O,2)(I,5) (5,2)}
=> (0,1,4) (0,1,4)32 = 23
• ((2, 3, 4)(2, 3, 4)10)<(1M4)(2,2)(3,0,4,I)} = (q1}{(1,3»0/I)(2,2)(3i5,4,T)}
=> (2,0,1)(2,0,1)34 = 43
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)TO)^1,2’3,0’4^’2’3,0’4^ = (oijfCL2^.4)^,^)}
=> (3,0, l)(3,0,1)24 = 42
• ((2, 3, 4) (2, 3, ajiO)^1-2^2’1^3’3^4’4^0’0^ = (01){(1’2)(2J)(3)3)(4,4)(0,0)}
=> (1,3,4)(1,3,4)20 = 02
• ((2,3,4) (2,3,4)10)<(i-3’2>(1’3’2^ = (01) f(i.3>2)(I,3,5)}
=> (1,2,4)(1,2,4)30 = 03
From the relations above, we have
1. 0123 = 01233 = 01(0,1,4)(0,1,4)323 = (0,1,4)(0,1,4)14323
= (0,1,4)(0,1,4)1(2,0,1) (2,0,1)3423 = (0,2) (4,1) (0,2) (4,1)23423
= (0,2) (4,1) (0,2)(4,1)23(3,0,1) (3,0,1)243 = (0,2,1,4,3)(0,2,1,4,3)20243
= (0,2,1,4,3)(0,2,1,4,3)2(1,3,4) (1,3,4)2043 = (0,2,3) (0,2,3)22043 
= (0,2,3) (0,2,3)2043.
2. 0123 = 00123 = 0(2,3,4)(2,3,4)1023 = (2,3,4)(2,3,4)01023
= (2,3,4) (2,3,4)01(1,3,4) (1,3,4)203 = (2,4)(3,1) (2,4) (3,1)03203
= (2,4) (3,1) (2,4) (3,1)032033 = (2,4)(3,1)(2,4)(3,1)032(1,2,4)(1,2,4)303
= (2,1,3) (2,1,3)034303 = (2,1,3) (2,1,3)0(2,1,3) (2,0,1)43303
= (1,3,0)(l, 3,0)1403.
Since, AX0123) > #0123 =< e and
Woti^3){(1’0’2’4)(3’3)C4,I’O^} =2043 => (1,0,2,4)(3,3)(4,1,0,2) G M0123) 
Woii^i3){(1’4’2’0)(4,5)(4j’O’I)} = 1403 => (l,4,2,0)(4,2)(4,l,0,i) G Aft0123)
=*■  ^(0153) =< (lj0j 2>2)(3!g)(4|I(0) 2)> (1|3| 2)g)(4)2)(4)Oi J) >
= {e, (1,0,2,4)(3,3)(4,1,0,2), (1,4,2,0)(3,3)(4,2,0,1), (1,2)(4,0)(l, 2)(4,0)}.
□
Now, take Ntot^h conjugates with elements of AMo123\ we obtain the following relations:
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0123 - 4213 - 2043 - 1403
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [0123] are at most
jjv(oik)~i~T = ~p = 30. Each single coset has four different names.
By conjugating 0123 — 4213 — 2043 — 1403 with the elements of transversal of A^0123), 










































































































27. 0413 - 2143 - 1023 - 4203
28. 4023 - 1203 - 2013 - 0143
29. 3204 - 1024 - 0314 - 2134
30. 1204 - 3024 - 0134 - 2314
The orbits of jV<0123) on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {3,3}, {1,2,4,0} and {4,0,1,2}. 
Now, take one representative from each orbit, namely 3,1 and I, then find the double 
coset to which Ntotit2t3ti and Ntotitztst-L belong. However,
= Ntot)t2 G [012].
TVtotit2^3ii = Ntotititzti G [0123] (By Lemma-38).
Ntst/it/ = Ntotii/ti G [01203] (By Lemma-39).
Consider the double coset [0123]
Claim: 0123 — 4132
Proof. By our relation-I, (2,3,4) (2,3,4)10 = 01 conjugating with element of N, we obtain 
the following relations:
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)l0)hL3)(o,2)(i,3)(o,2)} = (01j{(i,3)(O,2)(I,3)(O,2)}
=» (0,1,4) (0,1,4)32 = 23
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)IO)^1>4.2,0)(3,3)(4,2,o,i)} = (g1){(i,2,2,0)(3,3)(4,2,0,I)}
=>(0,3,2)(0,3,2)41 = 14
From the relations above, we have
0123 = Of (0,1,4) (0,1,4)32 = (0,1,4) (0,1,4)1432 = (0,1,4)(0,1,4) (0; 3,2)(0,3,2)4132 
= (0,1,4,3,2) (0,1,4,3,2)4132. □
Since, N<oT23> > W°153 =< e >, and
W(totit2t3){(2’3)(4’o)(5'3,(J10)1 = 4132 =*•  (2,3) (4,0) (2,3) (4,0) e AT<oI53> 
=,^(0153) =< (2,3)(4,0)(2,3)(4,0) >= {e,(2,3)(4,0)(2,3)(4,0)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [0123] are at most 
|jy{oiL)|=y = = 60. Each single coset has two different names.
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By conjugating (0123 — 4132) with the elements of transversal of #(°123\ we obtain the 
following sixty single cosets of double coset [0123]:
0123 - 4132,1234 - 0243,0124 ~ 3142,2340 - 1304,1243 - 0234,1230 - 4203,
3421 - 2410,2430 - 1403,2304 - 1340,2341 - 0314,1240 ~ 3204,4012 - 3021,
4301 ~ 2316,3041 - 2014,2401 - 3416,2403 - 1430,3402 - 1420,2431 ~ 0413,
2301 - 4310,3012 - 4021,0412 - 3421,4102 - 3120,4031 - 2013,3014 - 2041,
4013 - 2031,4302 - 1320, 3042 - 1024, 3412 - 0421,6132 - 4123,1023 - 4032, .
0312 - 4321,0213 - 4231,4120 - 3102,0l42 - 3124,4103 ~ 2130,4623 - 1032,
4312 - 0321,0143 ~ 2134,1423 - 0432,1324 ~ 0342,3241 - 0214,0231 - 4230,
1203 ~ 4230,3104 - 2140,0134 - 2143,3024 - 1042,1432 - 0423,3240 - 1204,
2034 - 1043,1342 - 0324,6241 - 3214,23l4 - 0341,3201 ~ 4210,4130 - 2103,
2043 ~ 1034,3140 - 2104,1302 - 4320,3420 - 1402,2413 - 0431,4201 - 3210.
The orbits of #(°* 53) on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {1}, {!}, {2,3}, {2,3},{4,0} and 
{4,6}. Now, take one representative from each orbit, namely 1, 1, 3, 3, 0 and 6, and find 
the double coset to which #£o*i*231 j #*oi23,  #*oi23,  #*oi23 5 #*oi23  
and #*oi  *230  belong. However,
#*oi *231  = #*oi23  G [01230] (By Lemma-40).
#*oi *231  = #*oi23  G [0123] (By Lemma-41).
#*0l23  = #*oi23  G [0123].
#*0l23  = #*012  G [012].
#*oi23  = #*oi *230  G [01023] (By Lemma-42).
#£o*i *230  = #*oi *230  G [0102] (By Lemma-43).
Consider the double coset [0123]
Claim: 0l23 - 1032
Proof. By our relation-I, (2,3,4) (2,3,4)10 = 61 conjugating with element of #, we obtain 
the following relations:
• ((2, 3,4)(2,3,4)IO)^1,4^2’2)f3,4^4’3^0,0^ = (□1j{(1J)(2,2)(3,4)(4,3)(0,o)}
=> (2,4, 3)(2,4,3)10 = 01
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• ((2, 3, 4) (2, 3, ^lOjtf1’510’2^2’1’3’0^4-4^ = (01)<(1-3,0,2)(2,i,3,0)(4,4)}
=> (1,0,4) (1,0,4)32 = 23
• ((2, 3, 4)(2, 3, 3)l0)«1’5.M(2,2)(3,0,4j)} = ^1){(l,3,0,4)(2,2)(3,6,4,l)}
=> (2,0,1) (2,0,1)34 = 43
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)_ ^Q|j{(i,2,3,o,4)(i>2,3,o,3)}
=>(3,0,1)(3,0,1)24 = 42
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)IO){C1’°’4hi’0’4)> = (oi)«W)(W)}
=> (2,3, 1) (2,3,1)04 = 40
• ((2,3,4) (2,3,4)l0)<(1>3,2)(i,3,2)} =
=> (1,2,4)(1,2,4)30 = 03
From the relations above, we have
0123 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3) 1023 = (2,4,3)(2,4,3)10223
= (2,4,3) (2,4,3)102(1,0,4) (1,0,4)32 = (2,1,0,4,3) (2,1,0,4,3)04232
= (2,1,0,4,3) (2,1,0,4,3)0(3,0,1) (3,0,1)2432 = (2,3) (0,4) (2,3) (0,4) 12432
= (2,3)(0,4) (2,3)(0,4)124332 = (2,3) (0,4) (2,3) (0,4)12(2,0,1) (2,0,1)3432
= (2,3,0,4,1) (2,3,0,4,1)203432 = (2,3,0,4,1) (2,3,0,4,1)2(1,2,4) (1,2,4)30432
= (2,3,0,1,4) (2,3,0,1,4)430432 = (2,3,0,1,4) (2,3,0,1,4) (2,0,1) (2,0,1)340432
= (2,3,1,4, 0)(2,3,1,4,0)340432 = (2,3,1,4, 0)(2,3,1,4,0)3(2,3,1)(2,3,1)04432
= (2,1,4,0,3) (2,1,4,0,3)1032. □
Since, Ad0*23) > N°153 =< e >, and
N(t0<ii2i3){(1’0,C2’3)(I,S)C5’S)} = 1032 => (1,0)(2,3) (I,0)(2,3) G N<°123)
=> JV(OI55) =< (1,0)(2,3)(1,0)(2,3) >= {e, (1,0)(2,3)(1,0)(2,3)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [0123] are at most 
l^(oiL)[,=y = ^ = 60. Each single coset has two different names.
By conjugating (0123 — 1032) with the elements of transversal of A^0123), we obtain the
following sixty single cosets of double coset [0123]:
0123 - 1032,1234 - 2143,2340 - 3204,3401 - 4310,1240 - 2l04,4012 - 0421,
2403 - 4230,2431 - 4213,2301 - 3210,4031 - 0413,3014 - 0341,4302 - 3420,
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3042 - 0324,3412 - 4321,3021 - 0312,1320 - 3102,0l42 - 1024,4120 - 1402, 
1430 - 4103,4023 - 0432,3124 - 1342,1423 - 4132,0214 - 2041,1203 - 2130, 
0231 - 2013,0134 - 1043,0243 - 2034,3241 ~ 2314,1304 - 3140,2410 - 4201, 
0124 - 1042,1243 - 2134,1230 - 2103,2430 - 4203,2304 - 3240,2341 - 3214, 
4301 - 3410,3041 - 0314,3402 - 4320,3012 - 0321,4021 - 0412,4132 - 1420, 
4013 - 0413,2401 - 4210,4123 - 1432,0132 - 1023,0213 - 2031,4032 - 0423, 
4312 ~ 3421,0234 - 2043,1324 ~ 3142,3120 - 1302,1340 - 3104,0143 - 1034, 
1204 - 2140,0241 ~ 2014,4231 - 2413,4130 - 1403,2310 - 3201,3024 - 0342.
The orbits of Moi23) on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {4}, {4}, {2,3}, {2,3},{1,0} and 
{1,0}. Now, take one representative from each orbit, namely 4, 4, 3, 3, 0 and 0, then find 
the double cosets to which Nt of iff st 4, NtotJ^tst^, Ntofftzf, NtotJ^ft^, Ntotihfto 
and Ntotitztsto belong. However,
Ntoffft^ = G NtofftztiN (New double coset denoted by [01234]).
Ntotit2t3t4 = Ntoft^tzf G [0123] (By Lemma-44).
— Ntotit2 G [012].
jVMiM3£3 = Ntotit&ts G [0123].
NY0M2M0 = Ntofffyto G [01210] (By Lemma-45).
NioMaMo = Ntotiftsto G [01023] (By Lemma-46).
Consider the double coset [01023]
^(01023) _ ^01023 _< e >
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [01023] are at most 
= 120. Each single coset has only one name.
=>. T = S5.
Now, conjugating (01023) with elements of transversal of Ari01023\ we obtain the 120 












The orbits of M01023) on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {0}, {I}, 
{2}, {3} and {4}. Now, take one representative from each orbit and find the double 
cosets to which N’t0tit0t2i3^i) 7Vtotitot2^3^2> MtctJot2t3t3, Atyjtifo*234>
Ntotitot2t3to, Ntot1tot2t3h, belong. However,
■7VtoMo£2^o = Ntotittfaizto C [01230](By Lemma-47).
NtQtitot2t3ti = NtQtitffatsti 6 [01023] (By Lemma-48).
Ntotitot2t3t2 = Mtotytot2^312 G Ntotitot2t3t2N (New double coset denote by [010232]).
NtotitQt2t3t3 = NtQtitot2t3 G [0123] (By Lemma-49).
Ntotitf&fati — Motito^2^3<4 € [0l23] (By Lemma-50).
Ntotitotfaio = Ntotitot2t3to G [01203] (By Lemma-51). 
ATtotitoi2i3^1 = Mtotitot2t3ti G [01201] (By Lemma-52). 
NtotitsfatA — MtotitQt2t3i2 G [01023] (By Lemma-53).
NtGt-LtQt2t3t3 = Ntotitot2 G [0102].
JVtotitoi2t3^4 = Artotito^2t3i4 G [01214] (By Lemma-54),
Consider the double coset [01201]
Claim: 01201 —- 04204
Proof. By our relation-I, (2,3,4) (2,3,4)10 = 01 conjugating with element of N, we obtain 
the following relations:
• ((2, 3, 4)(2, 3, 4)1O)<(1>I)(2»2)(3.5)(4,3)(O,0)> = (94) {(1,1) (2,2) (3,4) (4,3) (0,0)}
=> (2,4,3) (2,4,3)10 = 01
• ((2,3,4) (2,3,4)l0)X(2’o’4h2«6>3)} = (01) {(2,o,4)(2,o,4)}
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=> (2,0,3)(2,0,3)14 = 41
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)IO)^1,0’4,2^2’4,0,4^3’3^ = (01){(1’5>4-2)(2X0,4)(3,3)}
=> (2,1,3) (2,1,3)04 = 40
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)IO)^1,4^2,2^3’3^4’0^0,4^ = (01)«1’IX2,2)(3,5X4,0)(0t3)}
=> (2,3,0)(2,3,0)14 = 41
• ((2,3,4) (2,3,4)T0)^1,3^410^1,3^4,6^ = (o1){d,3)(4,o)(i,3)(4,0)}
=> (2,1,0)(2,1,6)34 = 43
• ((2,3,4) (2,3,4)l0)<(1‘°’4)(I’5’*»  = (Ol)^1’0’4)^-5’4)}
=> (2,3,1)(2,3,1)04 = 40
And, by our relation-II, (0,3,1,4,2)(0,3,1,4,2)2104 = 0123 conjugating with element of
TV, we obtain the following relations:
• ((0,3,1,4,2) (6,3,1,4,2)2104)<(1’4X3«°)(M)(3,0)} = (0123) ^f1-4^310^1'4^3-6^
=> (3,0,4,1,2) (3,0,4,1,2)2431 = 3420
• ((0,3,1,4,2)(0,3,1,4,2)2104)<(1’4’2)(1’4’2)) = (Ol^)^1’4’2^1’4’2^
=> (0,3,4,2,1)(0,3,4,2,1)1402 = 0413
From the relations above, we have
01201 = 012011 = 012(2,4,3)(2,4,3)101 = (2,4,3)(2,4,3)01410l
= (2,4,3) (2,4,3)0144101 = (2,4,3)(2,4,3)014(2,0,3)(2,0,3)1401
= (2,4)(3,0)(2,4)(3,0)3141421 = (2,4)(3,0)(2,4)(3,0)3141(2,1,3) (2,1,3)041
= (2,4,1,3,0)(2,4,1,3,0)2343041 = (2,4,1,3,0)(2,4,1,3,0)23430441
= (2,4,1,3,0) (2,3,1,3,0)234304(2,3,0) (2,3,0)14 = (2,4,1,0,3) (2,4,1,0,3)30402414
= (2,4,1,0,3) (2,4,1,0,3)3(1,2,3) (1,2,3)4002414 = (2,4,3,1,0) (2,4,3,1,0)1422414
= (2,4,3,1,0) (2,4,3,1,0) (0,1,2,4,3) (0,1,2,4,3)0413414
= (2,3)(4,0)(2,3)(4,0)0413414 = (2,3)(4,0)(2,3)(4,0)04413414
= (2,3)(4,0)(2,3)(4,0)04(2,3,0)(2,3,0)143414 = (2,0,4)(2,0,4)24143414
= (2,0,4) (2,0,4)2414(2,0,1) (2,0,1)4314 = (2,1)(4,0)(2,1) (4,0)04242314
= (2,1)(4,0)(2,1) (4,0)0424314 = (2,1)(4,0)(2,1) (4,0)(2,1,3)(2,1,3)4024314
= (2,3)(4,0)(2,3)(4,0)4024314 = (2,3) (4,0)(2,3)(4,0)40(3,2,1,4,0) (3,2,1,4,0)34204
= (1,4,3)(1,4,3)0334204 = (1,4,3)(1,4,3)04204. □
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Since, Art01201) > A01201 =< e >, and
N(totit2ioii){(1’4)(2,2)(3’5)(4’I)CO’0)} = 04204 => (1,4)(2,2)(3,3)(4, l)(0,0) G Art01201) 
^^(01201) =< (i)4)(2,2)(3,3)(4,I)(0,0) >= {e, (1,4)(2,2)(3,3)(4, l)(0,0)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [01201] are at most
= 60. Each single coset has two different names.
By conjugating (01201 — 04204) with the elements of transversal of A^01201), we obtain 
the sixty single cosets of double coset [01201]:
01201 - 04204,12312 - 10310,03203 - 01201,23423 - 2142T, 10410 - 12412,
14314 - 12312,34034 - 32032,21321 - 24324,21021 - 23023,20420 - 23423,
12412 - 13413,40140 - 43143,42042 - 43043,32432 - 30430,32132 - 34134,
24024 - 21021,31031 - 34034,24324 - 20320,23023 - 24024,34134 - 30130,
03103 - 04104,43043 - 41041,40340 - 42342,43243 - 40240,43143 - 42142,
30130 - 32132,42142 - 40140,30430 - 31431,40240 - 41241,14214 - 10210,
04104 - 02102,01401 - 03403,04304 - 01301,30230 - 34234,04204 - 03203, 
41241 - 43243,41041 - 42042,41341 - 40340,01301 - 02302,31231 - 30230, 
20320 - 21321,10210 - 13213,02102 - 03103,12012 - 14014,10310 - 14314, 
02302 - 04304,34234 - 31231,32032 - 31031,02402 - 01401,42342 - 41341, 
31431 - 32432,21421 - 20420,13213 - 14214,23123 - 20120,13013 - 12012, 
13413 - 10410,03403 - 02402,20120 - 24124,24124 - 23123,14014 - 13013.
The orbits of A^01201) on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {1,4}, {2,2}, {3,3}, {4,1} and 
{0,6}. Now, take one representative from each orbit, namely 1, 2, 3, 1 and 0, then find 
the double cosets to which NtotJitQtJz, NtoM^2^i^3> AVotifyWifi and
NtotJitotJo belong. However,
Ntotititotiti — NtotJitoti G [01201].
Ntotit2totj2 = NtQtJ2iQtj2 G [01201] (By Lemma-55).
Ntotit2ioiii3 = ATto^ii2io<i^3 G [01201] (By Lemma-56).
Ntotit2totJi = NtotJito G [0120]
NtotJ2totito = Ntotit2totJo G [01023] (By Lemma-57).
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Consider the double coset [01204]
Claim: 01204 — 42140
Proof. By our relation-I, (2,3,4) (2,3,4)10 = 01 conjugating with element of TV, we obtain 
the following relations:
• ((2, 3, 4)(2, 3, 4)10)<(1’2)(2j)(3I3)(414)(0,0)} = (01){(1,2)(2,1)(3,3)(4,4)(0,0)}
=> (1,3,4)(l,3,4)20 = 02
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)l0)«1’3,0,4)(2,2)(3,0,4,I)} = (Q1^(l,3,0,4)(2,2)(3,0,4,i)}
=> (2,0,1)(2,0,1)34 = 43
• ((2,3,4) (2,3,4)T0)«1>°’4XIA3)} = (Qi){(i,o,4)(i,o,3)}
=> (2,3,1) (2,3,1)04 = 40
• ((2,3,4) (2,3,4)10) {(WXW)} = (g^{(2,o,4)(2,o,4)}
=> (0,3,2) (0,3,2)14 = 41
• ((2,3)4)(2,3,4)10)<(1’3,4,0)(2,2)(3,4,0j)} = (oi){(i,5,4,0)(2,2)(3,3,o,I)}
=>(2,4,0)(2,4,0)31 = 13
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)10){t1-4,0,2)(2,I,410)(3I3)} = (01){(l,4,O,2)(2,i,41O)(3,3)}
=> (1,3,0) (1,3,0)42 = 24
From the relations above, we have
01204 = 012004 = 0120(2,1,3)(2,1,3)40 = (2,1,3) (2,1,3)031040
= (2,1,3) (2,1,3)0310440 = (2,1,3) (2,1,3)031(2,1,3) (2,1,3)4040
= (2,3,1) (2,3,1)0234040 = (2,3,1)(2,3,1)02(2,0,1) (2,1,0)43040
= (2,3,0)(2,3,0)2143040 = (2,3,0) (2,3,0)21143040
= (2,3,0) (2,3,0)21(0,2,3) (0,2,3)413040 = (2,0,3) (2,0,3)31413040
= (2,0,3)(2,0,3)314(2,4,0)(2,4,0)31040 = (0,3,4)(0,3,4)31031040
= (0,3,4) (0,3,4)3103(2,4,3)(2,4,3)0140 = (0,2,4) (0,2,4)21020140
= (0,2,4) (0,2,4)210(1,4,3) (1,4,3)02140 = (0,2,3,1,4)(0,2,3,1,4)24002140
= (0,2,3,1,4)(0,2,3,1,4)242140 = (0,2,3,1,4) (0,2,3,1,4) (1,3,0) (1,3,0)422140
= (0,2) (1,4) (0,2) (1,4)42140. □
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Since, aM01204> > TV01204 =< e >, and
N(totiW4){tl,2)C4’O)(1’2)(4,0)} = 42140 => (1, 2)(4,0)(l, 2)(4,0) € M01204) 
=> #(01204) =< (1) 2)(4, 0)(I}2)(4) 0) >= {e, (1,2)(4,0)(1,2)(4,0)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [01204] are at most
= 60. Each single coset has two different names.
By conjugating (01204 ~ 42140) with the elements of transversal of #(°1204)j we obtain 
the following sixty single cosets of double coset [01204]:
01204 ~ 42140,12310 ~ 03201,23421 ~ 14312,34032 - 20423,12413 ~ 34231,
40143 ~ 31034,24021 - 10412,24320 ~ 03402,23024 - 40342,43142 - 21324,
30132 ~ 21023,43041 ~ 10314,30431 ~ 14013,01403 ~ 34130,03104 ~ 41340,
30234 ~ 42043,32430 - 04203,41243 - 32134,04102 - 21420,20124 ~ 41042,
12014 ~ 40241,31230 ~ 02103,32031 ~ 10213,14210 ~ 02401,02304 ~ 43240,
01302 ~ 23120,13214 ~ 42341,20321 ~ 13012,13410 ~ 04301, 24123 ~ 31432,
01203 - 32130,12410 - 04201,12314 ~ 43241,24321 ~ 13412, 23021 - 10312,
23420 - 04302,43042 - 20324,24023 ~ 30432,34132 ~ 21423,34031 ~ 10413, 
30134 ~ 41043,04103 - 31430,40243 ~ 32034,40142 - 21024,41240 - 02104,
10214 ~ 42041,01304 - 43140,40341 ~ 13014,13210 - 02301, 21320 ~ 03102,
42340 - 03204,31234 - 42143,20123 - 31032,01402 ~ 24120,12013 - 30231,
32431 ~ 14213,14310 ~ 03401,02403 - 34230,23124 ~ 41342, 20421 ~ 14012.
The orbits of #(°1204) on {0,1,2, 3,4, 0,1,2, 3,4} are {3}, {3}, {1,2}, {1,2},{4,0} and 
{4,0}. Now, take one representative from each orbit, namely 3, 3, 1, I, 4 and 4, then 
find the double cosets to which 2Vto<i^0^3j NtotV^t oUti, Ntotitztottti,
Ntot^totV^ and Ntot^totV^ belong. However,
NtotVztotVs = NtQtV2tot4h G [0121] (By Lemma-58).
NtotitztotVs = NtotV2tot4t3 E [01210] (By Lemma-59).
NtQtifatotjti = G [0123] (By Lemma-60).
NtotV^tWi = Ntotit2tot4ti E [01203] (By Lemma-61).
Ntotlt2tf)t4t4 = NtQtV2tot4 E [01204].
= NtotiVVo G [0120].
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Consider the double coset [01203]
jy(01203) _ ^01203 -< e >
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [01203] are at most 
|AT| _5! _ 120
1(01203) 1 ” 1 = 120. Each single coset has only one name.
=> T = S5.
Now, conjugating (01203) with elements of transversal of Ari01203\ we obtain the 120 











The orbits of jV<01203) on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {0}, {I}, 
{2}, {3} and {4}. Now, take one representative from each orbit, and find the double 
cosets to which Ntot&tofto,
NtQtihtofio, NtQtit2tot3ti, Ntotit&toff and NM1M0M4 belong. How­
ever,
NM1M0M0 = G [0123] (By Lemma-62).
NM1M2M1 = NM1M0M1 G [01203] (By Lemma-63) 
Ntot-M&ftz = NtQtit2tQt3t2 G [0123] (By Lemma-64). 
Ntotit(jt2t3t3 = Ntoftzto G [0120].
Ntotitot2t3t4 — NtQtit2tot3t4 G [0120] (By Lemma-65). 
NtotitQt2t3to = Ntotit2tot3to G [0120] (By Lemma-66).
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Ntotitotztsti = Ntotitztotati G [01203] (By Lemma-67).
Nto U M2 ^2 = Motit2M3t2 G [0123] (By Lemma-68).
NM1M2M3 = Ntotlt2tot3 £ [01203].
NM1M2M4 = W1W3& € [01204] (By Lemma-69).
Consider the double coset [01214]
Claim: 01214 — 32124
Proof. By our relation-I, (2,3,4) (2,3,4)10 — 01 conjugating with element of N, we obtain 
the following relations:
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)10){(1’2>3»4>o)(i>2,3,4,o)} _ ^q2){(i>2|3,4,o)(i,2,3,4,o)}
=>(3,4,0) (3,4,0)21 = 12
• ((2, 3, 4) (2, 3, 4)10)<(1’i)(2,0)(3,3)(4,4)(0,2)} = ^i){(l,I)(2,0)(3,3)(4,4)(0,2)}
=>(0,3,4)(0,3,4)12 = 21
From the relations above, we have
01214 = 012214 = 012(3,0,4) (3,0,4)124 = (3,0,4) (3,0,4)412124
= (3,0,4) (3,0,4)4(0,4,3) (0,4,3)21124 = (3,4,0) (3,4,0)32124. □
Since, M01214) > N01214 =< e >, and
N(totit2<it4){(1’2h3>°)Ci’2)(3’0)} = 32124 => (1,2)(3,0)(l,2)(3,0) G M01214) 
=> JVC01214) =< (1,2)(3,0)(l, 2)(3,0) >= {e, (1.2)(3,0)(l, 2)(3,0)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [01214] are at most
= ^ = 60. Each single coset has two different names.
By conjugating (01214 — 32124) with the elements of transversal of N<01214), we obtain 
the sixty single cosets of double coset [01214]:
01214 - 32124,12320 - 43230,23431 - 04341,34042 - 10402,12423 ~ 04243,
40103 - 21013,24041 - 30401,24340 - 13430,23034 - 10304,40302 - 13032,
01312 - 43132,30102 - 41012,43031 - 20301,34140 - 21410,03134 - 21314,
20104 - 31014,01413 - 24143,12024 - 30204,41213 - 02123,04142 - 31412,
40201 - 32021,31210 - 42120,10203 - 42023,14240 - 32420,23130 - 41310,
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13234 - 02324,02421 - 
61213 — 42123,12420 — 
23430- 14346,43032-
30104 - 21014,04143 -
24043 - 10403,41210- 
21310 - 43130,02321 -
32421 -04241,13432-
34241,42321 - 03231,14342
34240,12324 - 03234,24341 
10302,30432 - 14042,34142 
21413,41613 - 20103,40203 
32120,10204 - 32024,02124 
43231,13230 - 42320,03132 
04342,24140 - 31416,14243
- 03432,14043 - 20403,
- 03431,23031 - 40301,
- 01412,34041 - 20401,
- 12023,40102 - 31012,
- 31214,61314 - 23134,
-41312, 30261 -42021,
- 02423,20304 - 13034.
The orbits of N<01214) on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {4}, {4}, {1,2}, {1,2},{3,0} and 
{3,6}. Now, take one representative from each orbit, namely 4, 4, 1, T, 0 and 6, then 
find the double cosets to which Ntot^tit^, Ntotj2tJJ4, Ntotitati^lj NtotJititJi, 
NtotJititJo and NtotJitJJo belong. However,
= Nt0tit2tit4 £ [01214].
NtotJitJJt = Ntotitati 6 [0121].
NtotJitJJi = NtotJitJJi G [01023] (By Lemma-70).
NtotJitJJi — NtotJititJi G [0123] (By Lemma-71).
Ntotit2tit4io = Niotit2tii4to G [01203] (By Lemma-72).
NtotJitJJo = Ntotit2tit4to G [0121] (By Lemma-73).
Consider the double coset [01203]
,y(01203) = ^01203 _< g >
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [01203] are at most
= 120. Each single coset has only one name.
=> T = S$.
Now, conjugating (01203) with elements of transversal of N^01203\ we obtain the follow­












The orbits of M01203> on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {0}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {0}, {!}, 
{2}, {3} and {4}. Now, take one representative from each orbit and find the double 
cosets to which Moti^o^o, Moiitetoteh, Ntotit2tot3t3i Ntot-^tffat^
Motit2to*3fi»  Ntot^tffah, and Moti*2o3ti  belong. How­
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)lO)<(1’2’3’4-°hT’2>M-0)} =
=> (3,4,0) (3,4,0)21 = 12
• ((2, 3,4)(2,3, 4)lO)^1,3,4,0h2’2)(3,4,O,I)} = ^Q1){(l,3,4,0)(212)(3,410)i)}
ever,
Ntot^totsto = Ntotit2iot3to G [01230] (By Lemma-74).
= Ntotit2tot3ti e [0120] (By Lemma-75).
Nt(fat2tot3t2 = Ntotit2tQt3t2 € [0123] (By Lemma-76).
NtQt\t2tot3t3 = Ntotit2tot3 G [01203].
NtQtit2tot3t4 = Ntot&totzti G [0121] (By Lemma-77).
Ntotit2tot3to = NtQtit2tot3to G [01023] (By Lemma-78).
= Ntotit2tohii G [01201] (By Lemma-79).
Moti<2^o^3^2 = G [01204] (By Lemma-80).
Ntotit2tot3t3 = Ntotit2to G [0120].
Ntotit2tot3t4 = G [01214] (By Lemma-81).
Consider the double coset 01230
Claim: 01230 ~ 03410
Proof. By our relation-I, (2,3,4)(2,3,4)10 = 01 conjugating with element of N, we obtain 
the following relations:
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=> (2,4,0) (2,4,0)31 = 13
• ((2,3,4) (2,3, DIO)^1’3^4’0^1’3)^6^ =
(2,1,0)(2,1,6)34 = 43
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)10)^1,3’3,2^2’4’0’3)(4,4)^ = (01)<(W.WA3)(M)}
=> (1,2,4)(1,2,4)03 = 30
From the relations above, we have
01230 = 011230 = 01(3,4,0) (3,4,0)2130 = (3,4,0) (3,4,0)312130
= (3,4,0)(3,4,0)312(2,4,0)(2,4,0)310 = (3,0)(4,2)(3,0)(4,2)314310
= (3,0) (4,2)(3,6) (4,2)31(2,1,0) (2,1,0)3416 = (3,2,4,1,0)(3,2,4,1,6)303416
= (3,2,4,1,0)(3,2,4,1,6) (1, 2,4) (I,2,4)033410 = (3,4,2,1,0) (3,4,2,1,0)03410. □
Since, M01235> > TV01236 =< e >, and
W(totit2fit4)<(1’3)(2’4)(1’3>(3’3)} = 03410 => (1,3)(2,4)(I,3)(2,4) G jV(0123")
Afonso) =< (ii3)(2,4)(I,3)(2,4) >= [e, (1,3)(2,4)(1,3)(2,4)}.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [01230] are at most 
|AT| _5! _ 120
|jy (01230) | ~ 2 — 2 = 60. Each single coset has two different names.
By conjugating (01230 ~ 03410) with the elements of transversal of 7V(01230)J we obtain 
the sixty single cosets of double coset [01230]:
01230 - 03410,12341 ~ 14021,23402 - 20132,34013 - 31243,12401 - 10321,
40124 - 42304,24032 - 23142,24312 - 21042,23012 - 21432,41204 - 40314,
43104 - 40234,30143 - 34203,43024 - 42134,30423 - 32103,34123 ~ 32043, 
02430 - 03120,32413 ~ 31023,01420 - 02340,30213 - 31403,01340 ~ 04210, 
04130 - 03240,41034 - 43214,14301 - 10241,14231 - 13041,02140 - 04320, 
13421 ~ 12031,41324 - 42014,21302 - 204l2,20342 - 24102,13201 ~ 10431, 
12431 - 13021,61240 ~ 04310,12301 ~ 10421,24302 - 20142,23042 - 24132, 
23412 - 21032,41234 - 43014,30413 - 31203,34103 - 30243,34023 - 32143, 
36123 ~ 32403,02340 - 04120,41024 - 42314,40214 - 41304,24012 - 21342,
13401 - 10231,02130 - 03420,61320 ~ 02410,40324 - 42104,43124 ~ 42034, 
13241 - 14031,01430 ~ 03210,03140 ~ 04230,34213 - 31043,14321 - 12041,
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31423 ~ 32013,14201 ~ 10341,20312 - 21402,20432 ~ 23102,40134 ~ 43204.
The orbits of #(°123o) on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {0}, {0}, {1,3}, {1,3},{2,4} and 
{2,4}. Now, take one representative from each orbit, namely 0, 0, 1, 1, 2 and 2, then 
find the double cosets to which Ntotii^trfoto, NtotV^toto, Aftoti42^3^0^11
Ntotit2t3tot2 and belong. However,
Atytfi*23oto  = Nttitifyfy G [0123].
2. By our relation-II, (0,3,1,4,2)(0,3,1,4,2)2104 = 0123
O 0(0,3,1,4,2)(0,3,1,4,2)2104 = 00123
= NtQtV2^3to G [0123].
Ntot^tatoti = G [0120] (By Lemma-82).
NtotV2t3toti = Ntotit2t3ioii G [01230] (By Lemma-83).
Ntotit2t3^oh = Ntotifyfatffa G [01203] (By Lemma-84).
NtotV2t3tot2 = G [01023] (By Lemma-85).
Consider the double coset [01234]
Claim: 01234 ~ 21043 ~ 23104
Proof. By our relation-I, (2,3,4) (2,3,4)10 = 01 conjugating with element of N, we obtain 
the following relations:
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)10)^1’i)(2,0)(313)(4,4)(0,2)} = (qi){(L i)(2,0)(3,3)(4,4)(0,2)}
=>(0,3,4)(0,3,4)12 = 21
• ((2,3,4) (2,3,4)TO)<t1’3^4-°)(I’S^3>0^ = (01)<(1.3)(4,O)(I,3)(3,O)}
=> (2,1,0)(2> 1,0)34 = 43
• ((2» 3»4)(§, 3, ^JIO)^’3^0’2^1’3^0’2^ = (01)<(L3)(0,2)(I,3)(0,2)}
=> (0,1,4) (0,1,4)32 = 23
From the relations above, we have
1. 01234 = 012(2,0,1)(2,0,1)43 = (2,0,1) (2,0,1)12043
= (2,0,1)(2,0,1) (0,3,4)(0,4,3)21043 = (2,4,3,0,1) (2,4,3,0,1)21043.
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«■ (0,3,1,4,2) (0,3,1,4,2)32104 = 0123
& (0,3,1,4,2)(0,3,1,4,2)321044 = 0123
(0,3,1,4,2)(0,3,1,4,2)32104 = 01234
(0,3,1,4,2) (0,3,1,4,2)(0,4,1) (0,4,1)23104 = 01234
<4- (0,3)(4,2)(0,3)(4,2)23104 = 01234 □
Since, jV<oHS4) > 1V°1534 =< e >, and
7V(tofit2r3M){<2,o)(3’4)(5,ii)(3,J)} = 21043 => (2,0)(3,4)(2,0)(5,4) e jvC°I2S4> 
^'(ioiii2i3i4){(1’3'°’5)(2'1’3’0)(3'3)) =23104 => (1,3,0,2)(2,1,3,0)(3,4) e jv<Qi554) 
=> N<01554) =< (2,0)(3,4)(2,0)(3,4), (1,3,0,2)(2,1,3,0)(3,4) >
= {e, (1,3,0,2)(2,1,3,0)(4,4), (1,2,0,3)(2,0,3,1)(4,4), (1,4,3,2)(2,1,4,3)(0,0),
(1,0)(2,3)(I,0)(2,3), (1,0,4,3)(2,2)(3,1,0,4), (1,4,0,2,3)(1,4,0,2,3),
(1,2,4,3,0) (1,2,4,3,0), (1,3,2,0,4) (1,3,2,0,4), (1,1)(2,4,0,3) (3,2,4,0), 
(2,0)(3,4)(2,0)(3,4), (1,3,4,0)(2,2)(3,4,0,1), (1,2,3,4)(2,3,4, l)(0,0), 
(1,4,2,0)(3,3)(4,2,0,1), (1,0,3,4,2)(1,0,3,4,2), (1,0,2,4)(3,3)(4,1,0,2), 
(l,4)(3,0)(l,4)(3,0), (1,2)(4,0)(l,2)(4,0), (1,3)(2,4)(1,3)(2,4), 
(l,l)(2,3,0,4)(3,0,4,2)}.
Now, take TVtotj£2^314 conjugates with elements of 1V(01234), we obtain the following re-
lation: 
01234 - 21043 - 03412 - 10324 - 24310 - 34201 - 12403 - 43021 - 30142 - 42130 -
41302 - 32014 - 40213 - 20431 - 02341 - 31420 - 23104 - 14032 - 13240 - 04123.
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [01234] are at most
... 1*  l=5L = 120 = R 
|jV(01234)| 20 20 u Each single coset has twenty different names.
By conjugating
(01234 - 21043 - 03412 - 10324 - 24310 - 34201 - 12403 - 43021 - 30142 - 42130 - 
41302 - 32014 - 40213 - 20431 - 02341 - 31420 - 23104 - 14032 - 13240 - 04123)
with the elements in the transversal of 7V(°1234), we obtain the six single cosets of double 
coset [01234]:
1. 01234 - 21043 - 03412 - 10324 - 24310 - 34201 - 12403 - 43021 - 30142 - 
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42130 - 41302 - 32014 - 40213 - 20431 - 02341 - 31420 - 23104 - 14032 - 13240 - 
04123.
2. 12340 - 32104 - 14023 - 21430 - 30421 - 40312 - 23014 - 04132 - 41203 - 
03241 - 02413 - 43120 - 01324 - 31042 - 13402 - 42031 - 34210 - 20143 - 24301 - 
10234
3. 31402 - 42013 - 30214 - 20341 - 02431 - 41320 - 24103 - 13042 - 14230 - 
03124 - 01243 - 21034 - 04312 - 10423 - 23410 - 43201 ~ 12304 - 34021 - 40132 - 
32140
4. 23401 - 43210 - 20134 - 32041 - 41032 - 01423 - 34120 - 10243 - 02314 - 
14302 - 13024 - 04231 - 12430 - 42103 - 24013 - 03142 - 40321 - 31204 ~ 30412 - 
21340
5. 34012 - 02143 - 31240 - 21304 - 12034 - 04321 - 20413 - 43102 - 40231 - 
13420 - 14203 - 24130 - 10342 - 41023 - 23041 - 03214 - 42310 - 30124 - 01432 - 
32401
6. 40123 - 10432 - 42301 - 04213 - 13204 - 23140 - 01342 - 32410 - 24031 - 
31024 - 30241 - 21403 - 34102 - 14320 - 41230 - 20314 - 12043 - 03421 - 02134 - 
43012
The double coset N^234) acts transitively on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4}. Thus, N<0*554 has 
only a single orbit {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4}. Now, take one representative from the orbit, 
say 4, and find to which the double coset Ntoti^2^3^^ belongs. However,
= NtotiM3 G [0123]
Therefore, all ten symmetric generators go back to the double coset [0123], and none of 
them extends.
Consider the double coset [010232]
Claim: 010232 - 010323 - 313404
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Proof. By our relation-I (2,3,4)(2,3,4)10 = 01 and relation-II
(0,3,1,4,2)(0,3,1,4,2)2104 = 0123 conjugating with element of N, we obtain the follow­
ing relations:
• ((2,3)4)(2,3)4)IO)<(1’4X2-°XT’3X5’0^ = (Oljfa^M^fS,0)}
=> (0,3,1) (0,3,1)42 = 24
• ((2, 3, 4) (2, 3, 4)10)^1>4.0>2)(2,M,0)(3,3)} = (01){(l^O,2)(2,i,4,O)(3,3)}
=> (1,3,0) (1,3,0)42 = 24
• ((2,3,4)(2,3, ^lO)^1’5’4’0^2’2)^0’1)} = (oi){(i,Ui3)(2I2)(3,4)oj)}
=> (2,4,0)(2,4,0)31 = 13
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)i0)<t1’3Xo’2)(I-3)<0’5)) = (Ol/^WXW,2)}
=> (0,1,4)(0,1,4)32 = 23
• ((2, 3, 4)(2, 3, ^lO)^1’3,0,2^2,1’3’0)^’4)} = (01){(b3,0,2)(2,l,3,0)(4,4)}
=> (l,0,4)(l, 0,4)32 = 23
• ((2,3,4)(2,3,4)lO)«1’IX2-2X3’4X4’3)f°-0)> = (oi){(1,I)(2.2)(3,4)(4,3)(o,0)}
=>(2,4,3)(2,4,3)10 = 01
• ((0,3,1,4,2)(0,3,1,4,2)2104)<(1’5)<2’2)(3>3)<4,4)(0,T)} = (qJ23){(1,6)(2,2)(3,3)(4,4)(o,i)}
=> (1,3,0,4,2)(1,3,0,4,2)2014 = 1023
• ((0,3,1,4,2) (0,3,1,4,2)2104) {(2,3)(4,°)(2’3)(4’0)} = (0123) {(2,3)(4,o)(2,3)(4,o)}
=> (4,2,1,0,3)(4,2,1,0,3)3140 = 4132
From the relations above, we have
1. 010232 = 0102332 = 01023(0,4,1)(0,4,1)23 = (0,4,1)(0,4,1)4042323
= (0,4,1) (0,4,1)404232233 = (0,4,1) (0,4,1)404232(1,0,4) (1,0,4)323
= (0, l,4)(0,1,4)141232323 = (0,1,4) (0,1,4)1412323323
= (0,1,4) (0,1,4) 14123(1,0,4) (1,0,4)32323 = 0102332323 = 010323
= 0100323 = 0(2,3,4) (2,3,4)010323 = (2,3,4) (2,3,4)0010323
= (2,3,4) (2,3,4)010323.
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2. 010232 = 0(1,3,0,4,2) (1,3,0,4,2)20142 = (1,3,0,4,2) (1,3,0,4,2)420142
= (1,3,0,4,2)(1,3,0,4,2)4201(0,1,3) (0,1,3)24(1,0,4,2,3)(1,0,4,2,3)421324
= (1,0,4,2,3)(1,0,4,2,3)(1,0,3)(I,0,3)241324 = (1,3,0,4,2) (1,3,0,4,2)241324
= (1,3,0,4,2) (1,3,0,4,2)2(4,2,1,0,3) (4,2,1,0,3)31404
= (l,4)(0,2)(I,4)(0,2)131404 = (l,4)(0,2)(l,4)(0,2)1331404
= (l,4)(0,2)(I,4)(0,2)(2,4,0)(2,4,0)3131404 = (1,0,4)(1,0,4)31131404
= (1,0,4)(l,0,4)31(2,4,0)(2,4,0)311404 = (1,2,4)(1,2,4)313404. □
Since, 7V<°10232> > at010232 =< e >, and
!V(totitot2t3t2){(1’I)(2'3,(3’2)(4’3)(0’0>} = 010323 => (1,1)(2,3)(3,2)(4,4)(0,0) € M010232) 
!V(£otito*2<3t2) {(2'4,(3’0).(2’4,(3’S)t = 313404 => (2,4)(3,0)(2,4)(S, 0) £ JV(010232> 
^^(010232) =< (i,i)(2,3)(3,2)(4,4)(0,0),(2,4)(3,0)(2,4)(3,0) >
= {e, (1,1)(2,3)(3,2)(4,4)(0,0), (2,4)(3,0) (2,4)(3,0), (1,1)(2,4,3,0)(4,3,0,2),
(2,0)(3,4)(2,0)(3,4), (1,I)(2,0,3,4)(4,2,0,3), (2,3) (4,0)(2,3)(4,0), 
(l,I)(2,2)(3,3)(4,0)(O,4)}.
Now, take (010232) conjugates with elements of jvt010232), we obtain the following rela-
tions:
010232 - 212040 - 313404 - 313040 - 212404 - 414323 - 010323 - 414232
Therefore, the number of single cosets in the double coset [010232] are at most
|jv(o^232)|~= 1ST ~ 15- Each single coset has eight different names.
By conjugating (010232 - 212040 - 313404 - 313040 - 212404 - 414323 - 010323 - 
414232) with the transversal of A7^010232). we obtain the following fifteen single cosets of 
double coset [010232]:
1. 010232 - 212040 - 313404 - 313040 - 212404 - 414323 - 010323 - 414232
2. 121343 - 323101 - 424010 - 424101 - 323010 - 020434 - 121434 - 020343
3. 010242 - 212030 - 414303 - 414030 - 212303 - 313424 - 010424 - 313242
4. 232404 - 434212 - 030121 - 030212 - 434121 - 131040 - 232040 - 131404
5. 121303 - 323141 - 020414 - 020141 - 323414 - 424030 - 121030 - 424303
6. 343010 - 040323 - 141232 - 141323 - 040232 - 242101 - 343101 - 242010
7. 242303 - 343212 - 040121 - 040212 - 343121 - 141030 - 242030 - 141303
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8. 434202 - 232414 - 030141 - 030414 - 232141 - 131020 - 434020 - 131202
9. 323404 - 424313 - 020131 - 020313 - 424131 - 121040 - 323040 - 121404
10. 404121 - 101434 - 202343 - 202434 - 101343 - 303212 - 404212 - 303121
11. 434010 - 030424 - 131242 - 131424 - 030242 - 232101 - 434101 - 232010
12. 303414 - 404323 - 101232 - 101323 - 404232 - 202141 - 303141 - 202414
13. 343202 - 242313 - 040131 - 040313 - 242131 - 141020 - 343020 - 141202
14. 010343 - 313020 - 414202 - 303242 - 161424 - 212434 - 010434 - 212343
15. 202131 - 101242 - 303424 - 303242 - 101424 - 404313 - 202313 - 404131
The orbits of N(010232) on {0,1,2,3,4,0,1,2,3,4} are {1,1} and {2,3,4,0,2,3,4,0}. Now, 
take one representative from each orbit, namely 1 and 2, then find the double coset to 
which NtotJot2t3t2ti and Ntotibelong. However,
Ntotitot2t3t2ti — Ntotitot2t3t2ti G [010232](By Lemma-86).
Ntotitot2t3t2t2 — Ntotitof2^3 £ [01023].
Therefore, all symmetric generators go back to previous double cosets and none of them 
extends. Thus, we must have completed the double coset enumeration. The double coset 
enumeration shows that the index of N = S$ in G is at most
|G| < (1,584)|N| = 1,584(120) = 190,080.
The information are summarized in the Cayley diagram below.
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Figure 9.1: The Cayley diagram of M12 x 2 over S$.
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The homomorphic image of G.
Define 3 : G —> Sissi, where (1584) is a number of single cosets from the Cayley diagram 
above gives the action of G on the 1584 cosets. From the labeling table (too large to 
show), we compute the actions of x,y and to on the 1584 cosets.
3(i) = (2,4,8,13,5)(3,6,15,11,7)(9,22,44,49,23)...(1566,1576,1583,1569,1570). 
a(y) = (2,3)(4,6)(5,11)(7,13)(8,15)(9,17)...(1572,1579) (1578,1582) (1583,1584).
3(t0) = (1,2,3)(4,9,10) (5,12,14) (6,16,17).. .(1522,1534,1562) (1557,1583,1584).
We now want to verify that 3 is a homomorphism.
1. We want to show that 3(to) has exactly 10 conjugates under conjugation by
< a(x),a(y) >.
S(ta)s^ = (1,4,6) (2,27,10) (3,16,38)... (1547,1577,1581) = 3(ti).
S(tl)8(*)  = (1,8,15)(2,129,21)(3,32,114)...(1431,1550,1570) = S(t2).
a(t2)sW = (1,13, 11)(2,77,30)(3,25,47)...(1404,1506,1547) = 3(t3).
S(t3)3<1) = (1,5,7)(2,23,14)(3,18,36)...(1546,1572,1582) = S(t4).
S^)3'1’ = (1,2,3)(4,9,10)(5,12,14)...(1557,1583,1584) = 3(t0).
a(to)3W = (1,6,4)(2,10,27)(3,38,16)...(1547,1581,1577) = 3(ti).
a(fi)3W = (1,15,8) (2,21,129)(3,114,32)... (1431,1570,1550) = S(t2).
3(6)S(x) = (1, U, 13) (2,30,77) (3,47,25)... (1404,1547,1506) = S(t3).
S(t3)sM = (1,7,5)(2,14,23)(3,36,18)...(1546,1582,1572) = 3(f4).
a(f4)3M = (1,3,2)(4,10,9)(5,14,12)...(1557,1584,1583) = 3(f0).
a(t0)3<») = (1,3,2)(4,10,9)(5,14,12)...(1557,1584,1583) = 3(f0).
a(to)3<»> = (1,2,3)(4,9,10) (5,12,14)...(1557,1583,1584) = 3(t0).
a(t!)3(") = (1,6,4)(2,10,27)(3,38,16)...(1547,1581,1577) = 3(t"i).
a(fi)sto) = (1,4,6)(2,27,10)(3,16,38)...(1547,1577,1581) =
a(t2)s« = (l,15,8)(2,21,129)(3,114,32)...(1431,1570,1550) = 3(t2).
a(f2)s<») = (1,8,15) (2,129,21)(3,32,114)...(1431,1550,1570) = S(t2).
a(t3)s<») = (1,7,5) (2,14,23) (3,36,18)... (1546,1582,1572) = S(t4).
a(ii)s<») = (1,13,11)(2,77,30)(3,25,47)...(1404,1506,1547) = a(t3).
a(t3)3(«) = (1,5,7) (2,23,14) (3,18,36)...(1546,1572,1582) = 3(t4).
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a(t4)“(!/) = (1, H, 13)(2,30,77) (3,47,25)...(1404,1547,1506) = a(t3).
2. a(N) acts as N on {a(t0), o(ti), o(t2), S(t3), S(t4), a(t"o), a(t”i), a(t"2), 3(t3), S(t4)} 
by conjugation. We note that
a(x) = {(a(to), a(ti), S(t2), S(t3) > a(t4))(a(io), a(t"i), a(t2), o(t3), a(t4))}, 
a(y) = {(a(to),2(fo))(a(ti),2(fi))(a(t2),2(f2))(a(i3),a(t4))(2(t4),a(f3))}.
And, < a(ac), a(x) >= N = S5.
Then, a(G) = 3(3* 5 : S5) — a < N, to >=< o(x), a(y), ft(to) > is a homomorphic 
image of (3* 5 : S5).
Next, we want the homomorphic image of
“ [(O,l)(O,l)(2,3,4,2,3,4)eo]4[(071,2,3,4)(0;i,2,3,4)eo]tt'
Now, < a(x),a(y),a(to) >< Si 5 84 is a homomorphic image of
G — [(o,I)(o,i)(23,4,2,3,4)4o]<[(oj,2,3,4)(6,i,2,3,4)<oJ8 the additional relation
(2.3.4) (2,3,4)tito — toil and (0,3,1,4,2)(0,3,1,4,2)t2titot4 = totit2t3 hold in
< a(x),a(y),a(tG) >.
Relation-I
We want to show that a((2,3,4)(2,3,4)tito) = ft(toti).
On the left side of our equation
2((2,3,4)(2,3,4)fit0) = a((2,3,4)(2,3,4))3(ii)S(t0)
= (5,8,13) (7,15,11) (12,20,29) (14,21,30)...(1558,1576,1570)(1578,1582,1580)
(1.6.4) (2,10,27) (3,38,16) (5,43,63) (7,55,53)...(1511,1582,1553)(1547,1581,1577)
(1,2,3)(4,9,10) (5,12,14)(6,16,17)(7,18,19). ..(1622,1534,1562) (1557,1583,1584) 
= (1,16) (2,4)(3,27)(5,51,8,90,13,92)...(1443,1574,1573)(1547,1577,1581).
On the right side of our equation
a(t"oti) = a(to)a(ti)
= (1,3,2)(4,10,9)(5,14,12) (6,17,16)...(1522,1562,1534) (1557,1584,1583)
(1,4,6)(2, 27,10) (3,16,38)(5,63,43)...(1511,1553,1582)(1547,1577,1581)
= (1,16) (2,4) (3,27) (5,51,8,90,13,92)...(1443,1574,1573) (1547,1577,1581).
Relation-II
We want to show that a((0,3,1,4,2)(0,3,1,4,2)t2titot4) — a(totit2t3).
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On the left side of our equation
= 2((0,3,1,4,2)(0,3,1,4,2))a(t2)a(t1')a(t0')a(t4)
= (2,13,4,5,8) (3,11,6,7,15) (9,49,22,23,44)...(1566,1569,1576,1570,1583) 
(1,8,15) (2,129,21) (3,32,114) (4,57,24)...(1418,1568,1580)(1431,1550,1570)
(1.4.6) (2,27,10) (3,16,38) (5,63,43).. .(1511,1553,1582) (1547,1577,1581)
(1.2.3) (4,9,10) (5,12,14) (6,16,17)...(1522,1534,1562) (1557,1583,1584)
(1.5.7) (2,23,14) (3,18,36) (4,41,43)...(1508,1583,1565) (1546,1572,1582) 
= (1,346,67,320,183) (2,299,240, 111, 443)...(1024,1542,1115,1514,1099).
On the right side of our equation
= (1,3,2) (4,10,9) (5,14,12) (6,17,16)...(1522,1562,1534) (1557,1584,1583)
(1.6.4) (2,10,27)(3,38,16) (5,43,63)...(1511,1582,1553)(1547,1581,1577)
(1,15,8) (2,21,129) (3,114,32) (4,24,57)...(1418,1580,1568)(1431,1570,1550) 
(1,11,13) (2,30,77) (3,47,25) (4,42,133).. .(1385,1473,1522)(1404,1547,1506) 
= (1,346,67,320,183)(2,299,240, 111, 443)...(1024,1542,1115,1514,1099).
Therefore, a: G S1534 is a homomorphism map.
Now by First Isomorphism Theorem, we have
G\ker(a) = im(a)
=> |fce^a)7 IM«)1 = I < £(a;),2(y),2(£o)| = 190,080
=> |G| = 190,080 x |A:er(2)|, where (|A:er(2)| > 1).
=> |G| > 190,080.
But early we found that |G[ < 190,080. Therefore, we can conclude that
|G| = 190,080. Since |G| = 190,080,
=> |fcer(2)| = 1.
=> £ is also an isomorphism.
=> G = a(G) =< 2(e),2(?/),2(£o) >•
It is clear from the Cayley diagram of G over S5 that every element of G can be written as 
7rw, where 7F is a permutation of S$ on ten letters, and w is a word in the tis of the length at 
most six. We call this representation of elements of G the symmetric representation. We 
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now give examples of elements of G in both symmetric and permutation representation. 
Permutation Representation to Symmetric Presentation
Let p = (1,35,144,766,995,644,92,40) (2,108,21,388,597,917,141,177)
(3,150,96,999,564,994,18,261) (4,6,24,165,570,898,329,68)...
(962,1090,982,1143,1264) (1024,1542,1115,1514,1099)
be an element in Permutation Representation.
We know that Np = lp
=> Np — p(l) = 35 and the table gives that Nt2ti is labeled 35.
In order the represent p in the symmetric representation form, we must find n 6 N = S3, 
n = pw-1.
Np = Nt/. (An element that labeling (35)).
p = nw
=> n — pw-1
= p(i2ii)_1
=> a(n) = pa(ti)a(t2)
= (2,13,4,8,5) (3,11,6,15,7) (9,61,63,129,28)(10,50,43,21,31)...
(1408,1534,1435,1581,1442) (1431,1560,1583,1558,1569).
From the labeling table we have,
n = (0,3,1,2,4)(0,3,1,2,4).
Therefore, p can be written in the symmetric representation as
P = (0,3,1,2,4) (0,3,1,2,4)f2t"i.
Symmetric Presentation to Permutation Representation
Let {(2,3,4)(2,3,4)tito} be an element in the symmetric representation.
=> p = a((2,3,4) (2,3,4))a(fi)8(to)
= (1,16)(2,4)(3,27)(5,90)(6,9)(7,139)(8,92)(10,58)(11,75)(12,22)(13,51)(14,168)
(15,115)(17,38)(18,34)(19,210) (20,40)(21,244)(23,215)(24,130) (25,53)(26,152)





Therefore, {(2,3,4) (2,3,4)i2^4} can be written in the permutation representation as fol­
lows
(2,3,4)f 2i4
= (1,16)(2,4)(3,27)(5,90)(6,9)(7,139) (8,92) (10,58)(11,75)(12,22)(13} 51)(14,168) 
(15, 115) (17,38) (18,34) (19,210) (20,40) (21,244)(23,215) (24,130) (25,53) (26,152) 
(28,156) (29,63) (30,124) (31,205)(32,68) (33,212) (35,110) (36,561) (39,506) (41,166) 
(42,45)(43,85) (44,273)(46,316) (47,364)...(1451,1478)(1462,1570)(1469,1534) 
(1474,1580)(1487,1500)(1499,1551)(1509,1564) (1510,1558)(1511,1578) (1513,1527) 
(1525,1548)(1552,1557)(1553,1571)(1555,1583).
9.2 Lemmas
Lemma-1 (010 G [01])
Proof. 010 = 0(2,3,4)(2,3,4)01 = (2,3,4) (2,3,4)001 = (2,3,4)(2,3,4)01 G [01]. □
Lemma-2 (0124 G [0123])
Proof. 0124 = (0,4,1,3,2)(0,4,1,3,2)2103 G [0123]. □
Lemma-3 (0120 G 0102)
Proof. 0120 = 00120 = 0(2,3,4) (2,3,4)1020 = (2,3,4)(2,3,4)01
020 = (2,3,4) (2,3,4)010020 = (2,3,4) (2,3,4)010(1,4,3) (1,4,3)200 = (2,1,4)(2,1,4)
0402 G [0102]. □
Lemma-4 (0121 G [012])
Proof. 0121 = 01(0,3,4)(0,3,4)12 = (0,3,4)(0,3,4)3112
= (0,3,4) (0,3,4)312 G [012]. □
Lemma-5 (0124 G [0123])
Proof. 0124 = 01244 = (0,4,1,3,2)(0,4,1,3,2)21034
= (0,4,1,3,2) (0,4,1,3,2)210(2,0,1) (2,0,1)43 = (0,4,2,1,3)(0,4,2,1,3)02143
= (0,4,2,1,3) (0,4,2,1,3) (0,4,2,3,1) (0,4,2,3,1)12033
= (0,2) (4,3) (0,2) (4,3)1203 G 0123. □
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Lemma-6 (0123 G [012])
Proof. 0123 = 00123 = 0(2,3,4) (2,3,4)1023 = (2,3,4) (2,3,4)01023
= (2,3,4) (2,3,4)01(1,3,4)(1,3,4)203 = (2,4)(3,1)(2,4)(5,1)03203
= (2,4)(3,1) (2,4) (3,1)032(1,2,4) (1,2,4)30 = (2,1,3) (2,1,3)03430
= (2,1,3)(2,1,3)03(2,0,1)(2,0,1)340 = (1,3,0) (1,3,0)13340
= (1,3,0)(1,3,0)140 G [012]. □
Lemma-7 (0120 G [012])
Proof. 0120 = 00120 = 0(2,3,4)(2,3,4)1020 = (2,3,4)(2,3,4)01020
= (2,3,4)(2,3,4)01(1,3,4)(1,3,4)200 = (2; 4)(3,1)(2,4)(3,1)032 G [012]. □
Lemma-8 (0120 G [012])
Proof. 0120 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3)1020 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3)10020
= (2,4,3)(2,4,3)10(1,3,4)(1,3,4)200 = (2,1,3)(2,1,3)302 G [012]. □
Lemma-9 (0120 G [0121])
Proof. 0120 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3)1020 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3)10020
= (2,4,3)(2,4,3)10(1,3,4)(1,3,4)200 = (2,1,3)(2,1,3)3020 G [0121]. □
Lemma-10 (0102 G [0102])
Proof. 0102 = 01(1,3,4)(1,3,4)20 = (1,3,4)(1,3,4)0320 = (1,3,4)(1,3,4)00320
= (1,3,4)(1,3,4)0(1,2,4)(1,2,4)20 = (1,3)(4,2)(1,3)(4,2)03020
= (1,3)(4,2)(1,3)(4,2)003020 = (1,3)(4,2)(1,3)(4,2)0(1,4,2)(1,4,2)30020
= (1,3,4) (1,3,4)0320 = (1,3,4) (1,3,4)03(1,3,4) (1,3,4)02
= (1,4,3) (1,4,3)0402 = (1,4,3) (1,4,3)00402
= (1,4,3)(1,4,3)0(2,1,3)(2,1,3)4002 = (1,4,2)(1,4,2)0402 G [0102]. □
Lemma-11 (01020 G [0120])
Proof. 01020 = 001020 = 0(2,3,4) (2,3,4)10020 = (2,3,4) (2,3,4)01020
= (2,3,4) (2,3,4)01(1,4,3)(1,4,3)200 = (2,1,4)(2,1,4)0420 G [0120]. □
Lemma-12 (01020 G [012])
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Proof. 01020 = 010(1,4,3) (1,4,3)02 = (1,4,3) (1,4,3)04002 = (1,4,3) (1,4,3)0402
= (1,4,3) (1,4,3)0(1,3,2) (1,3,2)042 = (1,4,3) (1,4,3)0042
= (1,4,3)(1,4,3)042 e [012], □
Lemma-13 (01023 G [0123])
Proof. 01023 = 001202 = 0(2,3,4)(2,3,4)10023 = (2,3,4) (2,3,4)01023
= (2,3,4)(2,3,4)01(1,4,3)(1,4,3)203 = (2,1,4)(2,1,4)04203
= (2,1,4) (2,1,4)042(1,4,2) (1,4,2)30 = (2,4,1) (2,4,1)02130
= (2,4,1)(2,4,1)02(2,0,4)(2,0,4)310 = (4,1,0)(4,1,0)40310
= (4,1,0) (4,1,0)403(2,3,4)(2,3,4)01 = (4,1,0,2,3) (4,1,0,2,3)20401
= (4,1,0,2,3) (4,1,0,2,3)200401 = (4,1,0,2,3) (4,1,0,2,3)20(1,2,3) (1,2,3)4001
= (4,2,1,0,3)(4,2,1,0,3)3041 G [0123]. □
Lemma-14 (0120 G [0102])
Proof. 0120 = 00120 = 0(2,3,4)(2,3,4)1020 = (2,3,4)(2,3,4)01020
= (2,3,4)(2,3,4)010(1,4,3) (1,4,3)02 = (2,3,4) (2,3,4)04002
= (2,3,4) (2,3,4)0402 G [0102]. □
Lemma-15 (01202 G [0120])
Proof. 01202 = 001202 = 0(2,3,4)(2,3,4)10202 = (2,3,4)(2,3,4)010202
= (2,3,4) (2,3,4)0100202 = (2,3,4) (2,3,4)010(1,4,3) (1,4,3)2002
= (2,1,4) (2,1,4)040202 = (2,1,4) (2,1,4)0402202
= (2,1,4)(2,1,4)0402(1,3,4)(1,3,4)022 = (2,3,4)(2,3,4)01020
= (2,3,4) (2,3,4)01(1,4,3)(1,4,3)200 = (2,3,4)(2,3,4)0420 G [0120]. □
Lemma-16 (01201 G [01203])
Proof. 01201 = 012(2,4,3)(2,4,3)10= (2,4,3)(2,4,3)01410 = (2,4,3)(2,4,3)014110
= (2,4,3)(2,4,3)01(2,3,0)(2,3,0)1410 = (2,4,0)(2,4,0)211410
= (2,4,0) (2,4,0)21410 = (2,4,0) (2,4,0) (0,3,4) (0,3,4)12410
= (2,0)(4,3)(2,0)(4,3)12410 = (2,0)(4,3)(2,0)(4,3)1(2,0,4,3,1)(2,0,4,3,1)1423 •
= (2,4,1)(2,4,1)21423 G [01203]. □
Lemma-17 (01202 G [0120]) 
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Proof. 01202 = 001202 = 0(2,3,4) (2,3,4)10202 = (2,3,4) (2,3,4)010202
= (2,3,4) (2,3,4)0102202 = (2,3,4) (2,3,4)0102(1,3,4) (1,3,4)022
= (2,4) (3,1) (2,4) (3,1)03020 = (2,4) (3,1) (2,4) (3,1)003020
= (2,4)(3,1)(2,4)(3,1)0(1,4,2)(1,4,2)30020 = (4,1,3)(4,1,3)0320 G [0120]. □
Lemma-18 (01204 G [01203])
Proof. 01204 = 012044 = 0(1,4, 2,3, 0)(1,4, 2,3,0)02134
= (1,4,2,3,0) (1,4,2,3,0)102134 = (1,4,2,3,0) (1,4,2,3,0)1021(2,0,1)(2,0,1)43
= (1,4,0,2,3) (1,4,0,2,3)210243
= (1,4,0,2,3) (1,4,0,2,3)2(1,4,0,3,2)(1,4,0,3,2)20133
= (1,0)(4,3)(1,0)(4,3)12013 G [01203]. □
Lemma-19 (01214 G [01204])
Proof. 01214 = 012114 = 01(0,3,4)(0,3,4)1214 = (0,3,4)(0,3,4)311214
= (0,3,4) (0,3,4)31214 =(0,3,4) (0,3,4) (2,0,4) (2,0,4) 13214
= (0,3,2)(0,3,2)13214 = (0,3,2)(0,3,2)1(1,3,4,2,0)(l, 3,4,2,0)1230
= (0,4,2,1,3) (0,4,2,1,3)31230 6 [01204], □
Lemma-20 (0121 G [012])
Proof. 0121 = 01121 = 0l(0,3,4)(0,3,4)211 = (0,3,4) (0,3,4)312 G [012]. □
Lemma-21 (01210 G [01214])
Proof. 01210 = 012110 = 01(0,3,4)(0,3,4)1210 = (0,3,4)(0,3,4)311210
= (0,3,4) (0,3,4)31210 = (0,3,4) (0,3,4) (2,0,4) (2,0,4)13210
= (0,3,2)(0,3,2)13210 = (0;3.2)(0,3.2)132100
= (0,3,2)(0,3,2)1(3,0,2,1,4)(3,0,2,1,4)12340 = (3,4,1) (3,4,1)312340
= (3,4,1)(3,4,1)3123(1,3,2)(1,3,2)04 = (1,2)(3,4)(1,2)(3,4)231204
= (1,2) (3,4) (1,2) (3,4)2(3,0,1,4,2) (3,0,1,4,2)21344
= (3,2,4,0,1)(3,2,4,0,1)32134 = (3,2,4,0,1)(3,2,4,0,1)(1,4,0)(l, 4,0)23134
= (3,2,0,4,1) (3,2,0,4,1)233134 = (3,2,0,4,1) (3,2,0,4,1)23(2,0,4) (2,0,4)1334
= (3,0,2,4,1)(3,0,2,4,1)03134 G [01214]. □
Lemma-22 (01210 G [01203])
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Proof. 01210 = 012110 = 01(0,3,4)(0,3,4)1210 = (0,3,4) (0,3,4)311210
= (0,3,4) (0,3,4)31210 = (0,3,4) (0,3,4) (2,0,4) (2,0,4) i32l0
= (0,3,2)(0,3,2)13210 = (0,3,2)(0,3,2)1(3,0,2,1,4)(3,0,2,1,4)1234
= (3,4,1)(3,4,1)31234 G [01203]. □
Lemma-23 (01230 G [0120])
Proof. 01230 = (2,0,3,1,4) (2,0,3,1,4)21040
= (2,0,3,1,4) (2,0,3,1,4)210(2,3,1) (2,3,1)04 = (2,0,1,4,3) (2,0,1,4,3)32004
= (2,0,1,4,3) (2,0,1,4,3)3204 = (2,0,1,4,3) (2,0,I,4,3)3
(1,3,4) (1,3,4)024 = (2,0,3) (2,0,3)4024 G [0120]. □
Lemma-24 (01231 G [01204])
Proof. 01231 = (2,0,3,1,4)(2,0,3,1,4)21041
= (2,0,3,1,4) (2,0,3,I,4)210(0,3,2) (0,3,2)14 = (2,3,1,4,0) (2,3,1,4,0)01314
= (2,3,1,4, 0)(2,3,1,4,0)011314 = (2,3,1,4,0)(2,3,1,4,0)01(2,4,0)(2,4,0)3114
= (2,3,1,4,0)(2,3,1,4,0)21314 = (2,3,1,4,0)(2,3,1,4,0)(3,0,4)(3,0,4)12314
= (2,0,3,1,4) (2,0,3,1,4)12314 = (2,0,3,1,4) (2,0,3,1,4)1(1,2,4,3,0) (1,2,4,3,0)1320
= (2,1,3)(2,1,3)21320 G [01204]. □
Lemma-25 (01232 G [01203])
Proof. 01232 = 012332 = 01(1,0,4)(1,0,4)3232 = 01(1,0,4)(1,0,4)32(1,0,4)(1,0,4)23
= (1,4,0)(l,4,0)143223 = (1,4,0) (1,4,0)14323
= (1,4,O)(1,4,0)(1,2,4,O,3)(I,2,4,0,3)34I03 = (1,0,2,4,3)(1,0,2,4,3)34103
= (1,0,2,4, 3)(l,0,2,4,3)341(1,2,4)(1,2,4)30
= (1,0,4,3,2)(1,0,4,3,2)31230 G [01203]. □
Lemma-26 (01234 G [012])
Proof. 01234 = (2,0,3,1,4)(2,0,3,1,4)2l044 = (2,0,3,1,4)(2,0,3,1,4)210 G [012]. □
Lemma-27 (01230 G [01203])
Proof. 01230 = 012(1,2,4)(1,2,4)03 = (1, 2,4)(1,2,4)02403 G [01203]. □
Lemma-28 (01231 G [01203])
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Proof. 01231 = 012(2,0,4) (2,6,4)13 = (2,0,4) (2,0,4)41013 = (2,0,4) (2,6,4)410113
= (2,0,4)(2,0,4)41(2,4,3) (2,4,3)1613 = (2,0,3) (2,0,3)311013
= (2,0,3) (2,6,3)31613 = (2,0,3) (2,6,3)310013
= (2,0,3)(2,0,3)3(2,4,3)(2,4,3)01013 = (2,0)(3,4)(2,0)(3,4)201013
= (2,0)(3,4)(2,6) (3,4)201(2,4,3)(2,4,3)103 = (2,0,4)(2,6,4)401103
= (2,0,4) (2,0,4)40103 = (2,0,4) (2,0,4)(1,3,2)(1,3,2)04103
= (2,0,4,1,3) (2,6,4,1,3)04103
= (2,0,4,1,3)(2,6,4,I,3)0(4,3,1,2,0) (4,3,1,2,6)0142
= (2,4)(0,3)(2,4)(0,3)40142 G [01203]. □
Lemma-29 (01232 G [0123])
Proof 01232 = 012(1,4,0) (1,4,6)23 = (1,4,0) (1,4,0) 14223
= (1,4,0)(l,4,0)1423 G [0123]. □
Lemma-30 (01234 G [0123])
Proof. 01234 = (2,0,3,1,4)(2,6,3,1,4)21044 = (2,0,3,1,4) (2,0,3,1,4)2104
= (2,0,3,1,4)(2,6,3,1,4)21(2,1,3) (2,1,3)40 = (2,0) (1,4) (2,0) (1, 4)1340 G [0123]. □
Lemma-31 (01230 G [0123])
Proof. 01230 = 012330 = (2,0,3,1,4)(2,0,3,1,4)210430
= (2.0.3.1.4)(2.6.3.1.4)216(2.1.0)(2.1.6)340 = (3.0)(1.4)(3.Q)(l. 4)102340
= (3,0)(l,4)(3J6)(I,4)(2,l, 3,0,4)(2,1,3,6,4)201440 = (1,2) (3,4) (1,2) (3,4)20140
= (1,2) (3,4) (1,2) (3,4)200140 = (1,2)(3,4)(I,2) (3,4)20(2,3,4)(2,3,4)1040
= (1,3,2) (1,3,2)301040 = (1,3,2)(1,3,2)301(1,2,3) (1,2,3)400
= 1024 = (2,3,4) (2,3,4)0124 = (2,3,4)(2,3,4)01(0,3,1) (6,3,1)42
= (2,1,0,3,4)(2,1,6,3,4)3042 G [0123]. □
Lemma-32 (01234 G [012])
Proof. 01234 = 012334 = (2,0,3,1,4) (2,6,3,1,4)210434
= (2,0,3,1,4)(2,6,3,1,4)216(2, l,0)(2.1.6)344 = (0.3)(l.4)(6.3)(1.4)10234
= (0,3) (1,4) (6,3) (1,4)1(3,0,4,2,1) (3,6,4,2,1)3201
= (1,2)(3,4)(1,2)(3,4)33201 = (1,2)(3,4)(1,2)(3,4)201 G [012]. □
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Lemma-33 (01234 G [0123])
Proof. 01234 = 012334 = (2,0,3,1,4) (2,0,3,1,4)210434
= (2,0,3,1,4) (2,0,3,1,4)210(2,1,0)(2,1,0)344
= (0,3)(4,1)(O,3)(4,1)1023 G [0123]. □
Lemma-34 (01201 G [0123])
Proof 01201 = 0(0,4,3)(0,4,3)2101 = (0,4,3)(0,4,3)42101
= (0,4,3) (0,4,3)421(2,3,4) (2,3,4)10 = (0,2,3) (0,2,3)23110
= (0,2,3) (0,2,3)2310 = (0,2,3) (0,2,3) (2,0,3,4,1) (2,0,3,4,1)1324
= (2,4,1)(2,4,1)1324 G [0123]. □
Lemma-35 (01202 G [0120])
Proof 01202 = 012(1,4,3)(1,4,3)20 = (1,4,3) (1,4,3)04220
= (1,4,3)(1,4,3)0420 G [0120]. □
Lemma-36 (01203 G [01203])
Proof. 01203 = 001203 = 0(2,3,4)(2,3,4)10203 = (2,3,4) (2,3,4)010203
= (2,3,4) (2,3,4)01(1,3,4) (1,3,4)2003 = (2,4) (3,1)(2,4) (3,1)03203
= (2,4) (3,1) (2,4) (3,1)0(0,4,1) (0,4,1)2303 = (2,1,3,0,4) (2,1,3,0,4)42303
= (2,1,3,0,4) (2,1,3,0,4)423303 = (2,1,3,0,4) (2,1,3,0,4)423(1,4,2) (1,4,2)033
= (2,4,1,3,0) (2,4,1,3,0)21303
= (2,4,1,3,0) (2,4,1,3,0) (2,0,1,4,3) (2,0,1,4,3)31243
= (2,3,1) (2,3,1)31243 = (2,3,1) (2,3,1)312(2,0,1) (2,0,1)34
= (2,3,1,0,4)(2,3,1,0,4)32034 G [01203]. □
Lemma-37 (01204 G [01230])
Proof 01204 = 012004 = 01(1,3,4)(1,3,4)0204 = (1,3,4) (1,3,4)030204
= (1,3,4) (1,3,4)0(2,4,1) (2,4,1)03204 = (2,4) (3,1) (2,4) (3,1)003204
= (2,4)(3,1)(2,4)(3,1)03204 = (2,4)(3,1)(2,4)(3,1)0(1,0,4)(l, 0,4)2304
= (4,2,1,3,0)(4,2, , 1,3,0)42304 = (4,2,1,3,0)(4,2,1,3,0)422304
= (4,2,1,3,0)(4,2,1,3,0)42(2,4,3,1,0)(2,4,3,1,0)0321
= (2,0,3) (2,0,3)340321 = (2,0,3) (2,0,3) (2,0,1) (2,0,1)430321
172
= (2,l)(3,0)(2,l)(3,0)43032l = (2, l)(3,0)(2,I)(3,0)4(1,2,4)(1,2,4)03321
= (4,1)(3,0)(4,1) (3,0) 10321 = (4,1)(3,0)(4,1)(3,0)1103221
= (4,1)(3,0)(4,l)(3,0)1(3,1,2,0,4)(3,1,2,0,4)301421
= (1,3,4,2,0)(1,3,4,2,0)2301421 = (1,3,4,2,0)(1,3,4,2,0)2301(1,3,0)(l, 3,0)241
= (1,0,3,4,2) (1,0,3,4,2)2013241
= (1,0,3,4,2)(1,0,3,4,2)2(1,4,3,0,2) (1,4,3,0,2)310441 = (1,2,4)(1,2,4)131041
= (1,2,4)(1,2,4)1131041 = (1,2,4)(1,2,4)1(2,0,4)(2,0,4)311031
= (l,O,4)(I,0,4)13lO41 = (1,0,4)(l,0,4)13(3,2,4)(3,2,4)0141
= (1,0,3,2,4) (1,0,3,2,4)120141 = (1,0,3,2,4) (1,0,3,2,4)120(2,0,3) (2,0,3)411
= (1,3,0,2,4)(1,3,0,2,3)10341 6 [01230]. □
Lemma-38 (01231 e [0123])
Proof. 01231 = 0(0,4,3)(0,4,3)2131 = (0,4,3)(0,4,3)42131
= (0,4,3)(0,3,3)421(2,4,0)(2,4,0)13 = (4,3,2)(4,3,2)04113
= (4,3,2)(4,3,2)0413 e [0123], □
Lemma-39 (01231 e [01203])
Proof. 01231 = 0(0,4,3)(0,4,3)2131 = (0,4,3)(0,4,3)42131 = (0,4,3)(0,4,3)421131
= (0,4,3)(0,4,3)421(2,4,0)(2,4,0)311 = (4,3,2) (3,3,2)04131
= (4,3,2)(4,3,2)(l,0,3,4,2)(I,0,3,4,2)14021 = (3,1,0)(3,1,0)14021
= (3, l,0)(3,1,0)140(3,0,4)(3,0,4)12 = (3,1,4)(3,1,4)13412
= (3,1,4)(3,1,4)134122 = (3,1,4)(3,1,4)1(3,2,4,0,1)(3,2,4,0,1)14302
= (1,0) (4,2) (1,0) (4,2)314302 = (1,0) (4,2) (1,0) (4,2)3143(1,3,4) (I,3,3)20
= (1,0,3,4,2) (1,0,3,4,2)431420
= (1,0,3,4,2)(1,0,3,4,2)4(3,2,1,0,4)(3,2,1,0,4)41300
= (l,4)(0,2)(l,4)(0,2)34130 e [01203]. □
Lemma-40 (01231 € [01230])
Proof. 01331 = 011231 = 01(0,4,3) (0,4,3)2131 = (0,4,3) (0,4,3)412131
= (0,4,3)(0,4,3)412(2,0,4)(2,0,4)311 = (0,2)(4,3)(0,2)(4,3)21031
= (0,2)(4,3) (0,2) (4,3)21(1,4,2)(1,4,2)301
= (0,1,4,3,2)(0,1,4,3,2)14301 e [01230]. □
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Lemma-41 (01231 G [0123])
Proof. 01231 = 011231 = 01(0,4,3)(0,4,3)2131 = (0,4,3)(0,4,3)412131
= (0,4,3)(0,4,3)412(2,0,4)(2,0,4)311 = (0,2)(4,3)(0,2)(4,3)2103
= (0,2)(4,3)(0,2)(4,3)21(1,4,2)(1,4,2)30 = (0,1,4,3,2)(0,1,4,3,2)1430 G [0123]. □
Lemma-42 (01230 G [01023])
Proof. 01230 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3)10230 = (2,4,3)(2,4,3)100230
= (2,4,3)(2,4,3)10(1,3,4)(1,3,4)2030 = (2,1,3) (2,1,3)302030
= (2,1,3) (2,1,3)302(1,2,4) (1,2,4)300 = (1,3,4) (1,3,4)30430
= (1,3,4) (1,3,4)30(2,0,1) (2,0,1)340 = (1,3,4,2,0) (1,3,4,2,0)31340
= (1,3,4,2,0) (1,3,4,2,0)331340 = (1,3,4,2,0) (1,3,4,2,0)3(2,4,0) (2,4,0)13340
= (1,3,0) (1,3,0)31340 = (1,3,0)(l, 3,0)311340
= (1,3,0)(l, 3,0)31(2,4,0)(2,4,0)3140 = (1,3,2,4,0) (1,3,2,4,0)313140
= (1,3,2,4,0) (1,3,2,4,0) (2,4,0) (2,4,0)133140
= (1,3,4,2,0)(l, 3,4,2,0)13140 G [01023]. □
Lemma-43 (01230 G [0102])
Proof. 01230 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3)10230 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3)100230
= (2,4,3) (2,4,3)10(1,3,4) (1,3,4)2030 = (2,1,3) (2,1,3)302030
= (2,1,3) (2,1,3)302(1,2,4) (I,2,4)300 = (1,3,4) (1,3,4)3043
= (1,3,4) (1,3,4)33043 = (1,3,4)(1,3,4)3(1,4,2) (1,4,2)0343
= (1,3,2) (1,3,2)30343 = (1,3,2) (1,3,2)303343
= (1,3,2)(T,3,2)303(2,0,1)(2,0,1)433 = (1,3,0)(1,3,0)3134 G [0102]. □
Lemma-44 (01234 G [0123])
Proof. 01234 = 0(1,4,2,0,3)(1,4,2,0,3)3210 = (1,4,2,0,3)(1,4,2,0,3)33210
= (1,4,2,0,3)(1»4,2,0,3)3210 = (1,4,2,0,3)(1,4,2,0,3) (0,4, l)(0,4,1)2310
= (4,2)(3,0)(4,2)(3,0)2310 6 [0123]. □
Lemma-45 (01230 G [01214])
Proof. 01230 = 001230 = 0(0,3,1,4,2)(0,3,1,4,2)21040
= (0,3,1,4,2) (0,3,1,4,2)321040 = (0,3,1,4,2) (0,3,1,4,2) (0,4,1) (0,4,1)231040
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= (0,3)(4,2)(0,3)(4,2)231040 = (0,3)(4,2)(0,3)(4,2)2(3,4,1,2,0)(3,4,1,2,0)01320
= (0,4)(l,2)(0,4) (1,2)001320 = (0,4)(l,2)(0,4)(l, 2)01320
= (0,4) (1,2) (0,4) (1,2) (2,4,3) (2,4,3)10320 = (0,3,2,1,4) (0,3,2,1,4)100320
= (0,3,2, l,4)(0,3,2,1,4)10(1,4,2)(1,4,2)3020 = (0,3,1,2,4)(0,3,1,2,4)403020
= (0,3,1,2,4) (0,3,1,2,4)4030(1,3,4) (1,3,4)02
= (0,4)(1,2)(0,4)(1,2)10402 G [01214]. □
Lemma-46 (01230 G [01023])
Proof. 01230 = 0(3,1,0,2,4)(3,1,0,2,4)3214
= (3,1,0,2,4)(3,1,0,2,4)23214 G [01023]. □
Lemma-47 (010230 G [01230])
Proof 010230 = 0(1,3,0,4,2)(1,3,0,4,2)20140 = (1,3,0,4,2)(1,3,0,4,2)420140
= (1,3,0,4,2) (1,3,0,4,2)4201(3,1,2) (3,1,2)04 = (0,4,3) (0,4,3)430204
= (0,4,3) (0,4,3)4430204 = (0,4,3) (0,4,3)4(3,1,0,4,2) (3,1,0,4,2)034104
= (0,2,3,4,1) (0,2,3,4,1)2034104 = (0,2,3,4,1)(0,2,3,4,1) (1,3,4) (1,3,4)0234104
= (0,2,4,3,1) (0,2,4,3,1)0234104
= (0,2,4,3,1) (0,2,4,3,1)0(2,1,3,0,4) (2,1,3,0,4)432004
= (0,1,4)(0,1,4)4432004 = (0,1,4)(0,1,4)43204
= (0, l,4)(0,1,4)43(1,3,4)(1,3,4)024 = (0,3,4)(0,3,4)14024
= (0,3,4) (0,3,4)144024 = (0,3,4) (0,3,4)14(1,3,2) (1,3,2)0424
= (0,2,1,3,4) (0,2,1,3,4)340424 = (0,2,1,3,4) (0,2,1,3,4)340(0,1,3) (0,1,3)244
= (0,2,3,4,1) (0,2,3,4,1)04124 = (0,2,3,4,1) (0,2,3,4,1)04(0,4,3) (0,4,3)214
= (0,2)(4, l)(0,2)(4,1)43214 G [01230]. □
Lemma-48 (010231 G [01023])
Proof 010231 = 01(3,0,1,2,4) (3,0,1,2,4)3204 = (3,0,1,2,4)(3,0,1,2,4)123204
= (3,0,1,2,4) (3,0,1,2,4)1(1,0,4)(1,0,4)32204 = (3,4)(1,2)(3,4) (1,2)03204
= (3,4) (1,2) (3,4) (I,2)003204 = (3,4) (1,2) (3,4) (1,2)0(1,2,4) (1,2,4)30204
= (3,1,4)(3,1,4)030204 = (3,1,4) (3,1,4)0300204
= (3,1,4)(3,1,4)030(3,1,4)(3,1,4)2004 = (3,4,1)(3,4,1)01024 G [01023]. □
Lemma-49 (01023 6 [0123])
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Proof. 01023 = 010233 = 0(1,3,0,4,2)(1,3,0,4,2)20143
= (1,3,0,4,2) (1,3,0,4,2)420143 = (1,3,0,4,2) (1,3,0,4,2)4201(2,1,0)(2,1,0)34
= (1,3,2,0,4) (I,3,2,0,4)412034
= (1,3,2,0,4) (1,3,2,0,4)4(1,3,2,4,0) (1,3,2,4,0)02144
= (1,2) (3,4) (1,2) (3,4)002144 = (1,2) (3,4) (1,2) (3,4)0214
= (1,2)(3,4)(1,2)(3,4)02(2,0,3)(2,0,3)41 = (1,0,3,4,2)(1,0,3,4,2)3041 G [0123]. □
Lemma-50 (010234 G [0123])
Proof. 010234 = 0(1,3,0,4,2)(1,3,0,4,2)20144
= (1,3,0,4,2)(1,3,0,4,2)4201 G [0123]. □
Lemma-51 (010230 G [01203])
Proof. 010230 = 0010230 = 0(2,3,4)(2,3,4)100230 = (2,3,4) (2,3,4)010230
= (2,3,4) (2,3,4)01(1,4,3) (1,4,3)2030 = (2,1,4) (2,1,4)042030
= (2,1,4)(2,1,4)0420(1,2,4)(1,2,4)03 = 014003 = 01403 G [01203]. □
Lemma-52 (010231 G [01201])
Proof. 010231 = 0(1,3,0,4,2) (1,3,0,4,2)20141 = (1,3,0,4,2) (1,3,0,4,2)420141
= (1,3,0,4,2) (1,3,0,4,2)4201141 = (1,3,0,4,2) (1,3,0,4,2)4201(2,0,3) (2,0,3)411
= (1,2) (0,4) (1,2) (0,4)403141 = (1,2) (0,4) (1,2) (0,4) (2,1,3) (2,1,3)043141
= (3,2)(0,4)(l,2)(0,4)043141 = (3,2)(0,4)(l, 2) (0,4)0443141
= (3,2) (0,4)(1,2)(0,4)04(2,1,0)(2,1,0)34141 = (2,3,0,4,1) (2,3,0,4,1)1434141
= (2,3,0,4,1)(2,3,0,4,1)143(0,3,2) (0,3,2)1441 = (0,4,1) (0,4,1)142141
= (0,4, 1) (0,4,1)1421(0,3,2)(0,3,2)14 = (3,2,0,4,1)(3,2,0,4,1)140114
= (3,2,0,4,1) (3,2,0,4,1)14014 G [01201]. □
Lemma-53 (010232 G [01023])
Proof 010232 = 0102(0, l,4)(0,1,4)23 = (0,1,4)(0,1,4)141223 = (0,1,4)(0,1,4)14123
= (0,l,4)(0,I,4)14ll23 = (0, l,4)(0,1,4)1(2,3,0)(2,3,0)14123
= (1,4,2,3,0) (1,4,2,3,0)114123 = (1,4,2,3,0) (1,4,2,3,0)14123
= (1,4,2,3,0) (1,4,2,3,0)144123 = (1,4,2,3,0)(1,4,2,3,0) (2,3,0)(2,3,0)414123
= (1,4,3,2,0) (1,4,3,2,0)414123 = (1,4,3,2,0)(1,4,3,2,0)4114123
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= (1,4,3,2,0) (1,4,3,2,0)41(2,0,3) (2,0,3)41123
= (1,4,2,3,0)(l,4,2,3,0)41423 G [01023]. □
Lemma-54 (010234 G [01210])
Proof. 010234 = 0102(2,1,0)(2,I,0)43 = (2,1, 0)(2,I, 0)202143
= (2,1,0)(2,1,0)2(1,0,4,2,3)(1,0,4,2,3)12033 = (2,0,3,1,4)(2,0,3, 1, 4)31203
= (2,0,3, l,4)(2,0,3, l,4)(2,0,4)(2,0,4)13203 = (2,4,0,3,1)(2,4,0,3,1)133203
= (2,4,0,3,1) (2,4,0,3,1)13(1,4,0) (1,4,0)2303 = (2,0,3,4,1) (2,0,3,4,1)432303
= (2,0,3,4,1) (2,0,3,4,1)4323303 = (2,0,3,4,1) (2,0,3,4,1)4323(1,2,4) (1,2,4)033
= (2,0,3,1,4) (2,0,3,1,4)13430 € [01214]. □
Lemma-55 (012012 6 [01201])
Proof. 012012 = 0012012 = 0(2,3,4) (2,3,4)102012 = (2, 3,4)(2,3,4)0102012
= (2,3,4) (2,3,4)01002012 = (2,3,4) (2,3,4)010(1,4,3)(1,4,3)20012
= (2,1,4) (2,1,4)0402012 = (2,1,4) (2,1,4)0402(2,3,4) (2,3,4)102
= (1,2) (3,4) (I,2) (3,4)0203102 = (1,2) (3,4)(1,2) (3,4)0(3,2,1,0,4) (3,2,1,0,4)302402
= (2,0,4) (2,0,4)4302402= (2,0,4) (2,0,4)43002402
= (2,0,4) (2,0,4)430(3,1,4) (3,1,4)20402 = (2,0,3,1,4)(2,0,3,1,4)31020402
= (2,0,3,1,4) (2,0,3,1,4)310200402 = (2,0, 3,1,4)(2,0,3,1,4)31020(2,1, 3)(2,1,3)4002
= (0,2) (1,4) (0,2) (1,4)23010402 = (0,2)(1,4)(0,2)(1,4)2(1,2,4)(1,2,4)0310402
= (2,0,4) (2,0,4)40310402 = (2,0,4) (2,0,4)40(2,0,3,4,1) (2,0,3,4,1)013202
= (2,3,4,0,1) (2,3,4,0,1)13013202 = (2,3,4,0,1) (2,3,4,0,1)130132(3,1,4)(3,1,4)20
= (1,2) (0,4) (1,2) (0,4)41041220 = (1,2)(0,4) (1,2) (0,4)410410
= (1,2)(0,4) (1,2)(0,4)(2,0,3) (2,0,3)140410 = (2,1,0,4,3)(2,1,0,4,3)140410
= (2,1,0,4,3) (2,1,0,4,3)1400410 = (2,1,0,4,3) (2,1,0,4,3)1(2,1,3) (2,1,3)040410
= (2,3,1,0,4)(2,3,1,0,4)3040410 = (2,3,1,0,4)(2,3,1,0,4)304(2,1,3)(2,1,3)4010
= (1,0,4) (1,0,4)2044010 = (1,0,4) (1,0,4)204010
= (1,0,4)(1,0,4)2004010 = (1,0,4)(1,0,4)20(2,1,3) (2,1,3)40010
= (2,1,0,4,3) (2,1,0,4,3)104010 = (2,1,0,4,3) (2,1,0,4,3)104(2,3,4) (2,3,4)100
= (2, l,0)(2,1,0)10210 G [01201]. □
Lemma-56 (012013 G [01201]) 
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Proof. 012013 = 01(1,2,3,0,4)(1,2,3,0,4) 1024 = (1,2,3,0,4)(1,2,3,0,4)421024
= (1,2,3,0,4)(l, 2,3,0,3)4(3,4,0) (3,4,0)12024 = (1,2,4) (1,2,4)012024
= (1,2,4)(1,2,4)0120024 = (1,2,4) (1,2,4)01(1,3,4) (1,3,4)02024
= (1,2)(3,4) (1,2) (3,4)0302024 = (1,2)(3,4) (1,2) (3,4)0302(1,3,4)(1,3,4)204
= (1,2,3) (1,2,3)0402204 =(1,2,3) (1,2,3)040204
= (1,2,3)(1,2,3)0(1,3,2)(1,3,2)04204 = 004204 = 04204 E [01201]. □
Lemma-57 (012010 E [01023])
Proof. 012010 = 0012010 = 0(2,3,4)(2,3,4)102010 = (2,3,4)(2,3,4)0102010
= (2,3,4) (2,3,4)01020010 = (2,3,4) (2,3,4)01020(2,3,4) (2,3,4)100
= (2,4,3)(2,4,3)0103010 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3)010(1,2,4) (1,2,4)0310
= (1,2)(3,4)(1,2) (3,4)0200310 = (1,2)(3,4)(1,2)(3,4)020310
= (1,2)(3,4)(1,2) (3,4)0(3,2,1,0,4) (3,2,1,0,4)30240 = (2,0,4) (2,0,4)430240
= (2,0,4) (2,0,4)4430240 = (2,0,4) (2,0,4)4(0,4,2,3,1) (0,4,2,3,1)034140
= (2,4,3,1,0) (2,4,3,1,0)2034140 = (2,4,3,1,0) (2,4,3,1,0)2034(2,3,0) (2,3,0)410
= (2,4,0,3,1) (2,4,0,3,1)3204410 = (2,4,0,3,1) (2,4,0,3,1)320410
= (2,4,0,3,1) (2,4, 0,3,1)32(2,1,3) (2,1,3)4010 = (2,4,0) (2,4,0)214010
= (2,4,0) (2,4,0)2140(2,3,4) (2,3,4)001 = (3,4,0) (3,4,0)312001
= (3,4,0) (3,4,0)31201 = (3,4,0) (3,4,0) (2, 0,4)(2,0,4)13201
= (3,2,0) (3,2,0)13201 = (3,2,0)(3,2,0)1(2,4,0,3,1) (2,4,0,3,1)0234
= (0,1,2,3,4)(0,1,2,3,4)20234 G [01023]. □
Lemma-58 (012043 G [0121])
Proof. 012043 = 01(2,3,0,1,4)(2,3,0,1,4)4021 = (2,3,0,1,4)(2,3, 0,1,4)144021
= (2,3,0,1,4) (2,3,0,1,4)1021 = (2,3,0,1,4)(2,3,0,1,4)(2,3,4) (2,3,4)0121
= (2,4,3,0,1) (2,4,3,0,1)0121 = (2,4,3,0,1) (2,4,3,0,1)01121
= (2,4,3,0,1) (2,4,3,0,1)01(0,4,3) (0,4,3)211
= (2,3,4,0,1)(2,3,4,0,1)4121 G [0121]. □
Lemma-59 (012043 G [01214])
Proof. 012043 = 0(2,3,0,1,4) (2,3,0,1,4)02133 = (2,3,0,1,4) (2,3,0,1,4)10213
= (2,3,0,1,4)(2,3,0,1,4) (2,3,4) (2,3,4)01213 = (2,4,3,0,1) (2,4,3,0,1)011213
= (2,4,3,0,1)(2,4,3,0,1)01(0,4,3)(0,4,3)2113 = (1,2,0)(1,2,0)41213 G [01214]. □
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Lemma-60 (012041 G [0123])
Proof. 012041 = 01(4,2,1,0,3)(4,2,1,6,3)4023 = (4,2,1,0,3) (4,2,1,0,3)304023
= (4,2,1,0,3) (4,2,1,6,3)3(1,2,3) (I,2,3)40023 = (3,4) (1,0) (3,4) (1,0)14023
= (3,4)(1,0)(3,4)(l, 0)140223 = (3,4)(1,0)(3,4)(1,0)(2,4,3,0,1)(2,4,3,6,1)041323
= (4,0,2)(4,0,2)041(0,4, l)(0,4,1)233 = (1,0,2)(1,0,2)4102 G [0123]. □
Lemma-61 (012041 G [01203])
Proof. 012041 = 0120(3,0,2)(3,0,2)14 = (3,0,2)(3,0,2)213214
= (3,0,2)(3,0,2)2213214 = (3,0,2) (3,0,2)2(3,0,4) (3,0,4)123214
= (3,4) (2,0) (3,4) (2,6)2123214 = (3,4) (2,0) (3,4) (2,6)21223214
= (3,4) (2,0) (3,4) (2,0)212(0,1,4)(0,1,4)32214 = (0,2,1,4,3) (0,2,1,4,3)2423214
= (0,2,1,4,3) (0,2,1,4,3)2423(3,0,4) (3,0,4)124 = (1,3,4,0,2) (1,3,4,0,2)2320124
= (1,3,4,0,2) (1,3,4,0,2)2(0,3,1,2,4) (0,3,1,2,4)023424 = (3,0,4) (3,6,4)4023424
= (3,0,4) (3,0,4)40234(3,0,1) (3,0,1)42 = (3,1) (4,0) (3,1) (4,0)4120442
= (3. l)(4.0)(3.1X4.6)412042 = (3.1) (4.0) (3.1) (4.6)4412042
= (3,1) (4,0) (3,1) (4,6)4(2,4,0,1,3)(2,4,6,1,3)214342
= (1,2,4) (1,2,4)0214342 = (1,2,4) (1,2,4) (1,3,4) (1,3,4) 2014342
= (3,4) (2,1) (3,4) (2,1)2014342 = (3,4) (2,1) (3,4) (2,1)2(1,2,4,0,3) (1,2,4,6,3)410242
= (l,4)(3,0)(T, 4) (3,6)4410242 = (1,4)(3,0)(l, 4)(3,6)410242
= (1,4)(3,0)(I,4)(3,6)410(1,3,0)(l,3,0)422 = (3,1,4)(3,1,4)43142
= (3,1,4)(3,1,4)4(3,2,1,0,4)(3,2,1,6,4)4130
= (1,3,0,4,2)(1,3,0,4,2)34130 G [01203]. □
Lemma-62 (012030 G [0123])
Proof. 012030 = 0120(1,4,2) (1,4,2)03 = (1,4,2)(1,4,2)041003
= (1,4,2)(1,4,2)0413 G [0123]. □
Lemma-63 (012031 G [01203])
Proof. 012031 = 0112031 = 01(3,4,0)(3,4,6)21031 = (3,4,0)(3,4,6)3121031
= (3,4,0)(3,4,6)31210(2,4,0)(2,4,0)13 = (3,0)(4,2) (3,0)(4,2)3141213
= (3,0) (4,2) (3,6) (4,2)3141(3,4,0) (3,4,0)123 = (0,4,2) (6,4,2)4101123
= (0,4,2) (6,4,2)416123 = (0,4,2) (6,4,2) (3,2,0) (3,2,0) 140123
179
= (0,4) (2,3) (0,4)(2,3)140123 = (0,4) (2,3) (0,4) (2,3)1(4,2,0,3,1) (4,2,0,3,1)10433
= (2,0,1,4,3) (2,6,1,4,3)41043 G [01203]. □
Lemma-64 (012032 6 [0123])
Proof. 012032 = 0120(0,4,1) (0,4,1)23 = (0,4,1)(0,4,1)402423
= (0,4,1) (0,4,1)402(3,1,0) (3,1,0)243 = (0,4)(1,3) (0,4)(1,3)432243
= (0,4) (1,3)(0,4)(1, 3)43243 = (0,4) (1,3) (0,4) (1,3)4(1,4,0)(l,4,0)2343
= (3,4,1)(3,4,1)02343 = (3,4,1) (3,4,1)023343
= (3,4,1) (3,4,1)023(0,2, 1) (0,2,1)433 = (4,0,2,1,3) (4,0,2,1,3)2134
= (4,0,2,1,3) (4,0,2, T, 3) (2,4,1,0,3) (2,4,1,0,3)3120
= (4,3,1,2,0)(4,3,1,2,0)3120 G [0123]. □
Lemma-65 (012034 G [0120])
Proof. 012034 = 0120334 = 0(0,1,3,2,4) (0,1,3,2,4)021434
= (0,1,3,2,4) (0,1,3,2,4)1021434 = (0,1,3,2,4)(0,1,3,2,4)1021(0,2,1) (0,2,1)344 
= (2,4)(1,3) (2,4) (T, 3)021034 = (2,4) (1,3)(2,4)(1,3)02(3,1,4,0,2) (3,I,4,0,2)3012
= (3,4)(2,0)(3,4)(2,0)233012 = (3,4)(2,0)(3,4)(2,0)2012 6 [0120]. □
Lemma-66 (012030 G [0120])
Proof. 012030 = 0120300 = 0120(1,4,2)(1,4,2)030 = (1,4,2)(1,4,2)0410030
= (1,4,2) (1,4,2)04130 = (1,4,2)(1,4,2) (4,2,1,0,3) (4,2,1,0,3)14020
= (1,2,0,3,4) (1,2,6,3,4)14020 = (1,2,0,3,4) (1,2,0,3,4)140020
= (1,2,0,3,4) (1,2,0,3,3) 140(1,3,4) (1,3,4)200 = (l,2,0,4,3)(l,2,0,4,3)3102
= (1,2,0,4,3) (1,2,0,4,3)3(2,4,3) (2,4,3)012
= (1,4,2,0,3)(1,4,2,0,3)2012 G [0120]. □
Lemma-67 (012031 G [01203])
Proof 012031 = 0120331 = 01203(2,0,4) (2,0,4)13 = (2,0,4)(2,0,4)4104313
= (2,0,4) (2,0,4)4(4,1,3,0,2) (4,1,3,0,2)401213 = (0,1,3)(0,1,3)1401213
= (0,1,3) (0,1,3)14011213 = (0,1,3) (0,1,3)1401(0,4,3) (0,4,3)2113
= (0,1) (3,4)(0,1) (3,4)134123 = (0,1)(3,4)(0,1) (3,4) (2,4,0)(2,4,0)314123
= (0,1,2,4,3) (0,I,2,4,3)3114123 = (0,1,2,4,3)(0,1,2,4,3)31(2,0,3) (2,0,3)41123
= (0, l)(2,4)(0,l)(2,4)21423 G [01203]. □
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Lemma-68 (012032 G [0123])
Proof. 012032 = 0122032 = 012(4,1,3)(4,1,3)0232 = (4,1,3)(4,1,3)0320232
= (4,1,3) (4,1,3)0320(4,1,0) (4,1,0)322 = (1,3) (4,0)(l, 3) (4,0)432432
= (1,3) (4,0) (1,3) (4,0)4(1,4,0) (I,4,0)23432 = (4,1,3) (4,1,3)023432
= (4,1,3) (4,1,3)0233432 = (4,1,3) (4,1,3)023(2,1,0) (2,1,0)4332
= (1,3,4,0,2) (1,3,4,0,2)21342
= (1,3,4,0,2) (1,3,4,0,2)2(4,1,2,3,0) (4,1,2,3,0)4310
= (1,0,3)(1,0,3)34310 = (1,0,3) (1,0,3) (1,0,2) (1,0,2)43310
= (l,2)(0,3)(l,2)(0,3)4310 G [0123]. □
Lemma-69 (012034 G [01204])
Proof 012034 = 0120334 = 01203(1,0,2) (1,0,2)43 = (1,0,2) (1,0,2)2012343
= (1,0,2) (1,0,2)2(2,0,3,1,4) (1,3,4,0,2)210443 = (4,2U1.3V4.2) (13)02103
= (4,2) (1,3) (4,2) (I,3)0(0,2,3,1,4) (0,2,3,1,4)0124
= (0,2)(4,3)(0,2)(4,3)20124 G [01204]. □
Lemma-70 (012141 G [01023])
Proof. 012141 = 0121411 = 0121(3,0,2)(3,0,2)141 = (3, 0,2)(3,0,2)2131141
= (3,0,2) (3,0,2)213141 = (3,0,2) (3,0,2)21(2,0,4) (2,0,4)1341
= (2,3,4) (2,3,4)011341 = (2,3,4) (2,3,4)01341
= (2,3,4) (2,3,4)(2,4,3)(2,4,3)10341 = 10341
= 1(0,1,3,2,4)(0,1,3,2,4)4302 = (0,1,3,2,4) (0,1,3,2,4)34302
= (0,1,3,2,4) (0,1,3,2,4)344302 = (0,1,3,2,4) (0,I,3,2,4)(1,0,2) (1,0,2)434302
= (4,2) (1,3) (4,2)(1,3)4334302 = (4,2) (1,3) (4,2) (T, 3)43(1,0,2) (1,0,2)43302
= (1,3,0,2,4)(1,3,0,2,4)43402 G [01023]. □
Lemma-71 (012141 G [0123])
Proof. 012141 = 0121(3,0,2)(3,0,2)14 = (3,0,2)(3,0,2)213114 = (3,0,2)(3,0,2)21314
= (3,0,2)(3,0,2)21(2,0,4) (2,0,4)134 = (3,4,2) (3,4,2)01134
= (3,4,2) (3,4,2)0134 G [0123]. □
Lemma-72 (012140 G [01203])
181
Proof. 012140 = 01(2,0,1,3,4)(2,0,1,3,4)4123 = (2,0,1,3,4)(2,0,1,3,4)134123
= (2.0.1.3.4X2.0.1.5.4)1534125
= (2,0,1,3,4)(2,0,1,5,4)15(0,1,3,2,4) (0,1,3,2,4) 14305
= (1,2)(0,3) (1,2) (0,3)3214303 = (1,2)(0,3) (1,2)(0,3)32143(1,4,2)(1,4,2)30
= (4,2)(0,3)(4,2)(0,3)3142330 = (4,2)(0,3)(4,2)(0,3)314230
= (4,2)(0,3)(4,2)(0,5)(0,4,2)(0,4,2)134230 = (3,4,O)(3,4,0)134250
= (3,4,0) (3,4,0)1(2,0,1) (2,0,1)43250 = (4,1,2,0,3)(4,1,2,0,3)243230
= (4,1,2,0,3)(4,1,2,0,5)243(0,4, l)(0,4,1)320 = (4,0,3,1,2)(4,0,3,1,2)213320
= (4,0,3,1,2)(4,5.5.1.2)21320
= (4,0,3,1,2)(4,0,3,1,2)2(1,0,3,4,2)(1,0,3,4,2)2314
= (4,3,0)(4,5,0)12314 6 [01203]. □
Lemma-73 (012140 e [0121])
Proof. 012140 = 0121400 = 01(2,0,1,3,4)(2,0,1,5,4)41230
= (2,0,1,3,4)(2,0,1,5,4)1341230 = (2,0,1,3,4)(2,0,1,5,3)13312(1,4,2)(1,4,2)03
= (0.4.1.3.2X0.4.15.2)4324103
= (0,4,1,3,2) (0,4,1,5,2)43(0,4,3,1,2) (0,3,3, T, 2)14233
= (4,2)(0,3)(4,2)(0,5)311425 = (4,2) (0,3) (4,2) (0,5)31423
= (4,2)(0,3)(4,2)(0,3)(4,2,0)(4,2,0)13423 = (3,4,0)(5,4,0)13425
= (3,4,0)(3,4,0)1(1,2,0)(1,2,0)4325 = (1,2,0,3,4)(1,2,0,5,4)24323
= (1,2,0,3,4)(1,2,0,3,4)243(4,1,0) (3,1,0)32 = (0,3,1,2,4)(0,5,1,2,4)21332
= (0,3,1,2,4) (0,3,1,2,4)2132 = (0,3,1,2,4) (0,5,1,2,3) (3,4,0)(3,4,0)1232
= (4,3,1,2,0)(3,5,1,2,0)1252 = (4,3,1,2,0)(3,5,1,2,0)12232
= (4,3,1,2,0) (3,5,1,2,0)12(4,1,0)(3,1,0)322
= (1,2,4,3,0)(1,2,4,3,0)0232 6 [0121], □
Lemma-74 (012030 e [01250])
Proof. 012030 = 0012030 = 0(3,4,2) (5,4,2)102030 = (3,4,2)(5,4,2)0102030
= (3,4,2)(3,4,2)01022030 = (3,4,2) (3,4,2)010(1,4,3)(1,4,3)20030
= (1,4,2) (1,4,2)0402030 = (1,4,2) (1,4,2)0402(1,2,4) (1,2,4)500
= 010430 = 0110430 = (3,4,2)(5,4,2)1010450
= (3,4,2)(3,4,2)10(3,4,2)(3,4,2)01430 = (4,3,2)(4,3,2)1001430
= (4.3.2X4.5.2)101450 = (4.3.2)(4.5.2)10(1.0.4.2.3X1,0.4.2.3)3412
182
= (4,1,0) (4,1,0)043412 = (4,1, □) (4,1,0)0(2,1,0) (2,1,0)34412
= (1,2)(0,4)(l, 2)(0,4)23412 G [01230]. □
Lemma-75 (012031 G [0120])
Proof. 012031 = 0(0,1,3,2,4)(0,1,3,2,4)02141 = (0,1,3,2,4) (0,1,3,2,4)102141
= (0,1,3,2,4)(0,1,3,2,4)(3,4,2) (3,4,2)012141 = (0,1,4)(0,1,4)0112141
= (0,l,4)(0,1,4)01(4,3,0)(4,3,0)21141 = (0,1,3)(0,1,3)412141
= (0,1,3)(0,I,3)412(0,3,2)(0,3,2)411 = (0,1,2)(0,1,2)4104 G [0120]. □
Lemma-76 (012032 G [0123])
Proof. 012032 = 0(0,1,3,2,4) (0,I,3,2,4)02142 = (0,1,3,2,4) (0,1,3,2,4)102142 
= (0,1,3,2,4) (6,I,3,2,4)1021(0,1,3) (0,1,3)24 = (0,3,2,4,1) (0,3,2,4,1)312324 
= (0,3,2,4, l)(0,3,2,4,1) (0,4,2) (0,4,2) 132324 = (4, l)(0,3)(4, l)(0,3)132324 
= (4, l)(0,3)(4,1)(0,3)1332324 = (4, l)(0,3)(4, l)(0,3)13(0, l,4)(0,1,4)23324 
= (0,3,1) (0,3,1)432324 = (0,3,1) (0,3,1)4322324
= (0,3, l)(0,3,1)432(0,1,4)(0,1,4)322 = (0,3,4)(0,3,4)03234
= (0,3,4)(0,3,4)0(0, l,4)(0,1,4)2334 = (4, l)(0,3)(4, l)(0,3)1234 G [0123]. □
Lemma-77 (012034 G [0121])
Proof. 012034 = 0(0,1,3,2,4) (0,1,3,2,4)02l44 = (0,1,3,2,4) (0,1,3,2,4) 1021
= (0,1,3,2,4)(0,1,3,2,4)(3,4,2)(3,4,2)0121 = (0,1,4) (0,1,4)01121
= (0, l,4)(0,1,4)01(0,4,3)(0,4,3)211 = (0,1,3)(0,1,3)4121 G [0121]. □
Lemma-78 (012030 G [01023])
Proof. 012030 = 0012030 = 0(3,4,2)(3,4,2)102030 = (3,4,2)(3,4,2)0102030
= (3,4,2)(3,4,2)01002030 = (3,4,2)(3,4,2)010(3,1,4)(3,1,4)20030
= (2,1,4)(2,1,4)0402030 = (2,1,4)(2,1,4)0402(1,2,4)(1,2,4)300
= 01043 G [01023]. □
Lemma-79 (012031 G [01201])
Proof. 012031 = 0(0,1,3,2,4) (0,1,3,2,4)02141 = (0,1,3,2,4)(0,1,3,2,4)102141
= (0,1,3,2,4) (0,1,3,2,4) (4,2,3)(4,2,3)012141 = (0,1,4)(0,1,4)0112141
183
= (0,1,4) (0,1,4)01(0,4,3) (0,4,3)21141 = (0,1,3) (0,1,3)412141
= (0, l,3)(0,1,3)412(2,0,3)(2,0,3)411 = (0,1,2) (0,1,2)41041 G [01201], □
Lemma-80 (012032 G [01204])
Proof. 012032 = 0122032 = 012(4,1,3)(4,1,3)0232 = (4,1,3)(4,1,3)0320232
= (4,1,3)(4,1,3)03202232= (4,1,3)(4,1,3)03202(0,1,4) (0,1,4)322
= (0,1,3) (0,1,3)132123 = (0,1,3) (0,1,3)1321123
= (0,1,3)(0,I,3)13(0,4,3) (0,4,3)12123 = (1,0) (3,4) (I,0) (3,4)1012123
= (1,0) (3,4)(I,0) (3,4)1012(0,4,3) (0,4,3)213 = (0,1,4) (0,1,4)1412213
= (0,1,4)(0,1,4)141213 = (0,1,4) (0,1,4)1(0,2,3) (0,2,3)14213
= (1,4,2,3,0)(l, 4,2,3,0)114213 = (1,4,2,3,0)(l, 4,2,3,0)14213 G [01204], □
Lemma-81 (012034 G [01214])
Proof. 012034 = 0120(2,1,0)(2,1,0)43 = (2,1,0) (2,1,0)201243
= (2,1,0)(2,1,0)2(0,4,1,3,2)(0,4,I,3,2)21033 = (2,3)(1,4) (2,3)(1,4)02103
= (2,3) (1,4)(2,3) (1,4) (4,1,3) (4,1,3)20103 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3)20103
= (2,4,3) (2,4,3)200103 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3)20(2,4,3) (2,4,3)1003
= (2,3,4)(2,3,4)40103 G [01214], □
Lemma-82 (012301 G [0120])
Proof. 012301 = 0123301 = (2,0,3,1,4)(2,0,3,1,4)2104301
= (2,0,3,1,4) (2,0,3,1,4)210(2,1,0)(2,I,0)3401 = (0,3) (1,4)(0,3) (1,4)1023401
= (0,3)(1,4)(0,3)(l,4)(2,1,3,0,4)(2,1,3,0,4)2014401
= (1,2)(3,4)(1,2) (3,4)201401 = (1,2)(3,4) (1,2)(3,4)2014(4,2,3)(4,2,3)10
= (2,1,3) (2,1,3)301210 = (2,1,3) (2,1,3)30(0,4,3)(0,4,3)2110
= (1,0,4,3,2) (1,0,4,3,2)04210
= (1,0,4,3,2) (1,0,4,3,2) (2,0,1,4,3)(2,0,1,4,3)24030
= (0,3) (2,4) (0,3) (2,4)240304 = (0,3)(2,4)(0,3)(2,4)240(2,1,4)(2,1,4)03
= (0,3) (1,4) (0,3) (1,4)12003 = (0,3) (1,4) (0,3) (1,4)1203
= (0,3)(l,4)(0,3)(I,4)1(4,1,3)(4,1,3)023 = (0,4,3)(0,4,3)3023 G [0120], □
Lemma-83 (012301 G [01230])
184
Proof. 012301 = 0122301 = 012(2,1,3,4,0) (2,1,3,4,0)0324
= (2,1,3,4,0)(2,1,3,4,0)2310324 = (2,1,3,4,0) (2,1,3,4,0)2(2,0,4) (2,0,4)130324
= (2,1,3) (2,1,3)0130324 = (2,1,3) (2,1,3)01(2,1,4) (2,1,4)03324
= (1,3)(2,4)(1,3)(2,4)040324 = (1,3)(2,4)(1,3)(2,4)0(2,1,3)(2,1,3)04324
= (2,4,1) (2,4,1)04324 = (2,4,1) (2,4,1)04(0,4,1) (0,4,1)234
= (1,2)(0,4)(1,2)(0,4)41234 G [01230]. □
Lemma-84 (012302 G [01203])
Proof. 012302 = 0123302 = (2,0,3,1,4)(2,0,3,1,4)2104302
= (2,0,3,1,4)(2,0,3,1,4)210(2,1,0) (2,1,0)3402 = (0,3) (1,4) (0,3) (1.4)1023402
= (0,3)(1,4)(0,3)(1,4)(2,1,3,0,4)(2,1,3,0,4)2014402 = (1,2) (3,4) (1,2) (3,4)201402
= (1,2) (3,4)(1,2) (3,4)2014(1,4,3) (1,4,3)20 = (2,4,1) (2,4,1)204320
= (2,4,1) (2,4,1)2043320 = (2,4,1) (2,4,1)(2,3,0,1,4)(2,3,0,1,4)4021320
= (0,1,3)(0,1,3)4021320 = (0,1,3) (0j 1,3)4021(0,1,4)(0,1,4)230
= (1,3)(0,4)(1,3) (0,4)0124230 = (1,3)(0,4)(1,3)(0,4)012(0,1,3) (0,1,3)2430
= (0,4,1) (0,4,1) 1322430 = (0,4,1) (0,4,1)132430
= (0,4,1) (0,4,1)1(0,4,1) (0,4,1)23430 = (0,1,4) (0,1,4)023430
= (0,1,4)(0,1,4)023(2,0,1)(2,0,1)340 = (1,4)(0,2)(1,4)(0,2)103340
= (1,4) (0,2) (1,4) (0,2)10310 = (l,4)(0,2)(l,4)(0,2)100340
= (l,4)(0,2)(I,4) (0,2)(2,4,3)(2,4,3)010340 = (1,3,2,0,4)(1,3,2,0,4)010340
= (1,3,2, 0,4)(1, 3, 2,0,4)01(2,1,4)(2,1,4)3040 = (1,3)(0,2)(1,3)(0,2)043040
= (l,3)(0,2)(l,3)(0,2)0430(2,3,1)(2,3,1)04 = (2, 0,3)(2, 0, 3)041004
= (2,0,3) (2,0,3)04104 = (2,0,3) (2,0,3) (2,1,3) (2,1,3)40104
= (1,3)(0,2) (I,3)(0,2)40104 = (1,3)(0,2)(1,3)(0,2)401104
= (1,3)(0,2) (1,3) (0,2)4(2,4,3) (2,4,3)10104 = (2,0,4,3,1) (2,0,4,3,1)310104
= (2,0,4,3,1) (2,0,4,3,1)310(2,4,3) (2,4,3)014 = (1,4,2,0,3)(1,4,2,0,3)210014
= (1,4,2,0,3) (1,4,2,0,3)21014 = (1,4,2,0,3) (1,4,2,0,3) (3,0,4) (3,0,4)12014
= (1,3)(4,2)(1,3)(4,2)12014 = (1,3)(4,2)(1,3)(4,2)1(2,4,0,3,1)(2,4,0,3,1)1023
= (2,0,3) (2,0,3)21023 G [01203]. □
Lemma-85 (012302 G [01023])
Proof. 012302 = 0123302 = (2,0,3,1,4)(2,0,3,1,4)2104302
= (2,0,3,1,4) (2,0,3,1,4)210(2,1,0)(2,1,0)3402 = (0,3) (1,4)(0,3) (1,4)1023402
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= (0,3) (1,4) (0,3) (I,4) (2,1,3,0,4) (2,1,3,6,4)2014402 = (1,2) (3,4) (1,2) (3,4)201402
= (1,2)(3,4)(1,2) (3,4)2011402 = (1,2) (3,4) (1,2)(3,4)201(1,2,4,3,0)(l, 2,4,3,0)0413
= (1,4,0) (1,4,0)4120413 =(1,4,0) (1,4,0)4(0,4,3) (0,4,3)210413
= (1,3,0)(l, 3,0)3210413 = (1,3,0)(l, 3,0)32(2,4,3) (2,4,3)01413
= (1,2,4,3,0) (1,2,4,3,6)2401413 = (1,2,4,3,0) (1,2,4,3,6)24014413
= (1,2,4,3,0) (1,2,4,3,0)240(2,0,3) (2,0,3)41413 = (1,0) (2,4) (1,6) (2,4)04341413
= (1,0) (2,4) (1,0)(2,4)04(1,2,0)(l, 2,0)431413 = (2,4,0) (2,4,6)14431413
= (2,4,0) (2,4,0)131413 = (2,4,0) (2,4,0)131(3,2,0)(3,2,0)143
= (2,4,3) (2,4,3)121143 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3)12143
= (2,4,3) (2,4,3)122143 = (2,4,3) (2,4,3) (0,4,3) (0,4,3)212143
= (3,2)(0,4)(3,2)(0,4)212143 = (3,2) (0,4) (3,2)(0,4)21(0,4,3) (6,4,3)1243
= (2,0,3) (2,6,3)211243 = (2,0,3)(2,6,3)21243 e [01023]. □
Lemma-86 (0102321 6 [010232])
Proof. 0102321 = 0(1,3,0,4,2) (I,3,6,4,2)201421 = (1,3,0,4,2) (1,3,0,4,2)4201421 
= (1,3,0,4,2) (1,3,0,4,2)42201421 = (1,3,0,4,2) (1,3,0,4,2)42(1,4,3)(1,4,3)021421 
= (3,0)(2,4)(3,6) (2,4)32021421 = (3,0)(2,4)(3,6) (2,4)32021(0, l,3)(0,1,3)241 
= (3,1)(2,4)(3,1)(2,4)02123241 = (3,1)(2,4)(3,1) (2,4)021223241
= (3,1) (2,4) (3,1)(2,4)0212(0,4,1)(0,4,1)32241 = (1,3,0,4, 2)(1,3,0,4,2)42023241
= (1,3,0,4,2)(1,3,6,4,2)4202(4,3,1,2,0)(l, 3,0,4,2)4230= (3,4,0)(3,4,0)30404230
= (3,4,0) (3,4,0)304(1,2,3)(1,2,3)40230 = (3,4,0,1,2) (3,4,0,1,2)10440230
= (3,4,0,1,2) (3,4,0,I,2)1040230 = (3,4,0,1,2) (3,4,0,1,2)1(1,2,3) (1,2,3)400230
= (3,4,0,2,1) (3,4,0,2,1)240230 = (3,4,0,2,1) (3,4,0,2,1)24(3,4,1) (3,4,1)2030
= (3,1,4,0,2)(S, 1,4,0,2)212030 = (3,1,4,0,2)(3,1,4,0,2)2212030
= (3,1,4,0,2)(3,1,4,0,2)2(3,0,4) (3,0,4)122030 -













ArrayP:=[Id(N): i in [1..120]];
for i in [2..120] do
P:=[Id(N): 1 in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [l..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i] ) [j] eq 2 then P[j]:=yy; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i] ) [j] eq 1
then P[j]:=xx; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -1
then P[j]:=xx~ ~1; end if;
end for;
PP:-Id(N);
for k in [1..#P] do
PP:=PP*[k];  end for;
ArrayP[i]:=PP;
end for;
for i in [1..120] do if ArrayP[i] eq N!(5,1,2,3,4)(10,6,7,8,9) 
then Sch[i]; end if; end for;
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G<x,y,t>:=Group<x,y,t|x"5,y“2,(x*y)"4,(x,y)"3,t “3,(y*t)"2,(y"x)"2,  
(y*t"(x"  2))"2,(y * x * y * x~2 * y * x"2*t"(x"2) )“4>;
f,G1,k:=CosetAction(G,sub<GIx,y>);
IN:=sub<GlI f (x) , f (y) >;
ts:-[Id(Gl) : i in [1..10]];
ts[5]:=f(t); ts[l]:-f(t"x);ts[2]:=f(t"(x"2));ts[3]:=fCt"(x"3)) ;
ts[4]:=f(t“(x"4));
ts[10] : = (ts [5] ) "-1 ;ts [9] : = (ts [4])1; ts[8] : = (ts [3])"-l;
ts[6] : = (ts[l])"-l;ts[7] :=(ts[2])"-l;
cst := [null : i in [1 .. 126]] where null is [Integers() I ]; 
prodim := function(pt, Q, I)
/*
Return the image of pt under permutations Q[I] applied sequentially. 
*/
v := pt;




































FIND # SINGLE COSETS
****************************************************** */
for i in [l..#T7] do
ss: = [7] ~T7[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..126] 
m;
do if cst[i] ne □ then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
for i in [l..#T74] do
ss:-[7,4] "T74[i] ; 
cst [prodimd, ts, 
end for;
m: =0;
ss)] : = ss;
for i in [1..126] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
m;
for i in [l..#T79] do
ss: = [7,9] “T79 [i] ; 




for i in [1..126] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
m;
for i in [l..#T742] do 
ss: = [7,4,2]*T742[i]  ;




for i in [1..126] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; 
m;
for i in [l..#T747] do
ss:=[7,4,7]"T747[i];
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..126] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; 
m;
for i in [l..#T792] do 
ss:=[7,9,2]~T792[i];
cst [prodimG, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..126] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l;
m;
for i in [1..#T797] do 
ss:=[7,9,7]"T797[i] ;
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m: =0;
for i in [1..126] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l;
end if; end for;
end if; end for;
for i in [l..#T798] do 
ss:=[7,9,8]"T798[iJ;
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..126] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l;
m;
for i in [l..#T7424] do 
ss:=[7,4,2,4]"T7424[i];
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..126] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l;
end if; end for;
end if; end for;
m; 
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for i in. [l..#T7924] do
ss:=[7,9,2,4]~T7924[i];
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..126] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; 
m;
for i in [l..#T7979] do
ss:=[7,9,7,9]~T7979[i];
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;





sym2per := function(Gl,N, yyy)
/*
Convert an element x of JI in the symmetric representation into a 
permutation acting on 126 letters
*/
xxx := N ! yyy[l]; uuu := yyy[2];
p := [1 : i in [1 .. 126]];
ts:=[Id(Gl): i in [1..10]];
ts[5]:=f(t); ts[l]:=f (t"x) ;ts [2]:=f(t"(x“2));ts[3]:=f(t"(x~3));
ts[4]:=f(t"(x~4));ts [10]: = (ts[5])"-1;ts[9]: = (ts[4])"-1;
ts[8] :=(ts[3])~-l;ts[6] : = (ts[l])'‘-l;ts [-7] :=(ts[2])"-l;
p := [1 : i in [1 . . 126]] ;
for i := 1 to 10 do
p[prodim(1, ts, [i])] := prodim(1, ts, [i]“xxx);; 
end for;
T7:=Transversal(N,N7);
for i := 1 to #T7 do
ss: = [7] "T7[i] ;
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss~xxx);
end for;
T74:=Transversal(N,N74);
for i := 1 to #T74 do
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ss: = [7,4] *'T74[i]  ;
pEprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss~xxx); 
end for;
T79:=Transversal(N,N79);
for i := 1 to #T79 do
ss:=E7,9]~T79Ei] ;
pEprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodim(l, ts, ss"xxx); 
end for;
T742:=Transversal(N,N742);
for i := 1 to #T742 do 
ss:=E7,4,2]"T742[i];
pEprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss“xxx); 
end for;
T747:^Transversal(N,N747); 
for i := 1 to #T747 do 
ss:=E7,4,7]“T747Ei];
pEprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss'xxx); 
end for;
T792:-Transversal(N,N792);
for i := 1 to #T792 do 
ss:=[7,9,2]~T792[i];
pEprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss"xxx); 
end for;
T797:^Transversal(N,N797);
for i := 1 to #T797 do
ss: = E7,9,7] *T797Ei]  ;
pEprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss~xxx); 
end for;
T798:=Transversal(N,N798);
for i := 1 to #T798 do 
ss:=E7,9,8]"T798Ei];
pEprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss^xxx); 
end for;
T7424:=Transversal(N,N7424);
for i := 1 to #T7424 do
ss:=E7,4,2,4]~T7424[i];




for i := 1 to #T7924 do
ss:=[7,9,2,4]"T7924[i];
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodim(l, ts, ss"xxx);
end for;
T7979:=Transversal(N,N7979);
for i := 1 to #T7979 do
ss:=[7,9,7,9]"T7979[i];
p[prodimG, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss"xxx);
end for;
return (G1 ! p) * &* [G1Its[uuu[j]]: j in [1 .. #uuu]];
end function;
/*  ************************************************************** 
PERMUTATION REPRESENTATION------ >SYMMETRIC REPRESENTATION
************************************************************** */
per2sym := function(Gl,N, p)
/*




tt : = p * &*  [G11 (ts [ww [#ww - 1 + 1] ] ) "-1: 1 in [1 .. #ww] ] ;













ArrayP:=[Id(N): i in [1..24]];
for i in [2..24] do
P:=[Id(N): 1 in [1..#Sch[i]]] ;
for j in [1.,#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2 then P[j] :=yy; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i] ) [j] eq 1
then P[j]:=xx; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -1
then P[j]:=xx"-l; end if;
end for;
PP:=Id(N);
for k in [1..#P] do
PP:=PP*[k];  end for;
ArrayP[i]:=PP;
end for;
for i in [1..24] do if ArrayP[i] eq N1(1,5)(4,2)






ts:=[Id(Gl) : i in [1..6]];
ts[3]:=f(t); ts[l]:=f(t"x);ts[2]:=f((t"(x"3))"y);
ts[6]: = (ts[3])"-l;ts [5]:=(ts[2])"-l; ts[4]: = (ts[1])"-1;
cst := [null : i in [1 .. 315]] where null is [Integers() I ]; 
prodim : = function(pt, Q, I)
/*




for i in I do




























































FIND # SINGLE COSETS
****************************************************** */
for i in [l..#T3] do
ss: - [3] ~T3 [i];
cst [prodimd, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m: -0;
for i in [1..315] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; 
m;
for i in [l..#T31] do
ss:-[3,l] ~T31[i] ;
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..315] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; 
m;
for i in [l..#T312] do
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ss:=[3,1,2]~T312[i];
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..315] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; 
m;
for i in [l..#T316] do
ss: = [3,1,6] "'T316 [i] ;
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..315] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; 
m;
for i in [i..#T315] do
ss:=[3,1,5]"T315[i];
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..315] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l;
m;
for i in [l..#T3123] do 
ss:=[3,1,2,3] "T3123[i];
cst[prodimGj ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..315] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l;
m;
for i in [l..#T3126] do
ss: = [3,1,2,6] "T3126 [i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..315] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l;
end if; end for;
end if; end for;
end if; end for;
m;
for i in [l..#T3124] do 
ss:=[3,1,2,4]~T3124[i]; 




for i in [1..315] do if cst[i] 
m;
ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
for i in [l..#T3162] do 
ss:=[3,l,6,2]~T3162[i];
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..315] do if cst [i] 
m;
ne □ then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
for i in [l..#T3165] do 
ss:=[3,1,6,5]"T3165[i];
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..315] do if cst[i] 
m;
ne □ then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
for i in [l..#T3153] do 
ss:=[3,1,5,3] '"T3153[i] ;
cst [prodimG, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..315] do if cst[i] 
m;
ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end f or ;
for i in [l..#T3154] do 
ss:=[3,1,5,4]~T3154[i];
cst [prodimG, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..315] do if cst[i] 
m;
ne □ then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
for i in [l..#T31543] do 
ss: = [3,1,5,4,3]"T31543[i];
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..315] do if cst [i] 
m;
ne n then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
for i in [l..#T31546] do
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ss:=[3,i,5,4,6]~T31546[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..315] do if cst[i] ne 
m;
for i in [l..#T31531] do
ss:=[3,1,5,3,1]"T31531 [i] ;
cst [prodimd, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m: =0 ;
for i in [1..315] do if cst[i] ne 
m;
for i in [l..#T31246] do
ss: = [3,1,2,4,6] ‘T31246 [i] ; 
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..315] do if cst[i] ne 
m;
for i in [l..#T31243] do
ss: = [3,1,2,4,3] ~T31243 [i] ;
cst [prodimd, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..315] do if cst[i] ne 
m;
for i in [l..#T31261] do
ss: = [3,1,2,6,1]‘T31261[i] ; 
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m: =0 ;
for i in [1..315] do if cst[i] ne 
m;
for i in [1..#T31234] do
ss: = [3,1,2,3,4]~T31234[i] ; 
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m: =0; ,
[] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
[] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
[] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
[] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
[] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
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for i in [1..315] do if cst[i] 
m;
ne □ then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
for i in [l..#T31231] do 
ss:=[3,l,2,3,l]~T31231[i];
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in Cl..315] do if cst[i] 
m;
ne □ then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
for i in [1..#T312312] do 
ss: = [3,1,2,3,1,2] *T3 12312 [i] ; 
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m: =0 ;
for i in [1..315] do if cst[i]
m;
ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
for i in [1..#T315315] do 
ss:=[3,1,5,3,1,5] ~T315315[i]; 
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..315] do if cst[i] 
m;
ne □ then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
for i in [1..#T3153153] do
ss: = [3,1,5,3,1,5,3]"T3153153[i] ; 
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..315] do if cst[i] ne 
m;
□ then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
for i in [1..#T3123123] do 
ss:=[3,l,2,3,l,2,3]"T3123123[i]; 
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1,.315] do if cst[i] ne 
m;
□ then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
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SYMMETRIC REPRESENTATION------ >PERMUTATION REPRESENTATION
************************************************************* */  
sym2per := function(G1,N, yyy)
/*
Convert an element x of JI in the 
permutation acting on 315 letters 
*/
xxx := N 1 yyyEll; uuu := yyy[2]; 
p := [1 : i in [1 .. 315]];
ts:=[Id(Gl): i in [1..6]];
ts[3] :=f (t) ; ts[l] :=f(t“x) ;ts[2] :: 
ts[6] : = (ts[3])“-l;ts[5] : = (ts[2])“ 
p := [1 : i in [1 . . 315]];
for i := 1 to 6 do
p[prodim(1, ts, [i])] := prodimd 
end for;
T3:=Transversal(N,N3);
for i := 1 to #T3 do
ss: = [3] “T3[i] ;
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimd, 
end for;
T31:=Transversal(N,N31);
for i := 1 to #T31 do
ss:=[3,l]~T31[i];
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimd, 
end for;
T312:=Transversal(N,N312);
for i := 1 to #T312 do
ss: = [3,l,2]“T312[i] ;
ptprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, 
end for;
T316:^Transversal(N,N316);
for i := 1 to #T316 do 
ss:=[3,l,6]“T316[i];
p[prodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, 
end for;
T315:=Transversal(N,N315);
for i := 1 to #T315 do
symmetric representation into a
;f ((t“(x“3))“y) ;








p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss"xxx); 
end for;
T3123:=Transversal(N,N3123);
for i := 1 to #T3123 do
ss:=[3,l,2,3]~T3123[i] ;
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss"xxx); 
end for;
T3126:=Transversal(N,N3126);
for i := 1 to #T3126 do
ss:=[3,1,2,6]~T3126[i];
p [prodimd, ts, ss)] : = prodimd, ts, ss"xxx); 
end for;
T3124:=Transversal(N,N3124) ; 
for i := 1 to #T3124 do 
ss: = [3,l,2,4]"T3124[i] ; 
ptprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss"xxx); 
end for;
T3162:=Transversal(N,N3162) ;
for i := 1 to #T3162 do
ss:=[3,1,6,2]"T3162[i];
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss“xxx); 
end for;
T3165:=Transversal(N,N3165);
for i := 1 to #T3165 do
ss: = [3,1,6,5]"T3165[i] ;
pCprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss'xxx); 
end for;
T3153:=Transversal(N,N3153);
for i := 1 to #T3153 do 
ss:= [3,1,5,3]“T3153[i]; 
ptprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss"xxx); 
end for;
T3154:=Transversal(N,N3154);
for i := 1 to #T3154 do
ss: = [3,1,5,4]"T3154[i] ;




for i := 1 to #T31543 do
ss:-[3,l,5,4,3]"T31543[i];
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss“xxx); 
end for;
T31546:-Transversal(N,N31546);
for i := 1 to #T31546 do
ss:=[3,1,5,4,6]"T31546[i] ;
pEprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss'xxx); 
end for;
T31531:-Transversal(N,N31531); 
for i := 1 to #T31531 do 
ss:-[3,1,5,3,1]"131531[i];
p[prodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss'xxx); 
end for;
T31246:-Transversal(N,N31246);
for i := 1 to #T31246 do
ss: = [3,1,2,4,6] *T31246  [i] ;
pEprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss“xxx); 
end for;
T31243:-Transversal(N,N31243); 
for i := 1 to #T31243 do 
ss:=[3,l,2,4,3]"T31243[i];
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss'xxx); 
end for;
T31261:-Transversal(N,N31261);
for i 1 to #T31261 do
ss: = [3,1,2,6,1] "T31261 [i] ;
pEprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss'xxx); 
end for;
T31234:-Transversal(N,N31234);
for i := 1 to #T31234 do
ss:-[3,i,2,3,4]-T31234[i];




for i := 1 to #T31231 do
ss:=[3,l,2,3,l]"T31231[i];
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] prodimG, ts, ss"xxx);
end for;
T312312:=Transversal(N,N312312);
for i := 1 to #T312312 do
ss: = [3,1,2,3,1,2]~T312312[i]; 
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss"xxx);
end for;
T315315:=Transversal(N,N315315);
for i := 1 to #T315315 do
ss: = [3,1,5,3,1,5] “T315315 [i] ;
p[prodimG, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss"xxx);
end for;
T3123123:=Transversal(N,N3123123);
for i := 1 to #T3123123 do
ss: = [3,1,2,3,1,2,3]"T3123123[i];
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss'xxx);
end for;
T3153153:^Transversal(N,N3153153);
for i := 1 to #T3153153 do
ss:=[3,1,5,3,1,5,3]"T3153153[i];
ptprodimG, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss"xxx); 
end for;
return (G1 ! p) * &* [G1Its[uuu[j]]: j in [1 .. #uuu]]; 
end function;
PERMUTATION REPRESENTATION------ SYMMETRIC REPRESENTATION
per2sym := function(Gl,N, p)
/*





tt := p * &* [G1I(ts[ww[#wu - 1 + 1 in [1 .. #ww]];













ArrayP:=[Id(N): i in [1..24]];
for i in [2..24] do
P:=[Id(N): 1 in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [l..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i] ) [j] eq 2 then P[j] :=yy; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1
then P[j]:=xx; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq -1
then P[j]:=xx"-l; end if;
end for;
PP:=Id(N);
for k in [1..#P] do
PP:=PP*[k] ; end for;
ArrayP[i]:=PP;
end for;
for i in [1..24] do if ArrayP[i] eq N!(1,3,2)(4,6,5)
then Sch[i] ; end if; end for;
G<x,y,t>:=Group<x,y,tlx~4,y''2,(y*x)"3 t"3,(t,y) ,(x~2*t) "2,(y*t"x) "5, 





ts:=[Id(Gl) : i in [1..6]] ;
ts[3] :=f (t) ; ts[l] :==f (t~x) ;ts[2] :=f ((t"(x"3))"y) ;
ts[6] : = (ts[3])',-l;ts[5] :=(ts[2])~-l; ts[4] :-(ts [1] ) ;
cst := [null : i in [1 .. 105]] where null is [Integers() I ]; 
prodim := function(pt, Q, I)
/*
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Return the image of pt under permutations Q[I] applied sequentially 
*/
v := pt;




























FIND # SINGLE COSETS
********************************************************** */
for i in [l..#T3] do
ss: = [3] ~T3[i] ;




for i in [1..105] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; 
m;
for i in [l..#T31] do
ss:=[3,l]~T31[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m: =0 ;
for i in [1..105] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
m;
for i in [l..#T312] do
ss: = [3,l,2]~T312[i];
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..105] do if cst [i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
m;
for i in [l..#T316] do
ss: = [3,1,6]"T316 [i] ;
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..105] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
m;
for i in [l..#T315] do 
ss:=[3,l,5]~T315[i]; 
cstLprodimd, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..105] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
m;
for i in [l..#T3126] do
ss:=[3,1,2,6]~T3126[i];
cst [prodimd, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..105] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
m;
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for i in. [l..#T3124] do
ss:=[3,1,2,4]~T3124[i] ;
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..105] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; 
m;
for i in [l..#T3165] do
ss:=[3,1,6,5]"T3165[i];
cst [prodimG, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..105] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; 
m;




Convert an element x of JI in the symmetric repesentation into a 
permutation acting on 105 letters
*/
xxx := N ! yyy[l]; uuu := yyy[2];
p := [1 : i in [1 . . 105]];
ts:=[Id(Gl): i in [1..6]];
ts[3] :=f (t) ; ts[l] :=f(t"x) ;ts[2] :=f Gt"(x"3))"y) ;
ts[6] : ==(ts[3])"-1;ts[5] :=(ts[2])"-l; ts[4] : = (ts[1])"-1;
p := [1 : i in [1 .. 105]];
for i := 1 to 6 do
pCprodimG, ts, [i] )] := prodimG, ts, [i]"xxx);;
end for;
T3:=Transversal(N,N3);
for i := 1 to #T3 do
ss:=[3]"T3[i] ;
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodim(l, ts, ss"xxx);
end for;
T31:=Transversal(N,N31);
for i := 1 to #T31 do
ss: = [3,1] "T31 [i] ;
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p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ssAxxx);
end for;
T312:-Transversal(N,N312);
for i := 1 to #T312 do 
ss:=[3,l,2]~T312Ei];
pEprodimd, ts, ss)] prodimd, ts, ss'xxx); 
end for;
T316:-Transversal(N,N316);
for i 1 to #T316 do
ss: = E3,l,6] "T316[i];
pEprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss"xxx);
end for;
T315:-Transversal(N,N315);
for i := 1 to #T315 do
ss: = E3,l,5] "T315[i] ;
pEprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss“xxx); 
end for;
T3126:-Transversal(N,N3126) ;
for i := 1 to #T3126 do
ss: = [3,1,2,6]"T3126Eil;
pEprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss"xxx) ; 
end for;
fT3124:-Transversal(N,N3124);
for i := 1 to #T3124 do
ss:=[3,1,2,4]*T3124Ei] ;
pEprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss"xxx) ; 
end for;
T3165:-Transversal(N,N3165);
for i := 1 to #T3165 do
ss:=E3,1,6,5]"T3165[i];
pEprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss"xxx); 
end for;
return (G1 ! p) * &* EG1Its[uuuEj]]: j in El ■■ #uuu]]; 
end function;
PERMUTATION REPRESENTATION------ SYMMETRIC REPRESENTATION
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********************************************************** */
per2sym := function(Gl,N, p)
/*
Convert permutation p of JI on 105 letters into its symmetric 
represent at i on
*/
ww := cst[l"p];
tt := p * &*[G1|  (ts[ww[#ww - 1 + 1]])"-1: 1 in [1 .. #ww]] ;













ArrayP:=[Id(N): i in [1..24]];
for i in [2..24] do
P:=[Id(N): 1 in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [1..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i] ) [j] eq 2 then P[j] :=yy; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i]) [j] eq 1
then P[j]:=xx; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i] ) [j] eq -1
then P[j]:=xx*-1;  end if;
end for;
PP:=Id(N);
for k in [1..#P] do
PP:=PP*[k];  end for;
ArrayP[i]:=PP;
end for;
for i in [1..24] do if ArrayP[i] eq N!(3,2)(6,5)
then Sch[i]; end if; end for;
G<x,y,t>:=Group<x,y,t|x'‘4,y'’2, (y*x) “3,t“3, (t,y) , (x“2*t) “2J (y*t~x)~5>;
#G;
H:=sub<G|x,y,x*yx “-l*t((t “(x“3))"y)“-l*t “-l*(t “x)'‘-i>;
#H;




IH:=sub<Gl|f(x),f(y),f(x*yx~-lt((t~(x “3)) ''y)“-l*t “-l*(t"x) “-1)>; 
ts:=[Id(Gl) : i in [1..6]];
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ts[3]:=f(t); ts[l]:=f (t"x);ts[2]:=f((t"(x"3))"y);
ts[6]: = (ts[3])"-l;ts [5]: = (ts[2])"-1; ts[4]: = (ts[1])~-l;
cst := [null : i in [1 .. 315]] where null is [Integers() 1 ]; 
prodim function(pt, Q, I)
/*
Return the image of pt under permutations Q[I] applied sequentially 
*/
v := pt;










for i in [l..#T3] do
ss: = [3] "T3[i] ;
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..315] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; 
m;
for i in [l..#T31] do
ss: = [3,l]"T31[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..315] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; 
m;
sym2per : = functional ,N, yyy)
/*
Convert an element x of JI in the symmetric representation into a 
permutation acting on 315 letters
*/
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xxx := N ! yyyEl]; uuu := yyy[2];
p [1 : i in [1 .. 15]] ;
ts: = [Id(Gl): i in [1..6]] ;
ts[3]:=f(t); ts[l]:=f(t"x);ts[2]:=f((t"(x"3))"y);
, ts[6] : = (ts[3])“-l;ts[5] :=(ts[2])"-1; ts[4] : = (ts [1])"-1; 
p := [1 : i in [1 .. 15]];
for i := 1 to 6 do
p[prodim(l, ts, [i] )] := prodimG, ts, [i] "xxx) ;;
end for;
T3:=Transversal(N,H3);
for i := 1 to #T3 do
ss: = [3]"T3[i] ;
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss"xxx) ;
end for;
T31:=Transversal(N,H31);
for i := 1 to #T31 do
ss:=[3,l]~T31[i];
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss"xxx); 
end for;
return (G1 ! p) * &* [G1Its[uuu[j]]: j in [1 .. #uuu]]; 
end function;
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ArrayP:=[Id(N): i in [1..120]];
for i in [2..120] do
P:=[Id(N): 1 in [1..#Sch[i]]];
for j in [l..#Sch[i]] do
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 2 then P[j]:=yy; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i])[j] eq 1
then P[j]:=xx; end if;
if Eltseq(Sch[i]) [j] eq -1
then P[j]:=xx"-1; end if;
end for;
PP:=Id(N);
for k in [1..#P] do
PP:=PP*[k] ; end for;
ArrayP[i]:=PP;
end for;
for i in [1..120] do if ArrayP[i] eq N!(5,3,1,4,2)(10,8,6,9,7) 
then Sch[i] ; end if; end for;
G<x,y,t>:=Group<x,y,t|x~5,y"2,(x*y)~4,(x,y) “3,t‘3,(y*t)~2,(y"x)2,  





ts:=[Id(Gl) : i in [1..10]];
ts[5] :=f (t) ; ts[l] :=f (t'x) ;ts[2] :=f (t''(x'‘2)) ;ts[3] :=f (t“ (x"3)) ;
ts[4]:=f(t"(x"4));ts [10]:=(ts[5])~-l;ts[9]: = (ts[4])~-l;
ts[8] : = (ts[3])"-l;ts[6] :=(ts[1])~-l;ts[7] : = (ts[2])~-l;
cst := [null : i in [1 .. 1584]] where null is [Integers() I ];
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prodim := function(pt, Q, I)
/*
Return the image of pt under permutations Q[I] applied sequentially. 
*/
v := pt;
for i in I do






































T5: transversal (N, N5) ;
T51: transversal (N,N51) ;
T56: transversal (N,N56);





















T56784: transversal (N, N56784) ;
T515232:transversal(N,N515232);
******************************************************
FIND # SINGLE COSETS
****************************************************** */
for i in [l..#T5] do
ss: = [5] ~T5[i] ;
cst[prodimCl, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..1584] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
m;
for i in [1..#T51] do
ss;=[5,l]~T51[i];
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cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [i..1584] 
m;
do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
for i in [l..#T56] do
ss: = [5,6] "T56 [i] ;
cst [prodimd, ts, ss)] : == ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..1584] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
m;
for i in [l..#T515] do
ss: = [5,l,5]"T515[i] ;
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..1584] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
m;
for i in [l..#T512] do
ss: = [5,l,2]"T512[i] ;
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..1584] do if cst[i] 
m;
ne □ then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
for i in [l..#T517] do 
ss:=[5,l,7] ~T517[i] ;
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..1584] do if cst[i] 
m;
ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
for i in [l..#T562] do 
ss:=[5,6,2]"T562[i];
cst [prodimd, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..1584] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
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for i in [l..#T567] do 
ss:=[5,6,7]"T567[i];
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..1584] do if cst[i] ne 
m;
for i in [l..#T5152] do 
ss: = [5,1,5,2]"T5152[i] ; 
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..1584] do if cst[i] ne 
m;
for i in [l..#T5125] do 
ss: = [5,1,2,5]“T5125[i] ;
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..1584] do if cst[i] ne 
m;
for i in [l..#T5121] do 
ss:=[5,1,2,1]"T5121[i]; 
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..1584] do if cst[i] ne 
m;
for i in [l..#T5123] do 
ss: = [5,1,2,3]"T5123[i] ; 
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..1584] do if cst[i] ne
[] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
[] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
[] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
[] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
[] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
for i in [l..#T5128] do 
ss : = [5,1,2,8] ~T5128[i] ;
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cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..1584] do if cst[i] 
m;
for i in [l..#T51710] do 
ss:=[5,1,7,10]"T51710[i]; 
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..1584] do if cst[i] 
m;
for i in [l..#T5178] do
ss:=[5,1,7,8]~T5178[i]; 
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m: =0;
for i in [1..1584] do if cst[i] 
m;
for i in [l..#T5673] do
ss: = [5,6,7,3]"T5673[i] ;
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..1584] do if cst[i] 
m;
for i in [l..#T5678] do
ss: = [5,6,7,8] "T5678 [i] ;
cst[prodimG, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..1584] do if cst[i] 
m;
for i in [l..#T51523] do
ss: = [5,1,5,2,3] "T51523 [i] ;
cst [prodimG, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
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for i in [1..1584] do if cst[i] 
m;
ne □ then m: =111+1; end if; end for;
for i in [l..#T51251] do 
ss:=[5,l,2,5,l]~T51251[i]; 
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..1584] do if cst[i] 
m;
ne □ then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
for i in [l..#T51254] do 
ss:=[5,1,2,5,4]"T51254[i]; 
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..1584] do if cst [i] 
m;
ne □ then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
for i in [1..#T51258] do 
ss:=[5,l,2,5,8]"T51258[i]; 
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..1584] do if cst [i] 
m;
ne □ then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
for i in [l..#T51214] do 
ss:=[5,1,2,1,4]*T51214[i] ; 
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m: =0 ;
for i in [1..1584] do if cst[i] 
m;
ne □ then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
for i in [l..#T51253] do 
ss:=[5,l,2,5,3]"T51253[i]; 
cst[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := ss; 
end for;
m: =0;
for i in [1..1584] do if cst[i] 
m;
ne □ then m:=m+l; end if; end for;
for i in [1.,#T512810] do
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ss:=[5,1,2,8,10]*T512810[i] ;
cst[prodimd, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m: =0;
for i in [1..1584] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; 
m;
for i in [l..#T56784] do
ss:=[5,6,7,8,4]"T56784[i];
cstLprodimd, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;
for i in [1..1584] do if cst[i] ne [] then m:=m+l; end if; end for; 
m;
for i in [1..#T515232] do
ss:=[5,i,5,2,3,2]“T515232[i];
cst [prodimd, ts, ss)] := ss;
end for;
m:=0;






Convert an element x of JI in the symmetric repesentation into a 
permutation acting on 1584 letters.
*/
xxx := N ! yyy[l]; uuu := yyy[2];
p :=» [1 : i in [1 .. 1584]];
ts:=[Id(Gl): i in [1..10]];
ts [5]:=f(t); ts [1]:=f(t“x);ts[2]:=f(t“(x“2));ts[3]:=f(t“(x“3));
ts[4]:=f(t“(x“4));ts[10]:=(ts[5])“-l;ts[9]:=(ts[4])“-l;
ts[8] : = (ts[3])"-l;ts[6] : = (ts[l] )“-l;ts [7] : = (ts[2])''-l;
p [1 : i in [1 .. 1584]];
for i := 1 to 10 do




for i := 1 to #T5 do
ss : = [5] "T5[i] ;
p[prodimG, ts, ss)] := prodim(l, ts, ss"xxx); 
end for;
T51:=Transversal(N,N51);
for i := 1 to #T51 do
ss: = [5,i]"T51[i] ;
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss"xxx); 
end for;
T56:=Transversal(N,N56);
for i := 1 to #T56 do
ss: = [5,6] "T56[i] ;
p[prodimG, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss"xxx); 
end for;
T515:=Transversal(N,N515);
for i := 1 to #T515 do
ss:=[5,l,5] "T515[i] ;
pCprodimG, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss'xxx); 
end for;
T512:=Transversal(N,N512);
for i := 1 to #T512 do
ss:=[5,l,2]"T512[i];
p[prodimG, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss"xxx); 
end for;
T517:=Transversal(N,N517);
for i := 1 to #T517 do
ss: = [5,1,7] "T517 [i] ;
p[prodimG, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss~xxx); 
end for;
T562:=Transversal(N,N562);
for i := 1 to #T562 do
ss:=[5,6,2]"T562[i];
p[prodimG, ts, ss)] := prodimG, ts, ss"xxx); 
end for;
T567:=Transversal(N,N567);
for i := 1 to #T567 do
ss:=[5,6,7]"T567[iJ;
223
ptprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss"xxx); 
end for;
T5152:=Transversal(N,N5152);
for i := 1 to #T5152 do 
ss:=[5,l,5,2]"T5152[i];
p[prodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss"xxx); 
end for;
T5125:=Transversal(N,N5125);
for i := 1 to #T5125 do 
ss:=[5,l,2,5]"T5125[i]; 
p[prodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss'xxx); 
end for;
T5121:=Transversal(N,N5121) ;
for i := 1 to #T5121 do 
ss:=[5,l,2,l]~T5121[i];
pLprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss"xxx); 
end for;
T5123:=Transversal(N,N5123) ;
for i := 1 to #T5123 do 
ss:=[5,l,2,3]"T5123[i]; 
ptprodimd) ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss"xxx); 
end for;
T5128:=Transversal(N,N5128);
for i := 1 to #T5128 do
ss:=[5,l,2,8]~T5128[i];
ptprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss"xxx); 
end for;
T51710:=Transversal(N,N51710);
for i := 1 to #T51710 do
ss: = [5,1,7,10] "T51710 [i] ;
ptprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss"xxx); 
end for;
T5178:=Transversal(N,N5178) ;
for i := 1 to #T5178 do 
ss:=[5,l,7,8]"T5178[i]; 




for i := 1 to #T5673 do 
ss:=[5,6,7,3]*T5673[i] ;
pEprodimCl, ts, ss)] := prodim(l, ts, ss*xxx) ; 
end for;
T5678:-Transversal(N,N5678);
for i := 1 to #T5678 do 
ss:=[5,6,7,8]~T5678[i];
p[prodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss"xxx); 
end for;
T51523:-Transversal(N,N51523);
for i := 1 to #T51523 do
ss: - [5,1,5,2,3] "T51523 [i] ;
pEprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss*xxx) ; 
end for;
T51251:-Transversal(N,N51251) ;
for i := 1 to #T51251 do
ss:=E5,1,2,5,1] ‘T51251[i];
pEprodimd, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss"xxx); 
end for;
T51254:-Transversal(N,N51254);
for i := 1 to #T51254 do 
ss:=[5,l,2,5,4]"T51254[i];
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss~xxx); 
end for;
T51258:-Transversal(N.N51258);
for i := 1 to #T51258 do
ss: = [5,1,2,5,8]"T51258[i];
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss',xxx); 
end for;
T51214:-Transversal(N,N51214);
for i := 1 to #T51214 do
ss:=[5,1,2,1,4]"T51214[i];




for i := 1 to #T51253 do
ss:=[5,1,2,5,31"T51253[i];
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss'xxx);
end for;
T512810:=Transversal(N,N512810);
for i := 1 to #T512810 do
ss:=[5,l,2,8,10]~T512810[i];
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss"xxx);
end for;
T56784:=Transversal(N,N56784);
for i := 1 to #T56784 do
ss:« [5,6,7,8,4] "T56784 [i] ;
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss"xxx) ;
end for;
T515232:=Transversal(N,N515232);
for i := 1 to #T515232 do
ss:=[5,l,5,2,3,2]~T515232[i] ;
p[prodim(l, ts, ss)] := prodimd, ts, ss"xxx) ;
end for;
return (G1 ! p) * &*[G1  |ts[uuu[j]] : j in [1 . . #uuu]];
end function;
PERMUTATION REPRESENTATION------ SYMMETRIC REPRESENTATION
********************************************************* */
per2sym := function(Gl,N, p)
/*
Convert permutation p of JI on 1584 letters into its symmetric
r epre s ent at i on
*/
ww := cst[l~p];
tt := p * &*[G11  (ts[ww[#ww - 1 + 1]])’~-1: 1 in [1 .. #ww]l;
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